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" Process and flow are the life of an
organization and they fill it entirely.
Process and flow are the agency at
work and this is what makes its
existence meaningful. To see this
whole is to see an organization
functioning. fi

RIM OM Earl Latham

(Source: Mark, M.L., Statistics in the Making.
Ohio: The Ohio State University Bureau of
Business Research Publication #92, 1958.
P.375.)
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUrD CP THE STUDY

The Children's Aid Society of Metropolitan Toronto has been

undergoing a series of structural and functional changes in recent years,

owing to forces generated exogenous3y and endogenously*. Necessarily

then, resear A in planning has become an integral part in the Agencyts

operation. Although research alone cannc "solve" every problem .--

indeed, some operational probleis are not researchable on-going

systematic research can help reveal problem areas, identify priorities,

define objectives and modify programmes. It serves as a feedback device,

an element so important in electrical engineering. There is little

wonder why research plays a clearly important role in the Planned

Programme Budgetting System (2), an operational scheme which this Agency

wishes to adopt. It is particularly clear that in the process of planned

change, research can best help us realize needs and direction, not to

mention its ability to repudiate or confirm hunches. It was based on

the belief that research can help give a more accurate description of

the operational situation that this project was conceived and

undertaken.

The Executive Director has detailed in one of his reports (1)

the kinds of changes inside the Agency and the objectives to be

fulfilled in 1972.
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pluT14240. Pl'oblIms and Research12192tives:

One of the main concerns of the Home Finding and Placement

Department was the feeling that one aspect of the Agency's recettion-

assessment facility*. was not functioning in a desirable manner. (For a

vivid description of this problem and its related matter, see the paper

Jean Ruse (3). Although this paper was written a little more than one-and-

a-half years ago, most of the problems mentioned still exist.) It was

recognized that some children** tonCoc1 to stay in' tho rocebtion-

assssment facility for an undue length of time, though this kind of

facility is intended for use on a short-term basis, as the name of the

facility implies. As a result of this practice, other children who

needed assessMen' ewe denied the many benefits of this facility, and

they were either forced to remain in the community or placed without

assessment. Thus, the damage done to both the child and the placement

resource was understandable yet immeasurable. It appeared that if this

practice continued in the future while protection admission increased

This research will concern it.elf with tho study of the R.C.

(Receiving Centre) which admits children between 5 and 15 years old, and

the four A.G.H.'s (Admission Group Homes) --- each of the Agency's four

Branches has one --- referred to as the Central Branch A,G.H., the East

Branch A,G.H., the North Branch A.G.H., and the West Branch A.G.H., and

which theoretically admit children between 5 and 12 years old. (Since

the north Branch has had two A.G.H.'s in successive operation over the

years studies, the populations in both homes woreincluded in this study,

and the two homes are to be collectively called North Branch A.G.H.)

** Throughout this report, children are referred to those between

five the fifteen years old, unless otherwise stated.
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(according to the forecast fo- l9i- the Famil- so-Y% -s DcwIrtment%,

w,uld eyoate confusion and become a serious probleLl. Theretore, it

was impoiative that the reception - assessment facility be evaluated

through research to identify the crux of the problem.

A second concern centered around the hunch that we had been

having more and more teenagers in care over the last few years, and that

although the total number of admissions was dropping, we were having

more and more "problem" children who were older. It was further

suggested that because of the changing characteristics of the Agency's

children, our mode of operation had to be modified accordingly, and a

different type of service was needed. Therefore, research was required

to identify the changes in characteristics of the children over the last

few years, and to give a more accurate description of these children, with

a view to plmnning future services.

Related to the second concern was the disposition pattern of

children from the two types of reception-assessment facilities. It was

recognized that children with less serious probloms upon admission were

sent to the A.G.H., whereas those with more serious problems which wore

known, went to the R.C. Presumably, disposition of children from these

two types of reception-assessment facilities would be different: R.C.

children were presumed to go more than A.G.H. children to institutions,

subsidized foster:Ihomes or similar typos of placement resources. We were

therefore interested in knowing the relationship between a child's

characteristics and his disposition, i.e., the kind of placement resource

ho got. When we knew the pattern of disposition of children from the

reception-assessment facility, we could gain at least some ideas as to

what kinds of placement resources were needed more than others to cope

or meet with the changing needs of our children.
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A frftrth conce).n was rela. to the )n.11' rf 1wledge as to wIr,

Laformational factors were utilized by our workers in placing a child.

It was felt that wisdom built up through practice experience undoubtedly

leads to accurate judgments in planning for our children in many

instances, however, because of a clear lack of good practice principles

in child welfare, it seemed desirable to structure up the placement

phenomenon, quantify the seemingly fluid situation, and suggebt a

placement framework through research. On one hand, this would help the

practitioner to better realize his cognitive process. in placing children,

and would servo as a base on which the worker could review his practice

from time to time; on the other hand, this would enable the non-,

practitioner and the administrator to gain a firmer grasp of the

placement process, and to make better plans to achieve sound and

efficient placement. The observation that our workers simply could not

describe what their placement framework was although they very often

made good decisions intuitively therefore prompted us to look into their

cognitive aspect of the placement operation.

A fifth and the last objective of this study would be to

identify future research mods. It appeared that research could later

he directed to a number of areas in both Family Service and Child Care,

but we were not sure which focus would yiLld rewarding and optimum

results in the sense that findings from the present study could best

tie in with those from whatever study which was to be undertaken. Since

research should be looked at as a knowledge - building tool, research

studies have necessarily to be inter - rotated, and at the same time

operationally oriented, depending on Agencyts priorities, Because this

research looked at the children admitted into the reception - assessment



faflility directly from the colv:LI:tr, and because the leception-

assessment facility actually serves as a funnel through which a

selected group of our children pass and are placed ultimately, the

findings from this study would likely reveal the strengths and

weaknesses in some aspects of the service-delivery system. This in turn

would point to researchable areas. Also, ideas with regard to research

design, feasibility in employing, in future research, the instruments

developed for use in this project would also likely emerge when this

study is completed.

The above problems therefore formed the focus for this study.

Our main concerns were two: first, to reveal operational problems by

objectively describing the service-delivery situation, and second, to

add knowledge to social work practice. To reach these goals, the

situation would have to be studied in depth, and an appropriate design

to be developed. A review of the literature therefore was undertaken

to gain insights as to how these research problems would best be tackled.

00..) Review of the Literature:

0') Three major types of research literature were reviewed: those

which tried to explain differential durations of care, those which tried

0 to reveal factors related to decision-mhking in social work, and those

which described the characteristics of children in different types of

C11.10-' placement resources. In all these cases, only research studies of

(nr obvious impact were reviewed and the results were as follows:

r.14.41 A. Research related to duration of care ---

Since the well-known Maas and Engler study of children in

care in nine U.S. communities was published about thirteen years ago

(4), there has been a wave of research done to examine factors related

to duration of care of children in child welfare agencies, i.e., to
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exaoino the deterrents to movc...Aent of children in anre. Ono of the

prinoipal findings of this study, a disturbing ono indeed, revealed

that "time was a most important factor in the movement of children out

of care in every setting, for staying in care beyond a year and a half

greatly increased a child's ohanges of not being adopted or returned

home" (4, 351), The authors further proposed that the variables "Parents'

visits" and "Parent's plans for the child" might servo as indicators of

long-term care (4, 356-362), However, Maas's recent follow -up study of

a selected group of his original sample studied in 1957 cast doubts

on the predictive power of these two proposed indicators of long-term

care; moreover, he found that "combining visits with plans weakens the

association with long-ter care" (5, 324),

Generally speaking, the variable "Length of time in care"

(whether dichotomized, trichotomized or continuous in nature) is usually

treated as the dependent variable, and background or demographic

characteristics of the child are cross-tabulated against it with a view

to identifying the variables which tend to account for the phenomenon

called "differential lengths of time in care". Occasionally, a test

variable is introduced and the researcher then examines the controlled

relationship between the independent and dependent variables. In some

instances, instead of treating "length ottime in care as the dependent

variable, the researcher likes to look at the backgroUnd or

demographic characteristics of children who have been in care for a long

time versus those of children who have stayed for aishort time, ie

i.e., the researcher is concerned about tho comparative composition of

different length-of-time-in-care groups. Still occasionally, the more

sophisticated researcher ',uses a multivariate statistical technique,

like multiple or step-wise regression analysis, to identify the amount
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.-riarce in the dependent variable (i.e.0"ler.:Th of time in care")

accounted for by each of the independent or predictor variables

introduced into the equation. However, for reasons unknown, most

researchers seem to concern themselves %dth the second approach, i.e.,

comparative approach, rather than with the first or third-approach,

i.e., predictive or "causal" approach*. Of course, the kind of analysis

adopted depends on, among many other things, the researcher's personal

and methodological orientation; there simply does not exist a "best"

method in data-handling, with such a seriow lack of theories in child

welfare.

In her study of factors related to differential lengths of time

in foster care (6)0 Shirley Jenkins classified her 891 children (from

425 families) into three mutually exclusive time-groups: In care less

than three months, three months but loss than two years, two years and

over. She then examined the child's backgroundoor demographic variables

whica could be determined by agencies at the time of admission in each

of these groups. Specifically, four child variables --- jurisdiction

of case, ethnic group, religion and age --- and six family variables ---

household composition, number of children placed per family, parental

partiCipation in the decision, main source of income: typo of housing,

and nain reason for placement --- wore analyzed. Some of the results

wore difficult to be summarized, but, in her own words, "factor

associated with circumstances of living, such as being housed in rooms

and being supported by public assistance, tend to be related to a

shorter time in care; Demographic variables, age at placenent, religion,

and ethnic group appear to be interrelated and together can serve as

*. A recent study by David Fanshel employed the predictive model.

It is the only study of this kind which had achieved a certain level of

methodological sophisticaticn known to the author.
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indicators of duration of care" (6, 455). However, the laost powerful

predictor of length of tine in care was the reason for placement. Among

the five groups of admission reasons identified, "physical illness of

guardian" tended to associate more with short duration of care, i.e.,

in the under-three-month group, 46% of the cases had this as the reason

for placenen#,. Both "child's problems" and "family problems" seemed to

be related more to long duration of care. However, both "mental illness

of motholvand "nocleot,abuse" appeared to be unrelated to the tine spent

in care. Finally, as what Maas and Engler found in their nation-wide

study cited earlier, Jenkins observed that "once children have been in

care over three months, chances for early return are substantially

lessened" (6, 452).

In his follow-up study of 422 children, Maas adopted the same

approach as Jenkins, and contrasted children in short-tern care (loss than

three years) with those in long-term care (ten years or more), (5). Maas

confirmed once again the observation that the longer a child was in care,

the' loss likely he was to be adopted or, "after the first 5 years, to

return hone -- and the more likely he (was) to be transferred to another

health or welfare agency or to be allowed to live independently" (5, 324).

The factors associated with long - torn cases all pointed to multiple

disadvantages. While the variable "sex" and "ago" could not be used to

predict duration of care, the long-term-care child tended to have below-

average intelligence and correctable or irremediable physical disability,

to bo non-white and Catholic. Besides, his social relationship pattern

tended to be negative. With regard to long-term-care children's family

characteristics, there was a higher rate of family breakdown (92% were

single- parent families), and of very poor families (below subsistence

standard); however, parents' marital status of child's birth, and at

child's admission into care, parents' psycho-social problems, number of
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siblings, and living arrangemons of siblings failed to differentiate

betweon children in long-term care and those in short -torn care.

Contradictory to the Jenkins study cited above, Maas found that the

reason for admission was not a useful variable to distinguish long-term

from short-term placement; nor was the nature of separation.

As a part of the on-going major child welfare research

programme at Columbia University, David Fanshel studied 624 children

who entered foster care for the first time in 1966 (7). The purpose

of this particular study was to identify variables which could be used

to predict length of time in foster care. Specifically, the subjects

were classified into two groups the discharged (46%) and the

in care (54%) and independent variables deemed significant in

influencing the outcome over the 3i years period studied were examined.

As what Maas found in his longitudinal study reviewed above, Fanshel

reported the variables "sox" and "age" hadlno particular cogency for

prediction. However, contradictory to the Maas analysis, Fanshel

found that more children born in wedlock tended to have been discharged.

The variables "ethnicity" and "religion", again in contradiction with

the Maas results, were not associated significantly with the discharge

phenomenon. When the reason for placement was examined, t was revealed

that during the first year after entry, 55..12 of children whose reason

for admission being "physical illness of child caring person" were

discharged; in the opposite end, only 12,6% of children whose reason

for admission being "behaviour of the child" were discharged. This

finding in part supported the observation by Jenkins, although it

contradicted Maas's analysis that reason for placement was not a telling

variable of length of stay.*

Of course, one of the explanations for this variance in findings may

well be due to the .different ways admission reasons were grouped in those

three studies.
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In order to ae.:10 s the relative contrliono of the

independent variables to the explanation of length of time in care, Fanshel

subjected fifteen selected predictors to a multiple regression analysis.

Four separate analyses were carriedeout, each time changing the

treatment of the dependent variable, "length of time in care" The

order of the predictors introduced into the regression equation was

fixed. The results were not encouraging, for the greatest variance in

the dependent variable accounted for by the 15 predictors was only 7.7%,

anUthis value was obtained when length of time in care was treated as a

dichotomy contrasting thoso children who loft care during the first year

versus all other children. Fanshel admitted that the results were not

impressive and said "that the variables used in the analysis (provided)

only suggestive leads, and that there (was) muoll that (was) unaccounted

for in the discharge phenomenon" (7, 78). He anticipated that had

additional variables, like I.Q. scores, behavioural characteristics of

the children, the social and child-rearing attitudes of their parents,

and the nature and quality'of agency service been employed, more

encouraging results would have been achieved. However, in this series

of multiple regression analysde, the variable "child's birth status",

and three of the eight placement reasons --- behaviour of the child,

physical illness of the child's caring person, and unwillingness of the

parent to continue care --- added statistically significant amounts of

explained variance in the dependent variable. Although the findings

were not too impressive, this Fanshel study marked a significant

departure from the ' "conventional" method in data analysis.

f). Research related to framework for decision- making ---

In his appraisal of research on decision-raking Edmund Mech noted

that "there is the paucity of information regarding deciSion processes

in child placement. Studies are needed in the fundamentals of how
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docisions are made in the om'.11.)lo of child-placing practice" 0, 62,).

Lac,er on, Hoch reiterated the importanoo of decision analysis in

child welfare. He said: "If one is clear as to why a placement is made

and how it is working out, such informationiwill help in making the

noxt decision. Closer analysis° f our decisions will lead to better

practice and more useful theory. Deoision analysis is a way of 'checking

on judgment. --- 'Negative feedbao provides an indication of what

might be done to correct the disoripanoies" (9, 28). It therefore

appears that more research efforts should be devoted to decision

analysis, since knowledge of decision.,making is crucial to the

understanding of the child welfare process, which, at largo, is a

decision making process.

Thus, far, there are two identifiable approaches to the study

of decision-making in social work. One approach employs simulated

case-materials and worker-judges are asked to make their decisions as to

what they would do for the clients described in the cases. The other

approach, opposite to the one just mentioned, involves analysis of the

judgments of workers in their daily crUbible of practice.* In the latter

approach, in addition to the outcome-group-comparison method in data

analysis (e.g., successful placement group versus unsuccessful placement

group, placement group versus non-placement group, etc.), use of a

factor analytic method and multivariate statistical method is evidenced.

Although quite a few studies in the adoption and foster parenting

areas have been done, the focus in this part of the review of literature

will limit itself to those related to placement decision.

One of the pioneering efforts in the study of decision-making in

separating children from their families was made by Bernice Boehm in

1961 (10). This researcher believed that "despite the lack of explicit

11.0.01IN
The computer simulation approach has not been employed yet by

social work researchers, to the author's knowledge.
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and clearly formulated criteria for determininr; need for separating a

child and fwAily, some criteria are implicit in the actual placement

decisions made by social workers, and these criteria can be made more

explicit through a study of praotice" (10, 12). Upon analyzing the

Q -.sort ratings by social workers on two hundred protective cases

half of these were placement cases, and the other half non-placement

cases --- she was able to ideltify seven clusters of information which

the worker relied on in perceiving his clients' family functioning. These

seven clusters of information were: the organization of family living

(i.e. , from a home management standpoint of cleanliness of home, physical

care of children, regularity of mealtime and bedtime, stable use of income,

and encouragement of school attendance), the child's behaviour (i.e., his

self-confidence, relationships with other children, nervousness and

irritability, mood, etc.), the father's role in the stability of family

life, the parents' recognition of their own problems and their ability

to use outside help, volatility (i.e., degree of violence and

quarrelsomeness in family life), strength of mother in maternal role and

child's tendency forAeviaa behaviour. Six of these seven clusters of

information were found to discriminate between situations in which children

were:placed away from their families and those where this action was not

considered necessary. (These findings were reported by David Fanshol in

his review,of the child welfare research literature (11, 137).)

In 1963, Scott Briar reported a study where simIllated case-

materials wore used, and whose objective was to identify factors

affecting clinical judgments of social workers with respect to choice

of institutional or foster family care in the placement of children (12).

Three case histories were presented to 43 workers with varying training

and experience, who were from five different agencies, and who had been

divided into two comparable groups for this experiment. Case A had

two versions: to one group, the child was described as seriously



disturbed; and to the other group, as mildly :1:Lsturbed. Case B

had two versions: to ono group, the child's mother was said to be

strongly opposed to foster placement; to the other group, opposed 0

institutional placement. Case C served as a control and Mu) same vorsior

of the case was given to both groups. The 43 workers were then asked to

make a rating about the prognosis for foster home placement and

institutional placement for the child in question. Briar found that

there did appear a relationship between the degree of emotional

disturbance in the child and the social worarls placement recommendations'

but the direction of this relationship was varied and unpredictable. Also,

the workers' recommendations were found to be Influenced by tho natual

parents' expressed preferences, with tha greatest influence in relation

to the expressed negative attitudes towards foster family care. Ho found

no relationship between clinical judgments or recommendations and the

workers'. age, sex, marital status, experience and training. Finally, it

vas found that the social workers' placement recommendations were

directly related to the placement patterns in their own employing

agencies. The conclusion drawn from this study was that placement

practices were often influenced by hunches and agency policy. Although

this study was criticized by Fanshel as "irresponsible" because,

according to Fanshel, decision-making studies should confine thamselwa

to "real- life" situations (13), this Briar study did tend to have an

important impact on child welfare because it at least gave us suggestive

leads to the recognition of one aspect of the child-6placament operation.

Of course, much remains to be done if we want to know more about this

complicated operation in real life.

One of the first studies, if not the only study available thus

far, which tried to predict foster home placement outcome with a

prediction table was carried out by R.A. Parker (14). He hoped to help

placement workers arrive at a better decision through knowing what kinds
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of ohildron wore more likely than others to have a successful

placement, ("Success" was defined as uninterrupted maintenance of the

child in the same foster home over a period of five years; if the child

was removed at any time before five years had elapsed the case was

classified as a "Failure.) 209 children thirteen years or under were

studied. The ultimate rato of successful placement was 52%, and that of

unsuccessful placement was 48%. It was found that amojg other things,

tho presence in tho foster home of a younger-natural child of the foster

parents was the factor most significantly related to unsuccessful

placement. Older foster children and those with behavioural problems

tended to fail more. Children who had previous experiences as foster

children and children who had been removed from their own homes at

earlier ages wore more likely to bo successfa. institutionalization

during infancy was not related to failure unless the institutional

experience had been prolonged beyond two years. The number of previous

moves was not related to failure. Tho results were statistically tested,

and those fourteen variables which reached the 5% level of significance

were used to construct a prediction table --- all these fourteen

variables or predictors wore dichotomized first before they wore used

in solving a series of multiple regression equations. This prediction

tsblo was then applied to another softies of 108 cases for validation

purposes. It was found that the correlation coefficient dropped from

the original 0.52 to 0,44, i.e., thero was a loss in discriminative power

of the table. Despite this drop of "reliability" of the prediction

table, this Parker study did point out that certain variables wore more

important than others in influencing placement outcome, and that

placement outcome could be brought under predictive control.

The use of factor analysis to identify informational factors

which influence diagnosticians' judgments when making recommendations
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Whe reported in a study by Kurtz and his associates (15). Although

this study was on decision-making in a child psychiatric clinic, the

methodology employed could servo as a reference to researchers in any

field and who are engaged in a similar kind of research. Primarily,

variables which wore thought to be important in influencing

diagnosticians' decisions about length and typo of troatmut

recommended for families evaluated for outpatient service were first

identified by a group of child psychiatrists. These variables were then

scaled, and ratings wore obtained for thes variables on 28 families or

84 individual family members over a period of time. Principi: 4mponents

factor analysis of the nine-variablo correlation matrix was carried out,

and two factors were extracted. The factors were then rotated to a

simple structure solution employing the varimax technique. The two

rotated factors were labelled "Social and self-confidence factor" and

"Ego factor". Together, these two factors accounted for 58% of the total

variance, (the; social factor accounted for 40%, and the other factor for

18%), and they met the simple s ructure criterion well. These two

clusters of variables therefore tended to influence differentially the

diagnostician's decision, and formed a framework for decision-making.

These variables wore then used as predictors of decisions

concerning length of treatment and type of treatment. Two separate

step-wise regression analyses were carried out. It was found that

some of the variables which constituted the "social and self-

confidence factor" were the most powerful predictors of both

phenomena. The conclusion was that a patient who got assigned to

long-term treatment was likely to have motivation that came mainly

from within himself, was likely to be middle or upper class, and was

highly motivated; those who received the recommendation for insight,-

oriented psychotherapy wore motivated from within, were rated high in

capacity for therapeutic alliance, and were considered as having
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flexible ivulso control.

A recent study by the Child Welfare League of America aimed at

identifying "conditions under which the needs of children can be

appropriately not through service in their own homes. _Pursuit of this

objective has entailed examination of the factors that influence

decisions to provide service in own hems or placement in another setting,

with a view to developing guideline() for the practitioner in deoieion

making" (16, 1). The findings reported in this publication represented

the results obtained from the first phase c a major study, and

therefore should be taken as beginning clues to practice guidelines. To

pursue the rain objective of this research, 309 children from 140 families

were isolated for study 238 of these children were thought could be

served in their own hones, and the remaining 71 children were thought the

best plan for whom would be placement. Ratings and information on those

children supplied by the social workers from the different agencies

selected for this study wore analyzed.

It was found that the children for whom placement was deemed

appropriate came from smaller but economically disadvantaged families

which had been known to the agencies for many years, and where the parents

had exhausted their resources for help with their problems. Tho

placement children had mothers who were more likely to have a history of

mental illness, to appear emotionally disturbed, to have a )Aistory of

sporadic employment, to have difficulty in budgetting and to show a'lack

of concern for their children. If the father was present in the home,

he was more likely to exhibit deviant behaviour than the father in a

care-in-hone case. Also, the majority of the placement parents tended

to openly request placement of their children (62% of all the services

wanted), while only 13% of the care-in-home parents requested the same

and 36% requested no service at all. The child himself who received a

placement decision was more likely to be emotionally disturbed and
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behaviourally unmanageable. The general picture emerged was not very

elearand no single variable was strongly predictive of the decision,

although the findings tended to support the commonsenee assumption

that separation of the child from his natural family was associated with

evidence of considerable deviance or pathology in the child, in his

parents and in his living conditions. This therefore prompted tho

researchers to examine the predictive power orthe variables in clusters.

Seven clusters were identified from tho correlation matrix

calculated for the dichotomized variables. Two separate multiple

regression analysts were carried out for the mother -only sample and the

intact-famil sample respectively. It was found that three ablators ...

background factors, child traits, and general mother traits --- stood out

distinctly in.their power to ,predict the placement decision (34% of the

variance) in the mother-only sample. In the intact-family sample, 53%

of the variance in the dependent variable (placement decision) was

accounted for by three of the seven clusters --- general father traits,

child traits, and background factors, Surprisingly, in both samples,

the cluster "parental care" showed little predictive power --- only 1%

of the total variance in both samples was accounted for by this cluster.

C Research related to characteristics of children in different

placement resources ---

Children separated from their natural families are usually viewed

as a special population, since the characteristics of those children

differ from those served in the cornunity. (A good example of this

difference in characteristics can be found in the study by the Child

Welfare League of America just reviewed). However, children in care

cannot be viewed as a homogeneous population in tarns of the problems

associated with the subjects; the problems exhibited by children in care

may be viewed as "normally distributed", in a loose meaning of this

statistical term. Consequently, it may be said that children placed in
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a certain type of resource, say, foster family fomo, are different in

characteristics from those placedLin another type of resource, say,

group home or training school, since every type of placement resource is

prestmed to handle a specific kind of child. In the following review,

adoptive childrenare to be excluded because of the specific focus of

this study, rand although there are available a few good research studies

done in this area, the findings of the Fanshel -Maas study are to be reported

(17). The rationale for selecting this study alone for review is the

recognition that, firstly, this is the only study known to the author

which simultaneously examined the characteristics of children placed in

a spectrum of resources, and secondly, the methodology employed was

sophisticated. In other words, this study, in any respect, may be looked

upon as representative of efforts devoted to a similar end.

Basically, Fanshel and Maas reanalyzed the data collected for the

Maas Engler study in 1957 (i.e., Children in Need of Parents, a study well

known for its sophisticated methodology and insightful analysis).

856 children were selected from a total of 882 for this present analysis.

Of these, 334 were living in foster family homes, 217 in congregate

institutions, 187 in adoptive homes, and 118 were discharged back home.

Four separate seventy-variable correlation matrices were computed and,

due to limitation of the computer programme used, forty variables deemed

statistically and logically significant wore selected for inclusion in

the four parallel factor analyses. Thurstone's centroid method was used

to factor analyze the matrices. Nine rotated factors were obtained for

the children in foster family care, seven factors for the children in

institutional care, one factor for the children in adoptive homes --

this group of children is not to be reviewed in the following and

five factors for the children discharged back home. Comparison of the

results revealed that long-time care was associated with children in

institutions, in fasten:family homes, and discharged back home. This
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time-variable was also positively associated with replacement and

ncgativelY associated with the child's sense of identity. The children

remaining in foster or institutional care were those whose reason for

placement being marital conflicts between the parents, or those who

came from broken homes where the mother either manifested serious

psychosocial problems ar was living with a mate other than the child's

natural father. Poor ocononic status of the family also characterized

children in both foster and institutional care, On the other hand those

children who returned home tended to be the ones whose reason for

placement being parental illness or a parent's death, or those who came

from large families where there w ::re affectionate relationships with

siblings and where parent-child relationships were maintained.

Voluntary placement was...another prerequisite. It should be noted that

the child's behavioural and emotional problems were not in most settings

described as serious, and that serious emotional or behavioural problems

did not characterize children placed in institutions. However, a study

by Fanshel, Hylton and Borgatta in 1963, as reported by Edmund Mech,

suggested that "the presence of physical aggression, sexual activity,

and self-destructive behaviour as possible clusters characteristic of

institutional children" (8, 55). This difference in findings suggested

two things: first, there were more and more children with serious

behavioural and emotional problems, and second, more and more

institutions were being used by children with behavioural and emotional

disorders. It would be interesting to see what the profile of children

placed in the different-. resources is now.

From the above review of research literature, it is evident that

some of the findings were ambiguous and tended to vary from study to

study. Two factors tend to account for this inconclusiveness in

research findings: one is related to theory in child welfare, and the

other to research methodology, with the first factor bearing an
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important impact on the second one.

It is well rocog,,Izeci that social w7:k is regarded more as an

art than an enterprise operating on a theoretioally bewed knowledge.

Social work has given more attention to the development and

transmission of values and methods than to the identification and

development of its own theoriee (9, 6 -7). (In fact, this lack of a

valid, systematic and theoretical knowledge-base in social work

practice has weakened the claim, of.social work as a full profession ---

see Etzioni (W.) The same applies to child welfare work since the

assumptions and values of child welfare are those that underlie social

work practice. Because of this lack of theories, especially high-order

ones, child welfare researchers find themselves operating on different

grounds although not necessarily different research objeotives are being

pursued. .Kadushin made the observation that "there 'is apparently no

general theoretical system applicable to child welfare problems that

holds the allegiance of any sizable group of researchers. Having lost

our innocence about psychoanalytic theory, we have found nothing as

systematic and comprehensive to take its place as a guide to research"

(19, 62.63). As a result of this pancity of theoretical knowledge, much

of the child welfare research is an ad hoc undertaking and has a piece-

meal approach.*.110/11,...... iemaa....... ....=4............10.
Another reason for this drawback has something to do with the

objective and nature of child welfare research. Much of the

research activity is operationally oriented and agency-sponsored.

Hence, most researchers in child welfare have a somewhat bnique

personal and methodological orientation, and are more interested in

making their findings applicable to the agencyls operation than in

furthering theoretical knowledge in child welfare. But, of course,

these two objectives can be combined.
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Close' :- 1:..lted to the pre.:Aem of lack of theories is the

problem of methodological potpourri. Often enough, although the same

phenomenon is investigated, researchers employ different conceptual

frameworks, study differently defined populations, use differently

defined criteria and variables, construct different instruments, and

analyze the data differently. This, of course, has a lot to do with

the situation under which the research is carried out, the resources

available, the objective and focus of the study, and the competence

of the researcher; but one of the most important factors is the lack of

a sense of theoretical direction among the researchers. While some

methods-conscious researchers see this methodological potpourri as a

major hindrance to the advancement of practice knowledge, others tend

to be less bothered by this and continue to do research for the sake of

doing research, report findings regardless of how their results were

obtained, and do not pay much attention to research methods employed

and findings obtained elsewhere. This methodological incoherenoy in

part accounts for inconclusiveness'in research findings, even when the

very basic variables are involved --- e.g., the use of admission reason

as predictor of duration of care, mentioned earlier in the review.

This state of methodoligical confusion is perhaps similar to that in

the early sociological study of membership in voluntary associations.

Thus, most practice research may be referred to as "l- wonder - what- .would-

happen" research, without knowing in advance what the results would

likely bo and the value,of such results to practice. Since valid

knowledge can only be obtained through the principle of cumulation,

child welfare research, as it now stands, seems to be a bit slow in

contributing significantly to practice knowledge though, from time to

time, researchers question the validity of certain commonly held

assumptions in the field and urge practitioners to re-examine their

mode of service-delivery.
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bei%6 young and lacking theoretical direction. Every field of

knowledge has to go through this brash, struggling, uncertain stage

before it can attain maturity*; so we nay say this too is an

inevitable and natural course for child welfare research to follow.

Only through evolution can a field of knowledge become a mature, secure

member of the establishment; this process, of course, takes time. With

regard to a theoretical knowledge-base in child welfare, one really feels

disheartened about its development. Although child welfare is not an

academic discipline, it does not mean that we should not devote our

attention and energy to theory-building --- and this applies to the

field of social work in general. If social work is to become a full

profession, a valid, systematic knowledge-base is a prerequisite, and

social welfare educators should shift their emphasis from tho teaching

of values and methods to the development of theories --- mrb-range,

may be- and use research as a tool to evaluate the product with a

view to enlarging its explanatory power and refining it. This is not an

easy job but it has to be done if we want to have good results in

practice and to enhance the status of social work among other professions.

Despite these deficiowles in child welfare research, a certain

degree of vigorousness can be detected in a number of stmdies --

some of these have been reviewed above. Child welfare research,

cripplied somewhat, may never be able to give us as much as we want, but

systematically conducted research may be able to give us some modest

increment of what we need. Until theories in child welfare emerge,

.......rj=....................a... .=.10*.
good example is the evolution of survey research as an

instrument of social research.
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research will rom,in the major or only tool to reveal tho mode of

opo2ation in the field and to provide the practicitionor with a senso

of direction. As ouch, vigorously conducted child welfare research

will continuo to play an important role in planning.
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The basic objectives of this exploratory-descriptive study,

wore to reveal the crux of operational problems with a view to

identifying needs in service-delivery, and to add knowledge to child

welfare practice. The rationale for the implementation of this project

was the belief that no efficient planning is possible without a solid

knowledge of the characteristics of the clientele we serve and of the

mode of operation of our service-delivery s:stem. Such a body of knowledge

is deemed to be particularly important when planning for an agency whose

structure and functions are evolving rapidly and incessantly. In this

kind of situation, ideas and, suggestions about methods of planned change

abound, hunches and experiences mix, yet nobody can be certain as to

which ideas deserve immediate attention and what suggestions are more

practical than others. Research, therefore, servos as a means to help

make more rational decisions and plans because it describes the actual

situation Bearing those objectives and ox.,.sotations in mind, the

following methodology was employed in this research.

A. General Procedure and Overall Conceptualization ----

An assignment given prior to the conception of this project

brought the author into contact with the Homefinding and Placement staff

of this Agency, an! during the problem-formulation stage, such contact

with the field-staff continued. Workers from other departments were

involved as well, child care and family files and records read, meetings

attended, an&A review of the literature was carried out. The whole

purpose of these activities was to refine the focus of the project and

decide on a method to reveal the operational problems. Through discussion

and exploration, those five objectives identified in Chapter I were

singled out for study.
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It .;.,evealed placing and planning for a child, the

"problems" associated with the child wore consideped first and these, to

some extent, affected, firstly, the type of reception-assessment resource

chosen for the purpose.of this study, the A.G.H. or R.C.* ---- and

secondly, the assessment process. Presumably, the disposition pattern of

children from those two typos of reception-assessment resources would be

different too: R.C. children wore presumed to go more often than A.G.H.

children to treatment institutions/training schools, subsidized foster

homes or similar types of placement resources. Recognizing that the

child's problems, although important in affecting the movement of a

child in care, could not be the solo factors, further exploration was

thus launched to identify other influential forces which eventually formed

the test factors in data analysis.* To facilitate understanding of the

placement process in operation, the following conceptual framework was

formed (Figure 2.1). And to facilitate interpretation and data-handling,

two hypotheses and their related assumptions regarding placement of

children were advanced***:

Hypothesis 1: Children in the R.C. have more serious problems**** which
are known on admission than children in the A.G.H.
Assumption,
RFIf the problems presented have no difference

in degree, we nay attribute this to t1
random assignment of children te the reception-
assessment resources, holding constant the
availability of such resources.

IW.wI..I....IImal.

It was recognized that children with less serious problems upon
admission were sent to the A.G.H., whereas those with more
serious problems which were known, went to the R.C.

*3 These teat factors...are to be discussed under "Data and
Instrument".

4;1t' These hypotheses had no theory-base) but were formulated
out of the experience of our workerb.. They were used to
guide the'conduct of this study, as far as possible.

**** The three problem,areas identified were physical/health, behavioural
and emotional. See Appendices A to G for their operationalization.
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Hypothesis 2: The disposition of children from these two types
of reception- assessment resources is different.
Assumption:

1. Treatment institutions or related tnes of
placement resources are used more often by
children discharged from the R.C.

2. Regular foster family hones which take in
children from the R.C. are more likely to
receive a subsidy.

3. If thorn is no difference in disposition,
we may attribute this to the random
assignment of children to placement
resources, holding constant the
availability of such resources.

As it can be seen, with regard to the placement of a child in

a resource, the main independent variables (i.e., the variables that

"produce" or "account for" the occurrence of something) were the child's
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personal problals ---- physical/health, behavioural and emotional* ---

as workers in the field pointed out, and tho principal dependent variables

(i.e., the "effects" or "outcomes") were the reception-assessment resource

chosen and the child's disposition from the reception-assessment resource.**

Because of the presence of other influential factors in the placement and

assessment processes, it became evident that the relationships between the

independent and dependent variables had to be examined under controlled

condition, whenever appropriate ---- i.e., the principle of elaboration.

This method of data-handling can give us a clearer picture of the

phenomenon under investigation. A more detailed description of this and.

other methods used in this study can be found under "Data Analysis".

ow.

* Originally, it was intended to secure information on a child's
problems at two points in time ---- at admission into and at
discharge from the reception-assessment resource. However, after
carefully reading a sample of case-records and discussing the
idea with some workers, it became apparent that such attempt
would result in difficulties and confusion. This was because
while some children's problems at discharge were noted as more
serious than at admission, other children's problems reported
present before admission were simply not exhibited during their
stay in the reception-assessment resource. Therefore, the only
way a child's problems could be recorded validly was to take
note of all his problems exhibited regardless of temporal
sequence of occurrence, i.e., whether his problems were
recognized as present before, at or after admission. Besides, f'

this way of coding a child's problems was based on an implicit
assumption that any problems exhibited by a child, regardless
of when, would have effects on the worker in planning for and
assessing him. In the collection of information for some other
variables, e.g., guardian's caring ability, family's economic
condition, etc., the same convention was followed in obtaining
an overall rating of the situation or phenomenon, whenever
appropriate.

* The operationalization of these and other variables/concepts
can be found under "Data and Instrument".
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Since we were also interested in desoribing the functioning

of thodifferent reception-assessment resources, the rate at which

children were assessed and discharged would serve as an indication of

the performance of the reception-assessment resource. For this reason,

the turn-over rate was calculated for each reception.assessment

resource, and for tho purpose of this project, the turn-over rate was

defined as the number of children, between five and fifteen years old,

who had been assessed (i.o., at least a psychological assessment) in

and discharged from the reception-assessment resource in two months'

time* after initial admission into the reception-assessment resource,

in proportion to the total number of children of the same age-range who

had been assessed in and passed through the same reception-assessment

resource. Mile those who had stayed for a very short time. (i.e., seven

days or less) and had never been assessed were to be excluded from the

calculation, those who had stayed for more than two months, at the time

of sampling, would be included. However, those who had stayed for loss

than two months at the time of sampling would be excluded. The formula

for turn-over rate was thus

All 1 s old assessed and dischar ed between 8 and 60 days

All 5 - 15 yrs old, assessed and discharged '.)after 8 days

In this formula, the key issue was whether a child had been assessed or

not. Although the A.M. was presumed to take in pre-adolescents and

the R.C. to take in both pre-adolescents and adolescents, this formula

would not be affected by.the age of the child because the age effect

had been removed, and therefore the turn-over rates computed for the

different reception- assessment resources could bo compared...
* Although the length of timo required to assess and elan for a child

varied from worker to worker the range identified vas six
weeks to three months two months, (i.e., 60 days or loss)
was generally considered sufficient.
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Howevee, the turnover rate would have to be supplemented by

the movement rate, since most of the reception-assessment resources started

(and ended) their operation at different times. In other words, some

reception-assessment resources had not had enough children to enable them

to be compared validly with others in terms of the turn-over rate, as

defined above. However, if we looked at the total number of children

between 5 and 15 years old the resource had had in relation to the length

of operation of that resource, we could come up with a rough idea of the

pattern of children in the resource.* The movement rate of children was

old in care
honths of operation of resource

In this formula, the length of time a child in care was irrelevant. What

we were interested to know was the average number of children between 5

and 15 years old the reception-assessment resource had per month.

Comparison of the movement rates of the different resources would tell

us which reception-assessment resource was more readily available to our

children. Of course, the movement rate and the turn-over rate should be

studied together in order to realize the extent to which the resource was

used. Since the characteristics of children tended to influence these

two rates, in data analysis this relationship would be examined in order

to assess more objectively the performance of our different reception-

assessment resources.

B. Population and Sample ----

The population used in this study was made up of all the

children in the R.C. and the four A.G.H's. The R.C. group consisted

of both sexes between five and fifteen years old, and the A.G.H. group

* Note that this was not equivalent to the turn-over rate as defined
above, whose crucial factor was whether or not a child had been
assessed in the resource.
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had children of both sexes botveen five and twelve years old.

Theoretically speaking, the B.C. Children were expected to be more

difficult to nanagoi, than the A.G.H. children because they tended to

exhibit more serious personal problems. In this respect, the staff of

these two type of resources and the mode of assessment differed from each

othor in certain wnys in that the B.C. was nore like a residence with

resident child care staff available at any given time, with assessment done

on a continual basis, and withccase-evaluation carried out periodically.

Tho B.C. had thirty-six beds and the placement of a child in the B.C.

usually was arranged through the Placement Department unless it was an

after-hour or emergency admission.

The A.G.H. was simply a group home run by a couple and

supervised by a worker from the Protection Department* in the Branch whore

the A.G.H. was. Tho four A.G.H.;,s in the four Branches together could

accomuodate twenty-four children between five and twelve years old,

theoretically speaking. The childts adjustment, progress and problems

exhibited were closely observed by the home parents, who mot with the

supervising worker perieeically to evaluate the overall progress of the

child. In this sense, the worker assumed the role of a consultant and

worked closely with the child and the foster parents. Plans for the

child were made after sufficiont confidence had been gained with regard

to the needs of the child. Although the R.C. and A.G.H. differed in

some respect with regard to their means of assessment and their settings,

the goal of the two typos of resources was the, same, namely, to assess

the child as quickly as possible and to make the best plan for him. It

was the comparison of the mode of operation of these two resources that

formed, in part, the subject matter for this research, and the children110.0
* Except the East Branch A.G.H. where the supervising worker was

from the Child Care Department.
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Originally, it was intended that this research be a study of

A.O.H. and R.C. children between five and twelve years old who had

stayed in the resource foroeight or more days*, and that a dating-back

sample of 150 were to bo selected for the A.G.H. group and another 150

R.C. cases wore to bo selected randomly**. The "cut-off" dates of the

sampling were to be October 1, 1969 and August 31, 1971. However, it

was soon realized that these criteria had to be modified because the

Agency's Information Services had records on en1y 55 A.G.H. children

between six and twelve years old within the above time-period. This sample

size would not be large enough for certain statistical manipulations,

especially if the subjects had to be grouped for tabulation purposes. It

was then decided to go back one more year to July 1, 1968, and to

expand the ago -range of the subjects at both ends to five and fifteen

respectively. Thus, the subjects finally used in this stgdy consisted

of all the children between five and fifteen years old who had stayed

for at least eight days in either the B.C. or A.G.H., and who were

admitted into care '.directly from the community. The time-period

studied was July 1, 1968 to August 31, 1971.

Owing to this change of sampling criteria, the original

idea of using the computer do the sampling was forced to drop and

samples were drawn manually and tediously. To begin with, the records

kept by the Placementlkepartment were examined. Bearing in mind the

* Through discussion with the field staff, it was pointed out that

an initial or tentative plan would have been made, in most
instances, for those children who had stayed for a week or more.

** The B.C., at any given time, had more children than all the A.G.H.'s
combined, theoretically speaking, because the R.C. had a higher

accommodation rate.
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above criteria and ollminating Jecond admissions within the time-period

studied, exactly one hundred single-admission cases were purposively

selected to form the A.G.H. sample. In obtaining the R.C. sample,

records kept by the R.C. and the Institution Department were examined

and compared. Those children who had been in both the A.G.H. and R.C.

within this time-period were eliminatedt. Conforming to the criteria

specified above and including only direct admission from the community,

a total of 356 single-admission cases were selected. Then, from this

group, 200 cases were randomly selected using a table of random marl:ere.

In sum, these 300 cases represented both the R.C. and A.G.H. children

between five and fifteen years old, who were admitted into care directly

from the community and had stayed in the reception-assessment resource

for at:least 8 days between July 1, 1968 and August 31, 1971. The

sampling method was a combination of purposive and random.

C. Data and Instrument

The basic source of data used is this study was the case-

records in both the child care and family files. Although the quality

of data extracted from such records is usually less satisfactory due to

incompleteness and inconsistency in case-recording, this was the only

appropriate data-collection method available for the purpose of this

study because we were interested in describing the situation over-time,

so as to reveal operational

hoped that with the use of

indices, the raw data would

done in a consistent manner

therefore was contemplated.

needs, as one of the main purposes. It was

detailed data-extraction guidelines and

achieve a usable level and coding could be

. A reliability teat on the raw data extracted

* To increase the A.G.H. sample size, those children who had been in
both the A.G.H. and R.C., regardless of the temporal sequence, wore
counted as A.G.H. cases and were eliminated from the R.C. sample.
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Before any instruments were constructed, an initial survey

of research studies completed elsewhere was carried out. It was

discovered that in the extraction of factual data, no or only minor

problems were encountered; however, with regard to the extraction of

judgmental data from case-records, methods varied. And guidelines

differed. While in same cases researchers simply noted absence or

presence of a problem, in other cases, elaborate guidelines were

developed to help the coder classify a problem. However, the use of

indices to help extract data in sensitive areas seemed to be generally

lacking or under-used. An examination of a sample of the Agency's child

care and family files, carried out at about the same time, revealed that

certain information were more readily available than some other. The

overall impression was that, firstly, regarding the extraction of

factual data, minimal guidelines would be required; secondly, indicators

of some concepts could be borrowed from other research studies; and

thirdly, a child's physical/health, behavioural and emotional problems

had to be quantified with indices and classifications of these three

problam-areas had to be done.

The next step brought the researcher to identify the

concepts, variables and their indicators which would be needed for the

purposes of this project. It seemed apparent that a child's -,',vsical/

health, behavioural and emotional problems, and information -,11 his

disposition and the reception-assessment resource were crucial in this

study. In the process of identifying other variables for inclusion in

this study through reviewing the relevant literature, interviewing field-

workers and reading case-records, three things were borne in mind:

first, the recognizably salient factors used by the worker in assessing

and placing a child; second, the kinds of data needed to answer the

research questions as indicated by the problems formulated; and third,

the availability of data from the case-record. Altogether, seven sets of
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data were identified as important. They wore: 1) basic admission data

(e,g., reason for admission, year of admission, eto.), 2) data on the

child's biological characteristics and his group memberships (e.g.,

physical/health problems, age, sex, ethnicity, etc.), 3) data on the

child's psychosocial characteristics (e.g. , emotional problems,

relationship pattern, etc.), 4) data on his placement history (e.g.,

previous admission, nature of separation, etc.), 5) data on his family

background (e.g., guardian's marital status, economic status, guardian's

working relationship with the agency, etc.), 6) data on the assessment

resource (e.g., length of child's stay, use of outside assessment

resource, etc.), and 7) data on disposition of child from the reception-

assessment resource (e.g., placement resource child had, choice of

placement resource, etc.). Some of the concepts and indicators Were

borrowed mainly from the Maas and Engler study (4, 408-410), and certain

concepts used (e.g., child-guardian relationship, guardian's economic

status, etc.) were component or global in nature where more than one

indicators were usuallylinvolved. Table 2.1 lists the concepts and

indicators used in this study.

TABLE 2.1

CONCEPTS VARIABLES AND INDICATORS
EMPLOYED IN THE STUDY

CONCEPT

Child's biological
characterists = the basic
conditions that
characterize the child as
an organism.

VARIABLE

- Age
- Sex
- Intelligence
-.Physical/health

condition

INDICATOR*.

10-11, 74
12
14, 15-17
19, 20-21, 22-23

* The number in this column refers to the column-location of the
indicator in the Code-book. (See Appendix H.)



Child's group memberships
= the more speeificallY
social names and labels
placed upon the child in
his culture. (Age and sex
could also be considered
group member-ship items.)

35 -

VARIABLE__

- Ethnicity

- Membership in.family
group

Child's psychosocial
characteristics = emotional,
behavioural and
attitudinal characteristics
of the child as a person.
(Intelligence could also
be considered a psychosocial
item.)

1111Yp

- BehaviourAl oonditinn
- Emotional condition
- Overall health and
psychosocial condition

- School-learning
difficultiJs

- Social relationship
pattern

- Conflict with the
law

Child's placement history

.....................

INDICATOR

13

18

24,

28,

64,

25-26, 27
29 -30, 31

65-67, 71

32,

33, 34) 35, 36

37

- Previous admission
- Previous placement
resource

- Previous replacement

38

39
40

Child's family background
= home enkronment in
which child was brought up.

Reception-assessment
resource = happenings
during child's stay in
reception-assessment
resource

- Guardian's marital
status

- Family's economic
status

- Guardian's working
relationship with
Agency

- Siblings in care
- Guardian's caring

ability

43

44

45
46

47

- Reception-assessment
resource

- Choice of assessment
resource

- Length of stay in
resource

- Use of outside
assessment facilities

- Reason for long stay
- Completion of

assessment
Guarclianls contact

411M1,11111111.

4

48

49, 50-52, 72

53

54

69

42



CONGEPT

Disposition of child =
happenings after
discharge of child from
reception-assessment
resource

-36-

VARIABLE INDI ATOR

1111.01.111...

- Placement resource
- Choice of placement

resource
- Replacement
Reason for replacement

- Agencybs plan for child
- Total length of stay-

in C.A.S. resource
- Legal status of child
upon discharge from
reception-assessment
resource

Child's admission nature

em../..../0//awat 0.11

55-56

57

58
59
60

61-63, 73

9

- Originating branch
- Admission reason
- Urgency of admission
- Nature of separation

Legal status of child
on admission

- Year of admission

5

6-7
8

41

68

70

The construction of instruments and the preparation of data-

extraction guidelines were carried out at about the same time as the

selection of variables. A review of literature revealed a general

absence of attempt in the classification of behavioural and emotional

problems* in the sociological and psychological areas. Contact with

resource people from both inside and outside the Agency likewise produced

limited success in the discovery of these problem classifications. It

then became apparent that we had to turn to the field of psychiatry; and

at the recommendation of a Clark Institute psychiatrist, the 1966

classification of psychopathological disorders in childhood (20) was

examined. It was from this publication that the classifications of

* It had been decided to borrow, with minor modification, the
physical/health problem classification developed by Nr. W.

Hedderwick of this Agency.
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problems used in this study were derived*. A method of scoring in a

child's principal problem -areas was also devised, and a sot of data-

extraUtion guides preparod. With the help of an experienced social

worker in the Institution Department, the commonly used public

institutions by the Agency were identified, grouped under different

functions, and classified on the basis of size (i.e., home-like versus

non-home-like atmosphere) and mode of treatment (i.e., built-in

structured therapy versus the absence of institutionalized th*apy).

All these attempts aimed at obtaining manageable yet meaningful data, so

that during data-analysis and interpretation, confusion could be

minimized. (Please see the Appendix for a detailed description of these

instruments and their use.)

After the R.C. and A.G.H. sample lists had been compiled,

Central Filing was instrumental in making available microfische copies

of the cases ----- both the child care and family files. However, in

the first round, only about 20% of all the cases were available in

microfische form. When coding was finished on those cases, an extensive

and intensive search of files, branch by branch and. department by

department, began. This proved to be a laborious exercise. Checking and

rechecking statistical records for aliases and the spelling of surnames

was most time-consuming. Also, some microfisches were not readable duo

to improper processing. Altogether, 98 cases were coded for the A.G.H.

group, and 199 cases for the R.C. group, with a total of 8 substitutions

* The classifications used in this study represented the results of
combination of the various sub-classifications proposed in the G.A.P.
publication, and had never been empirically or theoretically tested.
Of course, any short-coming in the clasdifications used in this
study is due to the author's naivety in this area and not to any
inherent drawback in the G.A.P. attempt.
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made in the R.C. group. Sone of the original cases were unavailable

and some were deleted.lbecause certain information on the child were

wrongly reported and consequently did not meet the sampling criteria.

While most of the data were obtained from the files, about 5% of all

the data (or 5% of 'the cases) were collected through interviewing the

workers because case-recording could not be completed in time.

When data-collection was completed, 27 of the 297 cases were

randomly selected, re-coded, and the results obtained from the two

stages were compared, in order to reveal the consistency in coding and,

to some extent, the reliability of the raw data. Becaus; there were

three different levels of data involved, namely, nominal, ordinal and

interval, two different statistical methods were used to neasvre the rate-

rerate reliability. The Cohen coefficient of agreement was calculated

for the nominal and ordinal data, and this gave an average coefficient-

value of 0.90; a rather high value because 1.00 means perfect agreement.

The Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was used to measure

the rate-rerate reliability for the interval: data, and the result was

encouraging too with an average coefficient value of 0.90 achieved.

However, further analysis of the data revealed that while the coding of

nominal and ordinal data was generally satisfactory, that of interval

data had greater fluctuation when the results from the two coding stages

were compared, despite the high correlation coefficient. Appendix J

shows how the rate-rerate reliability was calculated and the further

analysis of data,-and offers an explanation of the results.

D. Data Analysis ------

The principal objective of data analysis in this study was

to reveal the operation the best we could by exercising appropriate

control over the data and by using the more powerful methematical and

statistical techniques, whenever possible. The conventional technique of
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data presentation, i.e., cross - tabulation of two variables

presumably one has an effect on the other --- without considering

the logical influences of other variables on the relationship, was

played down in this study on the belief that, in the real world, the

occurrence of a phenomenon is usually not the result of a one-to-one

relationship but the result of combined influences of many forces.

Therefore, whenever the situation warranted, a multivariate statistical

method was used to analyze the data and to help better describe the

situation or phenomenon. Of course, the choice of a particular

statistical method is often dictated by the quality of data; in this

study, this limitation was also realized. In all, five stages of

analyses with the computer were carried out, and each stage had a

distinct objective or goal. The following will describe those stages

and, briefly, the methods used.*

After the raw data were ohocked and organized, an initial

tabulation of the data was done. Absolute, relative and cumulative

frequencies for each variable were obtained. The purpose of having

this done was to gain an overall impression oftthe pattern of distribution

of the data, to recede or group some of the variables, to got an initial

idea as to how the data could best be handled, and to help decide on

the choice of certain statistical methods. As a result, admission

reasons were grouped under four headings with the help of an experienced

..........m...101111111..1
* The specific methods and their logics will be described in detail

later in the report, when the procedures involved in the uses of
these methods and the results obtained are discussed.



worker*, guardian's marital status were grouped**, and the categories

in some other variables, like ago, ethnicity, intelligence, sibling

number, previous admission, previous replacement while in care, family's

economic status and guardian's caring ability, were collapsed or

combined. Also a child's physical/health condition, behavioural

condition, emotional condition, and his length of stay were classified

on the bases of the frequency distribution of the various scores.***

To facilitate perception of a child's overall persoAl problems, using

the results from the classifications of his physical/health, behavioural

and emotional problems and basing on the same principle of classification,

the three problem-areas were combined to form two new variables:

"overall problem condition" (column 64 in the Code-book) and "overall

problem severity scale (column 71 in the Code-book). All'these efforts

* The four final groups of admission reasons identified were 1)

temporary family problem (i.e., abandoned or loss, physical illness
of parent, desertion, imprisonment, separation of parents, marital
conflict, unsatisfactory home condition, lack of accommodations,
eviction, ill treatment of child, sox offences (including incest),
and inadequate supervision), 2) permanent family problem (i.e.,
mental illness of parent, mental defect of parent, drunkenness,
alcoholism, and rejection of child), 3) child's problem (i.e.,
behavioural problems (including parent-child conflict), emotional
disturbance, and inability to control), and 4) others (i.e.,
death of parent, private placement breakdown, and other).

** The three headings were 1) single (i.e., never married, separated/
dhsertion, divorced, and widowed), 2) marriage intact (including
common-law union), and 3) remarried (including common-law union).

4*** The principle based on which these variables were classified was
equal proportional distributions of scores. This means that,
firstly, as far as possible, the categories of a variable had to
have equal numbers of cases, and secondly; all the cases in a
category of a variable had to posses: the same attribute. The
process in classification was to arrange all the subjects in
ascending order of their scores, and to decide on the different
cutting points so that, eventually, all the categories of the
variable would have equal, or close to equal, numbers of 'cases.
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were made because the nature of the data called for a re-organization

of some of the data, so that confusion in later data-handling would bo

minimized.

Factor analyses of a selected number of variables

constituted the second stage of analysis. The purpose of this process

was to delineate informational factors based on which our workers made

their decisions in placing children. To avoid "halo" effect in coding,

variables deemed important in influencing the placement of a child were

not singled out in advance, although the list of variables did include

such variables implicitly identified by some of the workers contacted

during the construction of instruments. The Department Supervisor of

Homefinding and Placement than selected twenty -one variables she thought,

based on her extensive experience, were important to consider in

placing a child ---- regardless of where the child was to be placed.

After the variables were recoded, the calculation of a tetrachoric

correlation matrix began and this was then subjected to factor

analyses. The process and results will be discussed in detail later on

in this report. The correlation matrix had also proved to be valuable

in giving suggestive leads to the cross-tabulation part of the analysis.

The variables were then cross-tabulated to identify the

interrelationship pattern among the variables. No control of a third

variable was introduced in most of those cross-tabulations, which were

grouped under five separate headings: basic information,

characteristics of sample, reception-assessment resource, duration of

care, and disposition. The purpose of this cross,tabulation exercise

was to discover ideas as to how these relationships could be clarified

further in a later computer run, i.e., to evaluate the extent to which

the principle of elaboration could be employed. Chi square, phi or

Grameris V, and contingency coefficient were computed for each table,

in order to enable the researcher to decide on the strength of



association between the variables.

It was then decided to use A.I.D. (Automatic Interaction

Detector), a computer programme developed at the University of

Michigan Survey Research Centre (21), to identify those variables

which tended to influence duration of care. The rationale for

choosing this technique for use was two-fold: first, if we used a

regression analysis technique, a tetrachoric correlation matrix had to

be computed and this could be a tedious process therefore, a

method, similar to step rise regression analysis, which could handle any

level of data, might prove to be a worthwhile substitution; and second,

A.I.D. seemed to have boon frequently used to predict and explain

consumers! behaviour and the users generally found satisfaction with

this technique, therefore, it might be worthwhile to employ this

technique to identify variables which could contribute to the

explanation of the phonomenon "duration of care". The Department

Supervisor of Homefinding and Placement was then asked to select 16

variables which she thought might explain or predict duration of oare

in the reception-assessment resource. These variables were recoded

and subjected to the A.I.D. analysis. This was the fourth stage of

data analysis.

The fifth or last stage of analysis involved the

formation of a data-analysis advisory group made up of six M.S.W. -

degree field workers.* The function of this group was to help reveal

their daily operational problems, so that the data on hand might be used.
* These six workers, selected at the suggestion of the Agency's

Social Work Consultant, Miss Jessie Watters, were: Mr. D.
Bohnen, Mr. G. Cone, Miss S. Simpkins, Miss S. Summers,
Mrs. S. VanderVoet, and Mr. J. Zilliobto.
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as well to suggest remedies to these problems. As a result, some of

the legitimate concerns and hunches raised by the group were

.4
incorporated into this fifth stage of analysis, which was, in essence,

an extension of the second stage. Cross-tabulations of variables with

the introduction of test faotors and an analysis of the A.I.D. results

formed the subject matter for this stage. The results were encouraging

in that they enabled us to better understand the situation in the field

and revealed some interesting operational problems. Chi square, phi or

Cramer's V, and contingency coefficient were computed for each table.

In sum, the unit cf analysis in this study was the child

between 5 and 15 years old, a( ttod into the Agency's reception-

assessment resource directly from the community and who had stayed in

the resource for eight or moreidays, between July 1, 1968 and August

31, 1971. Initial explorations through interviewing the field staff

helped single out the research objectives listed in Chapter I. Further

contacts with them proved valuable in helping the researcher gain a

clearer conception of the placement operation. Relevant concepts and

variables were also identified.

The sampling procedure was a combination of purposive and

random. To guide data collection, various guidelines and data-

extraction methods were prepared and insttuments 4onstructed. After a

lengthy effort to locate files, a total of 297 single-admission cases

were coded for information. A rate-rerate reliability check at the

end of the data-collection process revealed that coding was done in a

highly consistent manner.

The choice of methods and techniques used in data-analysis

was dictated more or less by the data-level. Throughout the five

stages of analysesoresearch findings obtained elsewhere were borne in

mind, and the principle of elaboration was adherred to on the belief



that there seldom is a one-to-one relationship in the real world.

Factor analyses were used to delineate informational factors which

were important in influencing our workers in placing children. A new

method, which resembles step-wise regression analysis, was also used

to identify variables which could be used to predict or explain

duration of care in the recap n-assessment resource. The use of

a data-analysis advisory group cont uteri to better understanding of

the kinds of operational problems that existed in their daily

activities in the field. The results of the use of these various

methoolW.had proved to be quite fruitful in exposing the service-

aelivly situation. The following chapters will describe the findings

from this study.
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CAARACTERISTICS OF THE TOTAL SAMPLE

In this chapter, the characteristics of the entire sample will be

described. Instead of exploring the inter-relationship pattern among the

variables, the emphasis will be on the presentation of data in their basic

form. This chapter will hopefully prepare us for the more detailed

analyses later on in the report. Owing to the volume of data presented,

a brief summary of the content is included at the end of each chapter to

help one conceptualize the analyses better. In reading the report, one

has to bear in mind the focus of this study and must not construe that the

findings apply to the total children population of the Agency. Of course,

whenever the findings may be generalized, it will be noted.

A. Admission Information----

This study covered the period between July 1, 1968 and August 31,

1971. Of all the 297 cases used in the study, 57 were admitted into care

during the last six months of 1968, 96 in the year 1969, 91 in 1970, and

53 during the first eight months of 1971. These children, regardless of

where they were placed. on admission from the community, were originally

admitted through the Agency's four branches, and the C. B. (Metro Central

Branch) alone produced 207 children (almost 70% of the sample). The

remaining 30% were divided almost evenly among the other three branches,

with the E. B. (East or Scarborough Branch) having 34 cases or 11%, the

N. B. (North or North York Branch) having 29 cases or 10%, and the W. B.

(West or Etobicoke Branch) having 27 cases or 9%. Since the A.G.H. in

the Branch was intended to be mainly for use of that branch, and since

we only had 97 cases in our A.G.H. group or sample, the impression that

these percentages give is that a good proportion of the C. B. children

must have been admitted into the R. C. which was geographically very

close to the C. B. This, as we shall see, was indeed the case. It would,

therefore, be interesting to find out why this was so.
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With mu::: to the reason for admissiOn,* according to the way

they wore grouped, it appeared that temporary family problem was the

primary one which constituted 42.8% of all'the admission reasons. Child's

problem came second and accounted for.33.0% of the reasons for admission,

followed by permanent family problem which accounted for 21.2%. "Death

of parent", "breakdown of private placement" and "other" together formed

3.0% of all the reasons. The relationship between admission reasons and

other variables will be explained later in depth.

Our workers seemed to be somewhat overwhelmed by emergency

admissions, at least in this study. In most of the cases (203 cases or

68%), the child was admitted into care on an emergency basis with little

or no prior warning. Only in 31% of the cases, the child's admission

plan was worked out in advance. This perhape was not a surprise to get

so many emergency admissions in our sample because we focused on the

study of the reception-assessment facility which was expected to admit

children at any given time. At the time of admission direct from the

community, we had 291 non-wards or 98% of the total sample, 5 Society-

wards and 1 Crown-ward. Roughly speaking, 24% of our cases were

apprehensions.

B. Child's Biological Characteristics and Group Membership--- -

In this study, most of the children were pre-adolescents, regard-

less of how an adolescent was defined. (See Table 3.1.) This presence

of large number of pre-adolescents was, of course, due to the influence

In this study, the reason for admission was not necessarily the
primary one given on the Child Data Form. It was discovered that the
crux of the problem (i.e., the real or fundamental cause of the problem)
would not be the ideal one to code because it would turn out that most
of the acthzission reasons could be grouped under "poverty", which is too
global and unclear a concept. The reason coded in this study therefore
represented the immediate reason for admission, and the concept of
poverty was taken care of in the description of the family's economic
status.
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TABIE 3.1

AGE BY RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE IN PERCENTAGE)

R.0 A.G.H. ALL

A. - 11 55.8 78.6 67.212-1
- 32.8

N 199 98 297

B. 5 - 12 62.3 85.7 74.0
3. 26.0
N 199 98 297

of the A.G.H. group which was made up of primarily younger children with

85.7% of them under thirteen years old. While the proportion of the

12-15 age-group in our R. C. group was identical to the actual proportion

of the same age-group in the R. C. (i.e., 44.2% versus 44.40), and there

is no question about the representativeness of this R. C. sample, the

A.G.H. group tended to be over-represented by the over-twelve age-group

because the A.G.H. was supposed to be for the exclusive use by the

twelve-and-under age-group. Since there was no probability sample drawn

for the A.G.H. group the presence of these fourteen adolescents must be

due to the actual existence of a sizable teen-age population in the

A.G.H. Therefore, as far as the age-bracket is concerned, the A.G.H.

seemed to be far less rigid and would admit children outside the age-

bracket specified.** In all, boys constituted 62% and girls 38%. While

almost 89% of the children were Whites, Negroes and West Indians had

4%, North American Indians 0.7%, and mix-blooded 6.4%. There were no

Asians in the study sample. With regard to the sibling composition

The R. C. had 36 beds, and 16 of these or 44.4% were for the
12-15 years old.

** From a manual tabulation of all the children admitted directly
from the community into the A.G.H. during the time-period studied,
regardless of length of stay, 7.7% of the 155 children were under 5 years
old, 78.0% between 5 and 12 years old, and 14.2% over 12 years old.
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at home, 15.5% ,. group had no siblings under sixteen years old, 40%

had one or two siblings, and 44.4% had throe or more siblings. On the

whole, our children were not from overly large families because only

13.5% of all the children had more than four siblings at home.

Of those whose I.Q. scores were known, most (64%) had average

or above intelligence (i.e., I.Q. score 91 or above), 31.3% were slightly

below average, and only 4.6% were mentally defective (i.e., I.Q. score

below 70). The I.Q. scores rtInged from a low of 54 to a high of 131,

with a median of 95.6. Thus, if we follow the commonly held assumption

that an I.Q. score of 100 represents average, our children's intelligence

seemed to fall short of average or normal expectation, although there

were eighty children whose I.Q. scores were not available. Only 9.5% of

our children might be classified as "bright" with a scol-c of 110 or better.

In this study, the physical/ health problem of a child was com-

puted with a formula and the instruments attached to this report. (See

Appendices A to C for the scoring method.) The results revealed that

75% of our children had no problems* at all in this area. The scores

ranged from 1 to 28. Since only 25% of the group had physical/health

problems, following the principle of equal proportional distributions of

scores, only two categories were formed to describe the physical/health

condition: the no-problem versus the problem groups. For those who had

some sorts of physical/health problems, "ear, nose, oral problem" seemed

to be most common with 21.6%, followed by "visual problem" with 17.6%.

Only one child had "endocrinal and hernia problem", and 17.6% had a

mixture of problems. Table 3.2 describes the frequency distribution

Problems are referred to those which had some lasting, enduring
or recurrent nature. Temporary problems, like chest cold, influenza,
etc., were not coded. In coding behavioural and emotional problems, the
same convention was followed and natural reactionary problems to a new
environment were not counted.
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of physical/hepl .h problems. On the whole, our children were quite

TABLE 3.2

PHYSICALAEALTH PROBLEM.

probleniAl.One-problem-

Visual only 17.6 4.4
Ear, nose, oral only 21.6 5.4
MUsculoskeletal only 2.7 0.7
Cerebral neurological only 10.8 2.7
Epidermal only 1.4 0.3
Genitourinary only 2.7 0.7
Respiratory only 6.8 1.7
Cardio-vasoular only 6.8 1.7
Castro- intestinal only 4.1 1.0
Endoorinal-hemio only 1.4 0.3
Allergies only 6.8 1.7
Any combination of above 4.4

N
_17.6

74

No physical/health problem
N

21:1
297

healthy and physically able and few had complex physical/health

problems (only 4.4% in the whole group) if complexity could be measured

with the category "any combination of above". Later analyses will aim

at detecting changes (if any) in physical/health problems over time, in

order to understand the characteristics of our children in a better way.

Child's Psychosocial Characteristics- - --

With regard to school-learning problems, one child in the group

was not yet in school at the time of study, and there was no informa-

tion on ter other children. Of the remaining, about half (48%) had no

special difficulties in school learning and the child was making pro-

gress, making satisfactory use of his potential and relatively eager.

The other 52% had some difficulties and the child was academically

underachieved and apathetic towards school. The social relationship

pattern of our children was interesting. Usable information obtained
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revealed that there were two dieinot social relationship patterns:

the child-sibling pattern versus others. Of the 184 children who had

siblings and who produced usable informatibn, 72.8% were reported to have

meaningful relationship with their siblings characterized by a sense of

trust, love, respect, co-operation, affective attachment, etc. However,

on the other hand, only about half of our children tended to have meaning-

ful relationship with their peers (49%), and with their social workers

while in care (52%). Our children appeared to do least well with their

guardians or natural parents: 57.5% had indifferent relationship with

their parents characterized by the lack of any of the positive attributes

described above for a meaningful relationship. If police record or con-

flict with the law was an indicator of a child's intense behavioural and/

or emotional disorder, then it appeared that we unfortunately had a

sizable (23.6%) group of "difficult" children.

The classification of a child's behavioural condition was done

in the sans why as that of his physical/health condition. (See Chapter II

and Appendices A, D and E.) The scores computed ranged from 0 to 80.

On the whole, our children may be said to be difficult to manage because

only 16.2% in the whole group had no behavioural problems. Following

the principle of equal proportional distribution of scores, four cate-

categories of behavioural conditions were formed. Those who had a score

less than 3 were classified as "good", a score between 3 and 15 as "fair",

a score between 16 and 36 as "poor", and a score greater than 36 as "very

poor". Most of the children who had a score of 1 or higher exhibited

complex behavioural problems (85.5%). Table 3.3 describes the frequency

distribution of these behavioural problems.

With regard to a child's emotional condition classification,

Chapter II and Appendices A, F and G describe the method which was the

same one used to classify physical/health and behavioural conditions
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TABLE 3,3

BEHAVIOURAL pROBkEM (IN PERCENTAGE)

Problem

Acting-out/aggressive only 0.4 0.3
Uncontrollable only 0.8 0.7
Anti-social only 2.8 2.4
Oppositional only, 2.0 1.7
Isolating only 4.4 3.7
Dominant-submissive only 1.6 1.3
Dependent-independent only 0.4 0.3
Habit-disorder only 2.0 1.7
Any combination of above Lad 71.7

N 249

No behavioural problem
N 297

above. The computed scores ranged from 0 to 52, and three categories

of emotional condition were formed due to the characteristics of the

frequency distribution pattern of the scores. Those with a score of 0 and

1 were classified as "good", a score between 2 and 9 as "fair" and a

score greater than 9 as "poor". On the whole, our children could not be

described as emotionally healthy because almost three in five of the

cases (58.6%) 1-ad some sorts of emotional problems. Like those children

with behavioural problems, most of those who had emotional problems

tended to have a mixture of these problems (63.2%). Manifest anxiety,

depressive symptoms and feeling of inadequacy stood out most distinctly

to describe the emotional state of those who reported the presence of

one emotional problem-type only. Table 3.4 shows the frequency distribu-

tion of these emotional problems.

In order to assess the overall functioning of a person in the

three major problem-areas, four categoiles of overall condition were

formed using the sum of tie scores obtained in the three problem-areas

for each child. The total scores ranged from 0 to 104. "Good"

condition was those with a total score of less than 6, "fair" was
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TABLE 1,, it

o'floNAL PAGEI

Al. kirztleni. One- problem -only

Manifest phobia only 1.1 0.7
Manifest anxiety only 11.5 6.7
Depressive symptoms only 12.6 7.4
Euphoria only 0.6 0.3
Feeling of inadequacy only 9.8 5.7
Psychiatric disorders/dissociation only 1.1 0.7
Any combination of above all_ 37.0

N 174

No emotional problem
34-:A

N 297

*ow

6 to 25, "poor was 26 to 45, and "very poor" was 46 to 104. Also,

dichotomizing the different categories of problem conditions,* an overall

problem severity scale was formed, and the frequenJy distribution of

the different categories in the scale was described in table 3.5. Thus

it can be seen that, classifying the problems in this way, while one in

four cases had no or miniral problems in all the three problem-areas

(LLL), only 8.1% had a high in all the areas. Or, looking at the scale

from the other angle, classifying the problems in this way, 25% of the

children had high physical/health problems, 52.9% had high behavioural

problems, and 49.2% had high emotional problems. The scale, therefore,

enables one to gain a quick idea of the characteristics of our children

in the three major problem-areas without going back and forth to the

various groups of data.

Imex.
For physical/health condition, "good" was renamed "low problem",

and "fair" renamed "high problem ". For behavioural condition, "good"
and "fair" were combined to form "low problem", and "poor" and "very
poor" to become "high problem". For emotional condition, "good" was
renamed "low problem", and "fair" and "poor" were collapsed to become
"high problem".
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1211LE_LI

OVERALL PROBLEM SEVERITY SCA1.11 WITH
FREQUENCY U.W_CENTAGE

All

PhYsical/HWth pehay. Emot.

High High High 8.1
H H L 5.4
H L H 5,4
H L L 6.1
L L L 25.6
L L H 10.1
L H L 13.8

Low High High alh.
N 297

D. Child's Placement History-

71.7% of the children in the sample were new admissions. Of the

remaining 84 children who were re-admitted, the majority (78.6%) had one

previous admission, 10.7% had two, and another 10.7% had three or more

previous admissions. But when the whole group was looked at, it appeared

that we had a substantial number of children (29.3%) who constituted what

might be called a "hard-core" group, whose chance of remaining success-

fully in the community was a bit shaky due to either the child's personal

problems or the problems in his family. Regarding the last type of

placement resource the child had during his admission in the immediate

past, the regular foster home was most commonly used (63%), followed by

the R. C. (20%). Almost 5% of the children haci the A.G.H. and another

5% hAd a non- C.A.S. placement resource. Specialized foster homes,

regular group homes and hostels together were used by the remaining 7% of

the children during their admissions in the immediate past. Again, for

this group admitted into care before, 26.2% were replaced at least once

for one reason or another.
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E. Childor ..,oily Background-.

As expected, of the 295 children who supplied usable information,

most (63.4%) came from poor families where the guardians were on welfare,

unemployed, carried debts, unable to manage incomes and had problems

holding down a job. 28.i were from financially adequate families where

the guardians had a steady job but sometimes had minor financial problems.

Only 8.5% of the children had finandally comfortable families where the

guardians had a steady job and were definitely finanoially able. While

most;of the guardians were on welfare, on the other end of the continuum,

we had an architect who owned an expensive townhouse in an upper-middle

class area of the city.

The high proportion of single-parent families in the sample did

not come as a surprise. Of the 296 children who had a guardian or

parent, 55.4% had only one parent or guardian at home (i.e., unmarried,

separated, divorced and widowed combined). In this group separation

alone accounted for 74.4% of the phenomenon. 22.6% of the total group

had the caring person remarried (including new common-law union), and

22% came from intact families (again, including common -law unions) .

It would be expected that, in reality, most children in the sample did

not have an emotionally healthy home because there is good reason to

suspect that remarriage or common-law union would likely contribute to

internal family dysfunction rather than to re-stablization of the

family situation.* Therefore, a conservative estimate was that the

majority of the children in the sample (at least 78%) were deprived of

a "normal" family life.

Morris Rosenberg found that remarriage of a child's mother had
deleterious effect upon his self-esteem; this was especially true
with an older child (4 years old or more) (22, 99-104).
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The ch47-!,4:11 in the sample showed only part of the admission

pattern of children in the various families. Of those 251 children who

had siblings under sixteen years old, 70.5% had their siblings in C.A.S.

care as well, either before or presently. Despite the presence of

several groups or pairs of siblings in the sample, and this could reduce

this percentage - figure somewhat, there is no reason to suspect that

admission was not a family phenomenon in most cases because only 29.5%

of the 251 children did not have their siblings admitted into C.A.S.

care as well at one time or another.

Global assessment of the caring ability of the guardian

revealed that a good number of guardians (43.4%) were classified as

unable to provide necessary care to the child or cope with his problems.

31.5ghad doubtful caring ability, and one in four seemed to be able to

care for the child with a certain amount of assistance rendered. With

regard to the guardian's working relationship with the Agency/worker,

155 of the 293 children who supplied usable information (about 53%) had

guardians who had established a positive working relationship with the

Agency characterized by a sense of trust, progress and co-operation.

The remaining 47% had guardians who could be classified as "unworkable"

because the guardian-agency relationship was characterized by a lack of

any of the above positive attributes.

F. Reception-assessment Resource----

In this study, 199 children made up the R. C. group, and 98 made

up the A.G.H. group. The breakdowns of the latter were as follows:

32 of the 98 children (32.7%) came from the C.B. A.G.H., 17 or 17.3%

from the E.B. A.G.H., 22 or 22.4% from the N.B. A.G.H., and 27 or 27.6%

from the W.B. A.G.H. Depending on feasibility, in later analyses, these

A.G.H.'s in the four branches are to be either grouped or ungrouped.
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Althour4h the variable "choice of reception-assessment resource"

was an important one, it turned out that, in most instances, information

could not be obtained for this variable because there simply was no such

indication in the file or in the record kept by the Placement Department.

Only 13 of the 98 A.G.H. cases supplied usable information. Of these

13 cases, 11 seemed to indicate that the A.G.H. was chosen over the R. C.,

and 2 indicated that the A.G.H. was chosen reluctantly because there was

no bed-space available in the R. C. Since, in effect, we had no or only

United knowledge of the choice factor, this variable was not ultimately

used in later analyses, and an alternative analytic approach was taken to

identify the extent of appropriateness in placing children with serious

problems in the A.G.H. Although this way of looking at the choice factor

was indirect, suggestive leads should emerge from this analysis.

During his stay in the reception-assessment resource, a child was

supposed to be assessed by the staff of the Agency (which included the

A.G.H. parents). Different kinds of assessment, ranging from observation

to psychiatric examination, could be carried out. However, since under-

standing the psychological state of a child and of his potential was

crucial to any planning for him, a psychological examination was deemed

important although it was not always or necessarily the first thing a

child should receive. Besides, although a workerts observation or assess-

ment was undeniably accurate in most instances, a psychological examina-

tion represented a more objective way to assess a child and therefore was

a desirable tool to help a worker make better plans for the child. In

other words, every child in our reception-assessment resource should,

theoretically and whenever possible, have been assessed by a psychologist,

and a psychological examination could serve as an unbiased indication of
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completion et assessment.* Using this yardstick, 80 children (26.9%)

were never completely assessed before they were discharged from the

reception-assessment resource.

Sometimes, in addition to receiving assessment done by the

Agencyls staff, the child1s problems were such that outside

professionals** were involved as well in the total assessment process.

Altogether, 130 children or 43.8% of the total group were assessed by

outside professionals. This was a rather high rate; later analysis

therefore seemed warranted to reveal who these children were and whether

this use of outside assessment personnel was a universal phenomenon

throughout the four branches of the Agency.

Although visiting by guardians was welcomed in the reception-

assessment resource, not every child was visited. Recognizing that

visitation might'not be a good indicator of the guardianle interest in

the child, a broader concept, "contact", was used which included, as

indicators, "visitation", "letter-writing" and "telephoning". Measured

with these indicators, the majority (75%) of the children had maintained

some kind of contact with their guardians during their stay in the

reception-assessment resource. This was an encouragingly high proportion.

In half a dozen of instances, the child had been psychologically
examined before he came into care. Although in those cases, the child
did not receive a second psychological examination during his stay in
the reception-assessment resource, he would be classified as having
completed assessment.

** These professionals could be psychologists, psychiatrists,
medical specialists or 0 ial work personnel attached to an organiza-
tion, club or summer care . Although teachers usually provided useful
additional information, they were not included in this group of
professionals because contact with the teacher was considered a
necessary and regular step in the service-delivery process and did not
constitute a special source of information.
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With lard to duration of care in the reception-assessment

resource, the number of days ranged from 8 to 867 with an average of

85.5, as measured with the median statistic. One hundred and thirteen

children or 38% stayed for 60 days or less, and the remaining 62% stayed

longer than two months or 60 days. The five categories identified in

advance of data-collection appeared comprehensive and mutually exclusive

enough to take care of the range of reasons for long stay, and the

frequency distribution of these five categories of reasons is described

in Table 3.6. Roughly, 50% of the children who stayed for more than

two months offered an explanation for their long stay, and the reason

most commonly identified was "assessment not yet completed" which

constituted 41.9% of all the reasons advanced. Waiting for a space in

an outside institution appeared to be an important reason too for long

stay (24.7%). On the whole, it appeared that two months was not

generally sufficient to assess and plan for a child in the reception-

assessment resource, although this amount of time was recognized by most

Mal&
REASON FOR LONG STAY (OVER 60 DAYS) IN

RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE (IN PERCENTAGE)

All

Child had positive or emotional attachment to the people in the
resource, and replacement would damage him. 3.2

It was believed that child could benefit from the kinds of
opportunities offered to him from both outside and inside
the resource. 12.9

Assessment was not yet completed by the worker or by outside
assessment personnel. 41.9

Child had to await a space in one of our own placement
resources 17.2

Child had to await a space in one of the outside placement
resources

N 93
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workers as st.ificient. Of course, the relationship between this variable

and others would have to be determined before any solid conclusion could

be drawn. The phenomenon of duration of care will be explored further in

a later chapter, since this was one of the concerns in this research. To

facilitate future data-handling, duration of care in the reception-assess-

ment resource was classified into four groups: "short" meant 8-35 days,

"moderate" meant 36-85 days, "long" meant 86-150 days, and "very long"

meant 151-867 days.

Disposition of Child from Reception-assessment Resource--

Depending on feasibility and the focus of the analyses, it will

be found that the placement resources chosen for our children discharged

from the reception - assessment resource were either grouped or ungrouped.

Presently, to give a general picture of the disposition pattern, place-

ment resources were presented in both grouped and ungrouped forms, and

table 3.7 shows the frequency distribution of the three major patterns

of disposition, excluding those who were still in the reception-assess-

ment resource at the time of study and those whose placement resource

was classified as "other". It can easily be scan that there were

roughly equal numbers of children who were discharged back home and who

were placed in a C.A.S. resource. Only slightly more than one in four

children was placed in an outside institution. Of those C.A.S. place-

ment resources used, the regular foster home topped the list with 49.1%,

followed by the various institutions of the Agency and the regular group

home with 29.2% and 17.0% respectively. Regarding the pattern of use of

outside placement resources, of those who were sent for placement in an

outside resource, almost one in four was thought to be emotionally

disturbed and placed in an institution for this kind of child. Training

schools and related types of resources for children with behavioural
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TABLE V?

DISPOSITION OF CHILDREN PROM
RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE (IN PERCENTAGE

Discharged back home ---- 36.0 36.0

Discharged to C.A.S. placement resource

At 102

Iwo 37.5

Regular foster home 49.1

Specialized foster home 0.9

Regular group home 17.0

,Hostel 0.9

C.A.S. institution 29.2

Adoptive home 2.8

IIMM11116.

N 106

Discharged to outside placement resource ---- 26.5

Institution for emotionally disturbed
children 74.7

Institution for children with behavioural
problems 22.7

Institution for mentally retarded
children 2.7

rr 75

Total N 283
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problems not msd very often: only 17 or 22.7% of the 75 children

placed outside of the Agency ended up in such institutions (5.7% of the

total group). This low proportion perhaps was encouraging from a practice

point of view because it, in a way, indicated that we were successful in

keeping most of 'our "nroblem" children out of training school placement,

which is a revolving door in solving a child's behavioural problems.

Since there was no way to identify a specialized foster home from a

regular foster home other than by comparing the boarding rates, it is

doubtful whether or not all the specialized foster homes used had in fact

been identified. The 0.9% seemed to be a rather low figure for the kinds

of children we had in the sample. On the other hand, the infrequent use

of hostels and adoptive homes of the Agency, and of outside institutions

for mentally retarded children is obvious and explainable due to the

characteristics of children we had in the reception-assessment resource.

Information on the choice of placement resource was not as

difficult to obtain as that on the choice of reception-assessment

resource. Of the 183 children who were placed, only 23 or 12.6% did not

have information on the choice of placement resource. And of the

160 children who were placed and the choice of placement resource for

whom was known, 92.5% got the placement resources considered the best for

them. This high proportion was both surprising and encouraging but

explainable. After a child had been in care for a considerable length

of time, a plan usually was formed which included recommendations of a

placement resource upon his discharge from the reception-assessment

facility. Besides, correspondence with outside institutions usually

gave excellent leads to answering the illusive question of choice.

If replacement of a child could serve as an indication of the

Agency's failure to "match" the needs of a child and the offer of a
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placement resource, our workers appeared to be performing well in most of

the OASOS, as only about one in five (21.9%) children had to be replaced

as of the time of study.* Table 3.8 desoribes the reasons for replace-

ment, and it can be seen that in about half of the instances, inability

of the placement resource to cope or meet with the child's problems or

needs was cited as the reason, followed closely by the belief that

replacement would benefit the child more**. Replacement under the first

reason may therefore be said to be due to the inaccurate judgement of our

workers, and replacement under the last reason revealed the concern of

our workers for our children in terms of finding continuously the best

placement resource for them.

"Total length of time child in C.A.S. resource" turned out to be

a variable never used in later analyses because of the use of

August 31, 1971 as the cut-off date. Besides, only length of time a

TABLE IA
REASON FOR PERCENTAGE)

All

Due to inability of placement resource to cope or meet with
child's special problems or needs 52.5

Due to changes within the placement resource (e.g., failing
health of foster parent, foster parent on holiday). 5.0

Due to necessary transfer of child (e.g., availability of
placement resource long waited for, better placement
resource due to change of child's needs. had

N 40

A more accurate description of the rate of placement could be
possible only when the children were followed through their total journey
in care. The use of August 31, 1971 as a cut-off point was reluctant yet
remained the only way to define the samples this undoubtedly had lowered
the replacement rate somewhat.

** Please note that reluctance or lack of choice was implied in the
former reason, whereas choice or willingness was crucial in the latter.
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child speht in a C.A.S. resource was counted because it was reasoned that

as long ae a child was not in a C.A.S. resource, he could be considered

as having been discharged from care and his bed-space could be taken up

immediately by another child. Therefore, the time a child spent in an

outside placement resource was not counted although technically he could

still be under the care of this Agency. Because the selection of these

two oriteria* significantly lowered the actual, length of time a child was

in ca, the information obtained for this variable had limited meaning

and therefore was subsequently not used. The deletion of this variable

had no effect on the analyses because it was a second-order variable and

it never was the original intention in this study, using this design, to

describe the total length of time a child was in the Agency's care. We

were far more interested in his duration of care in the reception-assess-

ment resource. Anyway, defining "total length of time child in C.A.S.

resource" as such, the number of days ranged from 8 to 1187 with a median

of 130.

With regard to the Agency's plans for the 75 children who were

still in a C.A.S. resource as of August 31, 1971, information could be

obtained on 74 children. Two-thirds (67.6%) of this group were to stay

with the Agency for good and not to be returned back to their parents.

Another 23% were to go home eventually but the date was uncertain. Only

7 children or 9.5% of this group were to be returned back to their

parents/guardian shortly and arrangements to return them were being made.

The selection of these two criteria was dictated by the situa-
tion in which the sample was drawn and by unavailability of information.
A study with a different design would be needed to study total
duration of care of a child.
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It might be recalled that 96% of the children were non-wards upon

admission direct from the community, but this percentage-figure dropped

to 61.1% at the time they were discharged from the reception-assessment

resource.* The percentage of Society-wards rose to 32.6 and that of

Crown-wards to 6.3%. These figures together suggest that wardship was

applied for almost two in five children five years old and over, although

the application for Crown Wardship on this age-group was rather uncommon.

Our Court Services would appear to be quite Nay due to the amount of

preparations that had to go into wardship application and termination,

and our social workers could also be quite tied up in bringing about

39% of their cases to Court. Of course, the situation is different in

every district, and the proportion of court-cases varies from district

to district; the above percentage figure would at beat represent the

average in the total Agency.

H., Summary--- -

This chapter presented the data in their basic form. The

majority of the children studied came from the C. B., and due to the

influence of the A.G.H. population, about three-quarters (74%) of the

children were pre-adolescents. Temporary family problem, child's

problem and permanent family problem,together constituted 97% of all the

reasons for admission, and individually constituted 43%, 33% and 21%

respectively of the admission reasons. As expected, almost all of the

children were non-wards on admission, which was mainly carried out on an

emergency basis.

Twelve children, who were still in the reception-assessment
resource as of August 31, 1971, were deleted from the calculation.
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Comparison of the sample with the study population revealed that

the R. C. sub-sample was drawn very representatively as far as the age-

group was concerned. The inclusion of 14 teen-agers in the A.G.H. sub-

sample suggested that the A.G.H. would flexibly admit children outside

the age-brackets specified for its operation. In all, the ratio of boys

to girls in the total sample was rolIghly 3 to 2 and almost one child in

w
ten wa

ho
white. Our children appeared to come mainly from medium-sized06

families with two to five children under 16 years old.

The overall picture of intelligence of the sample was not

impressive and, in fact, their intelligence fell short of normal expecta-

tion although few (4.6%) could be classified as mentally defective. On

the whole, they seemed to be rather healthy with more than 75% problem..

free. However, only 16% of our children did ad. exhibit behavioural

problems, and only 41% did Lot show emotional problems. Of those who

had behavioural 4nd/or emotional problems, most displayed complexes in

these areas.

About half of our children failed to establish meaningful

relationships with their peers, workers and guardians, although 73% could

maintain meaningful relationship with their siblings. It appeared that

a sizable number of our children could be hard to handle because 23.6% of

them had been in conflicts with the Law.

71.7% of the total sample had never been admitted into care

before. Regular foster homes were used most often (63%) by those who

were in care before. One-quarter of those in care before had replace-

ment experiences.

As expected, more than half (55%) of our children were from one-

parent families. Poor economic condition characterized 63% of the

families, and 43% of the guardians were classified as "unable" to care
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for their children adequately. Admission appeared to be more a family

than individual phenomenon because only 29.5% of the children, who had

siblings, did not have their siblings admitted into C.A.S. care as well

at one time or another. Slightly more than half of the guardians were

reported to be co-operative and workable.

In 4)% of the instances, we made use of outside professional

personnel, in addition to ours, to assess our children. Although contact

was allowed when the child was in care in the R, C. or A.G.H., only

three-quarters of the guardians made uee of this privilege. With retard

to duration of care, the average number of days a child spent in the

reception-assessment resource was 85.5 although the longest time was

about 2-1/3 years. The two most commonly cited reasons for staying more

than two months appeared to be incompletion of assessment and waiting

for a space in a placement resource -- 42% each. Before they were dis-

charged from the reception-assessment resource, three-quarters were

assessed, i.e., had at least a psychological examination.

There were roughly equal numbers of children who were discharged

back home and who were placed in a C.A.S. resource. In the latter,

foster homes wove used half of the time. Institutions for emotionally

disturbed children were the most commonly used outside placement

resources. Interesting but explainable was that in o'er nine in ten

cases which involved placement our workers were able to secure the best

resources for our children; there was also indication that, in some

instances where the best resources could not be obtained in the beginn-

ing, our workers would continue their efforts to search for better

placement resources for our children. The replacement rate was 21.9%

for those who were placed after discharge from the reception- assessment

resource.
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In nearly all instances, a plan had been formed for those who

were still in O.A.S. resources on the cut-off date of the study. Two-

thirds of these children were to be in long-term care with the Agency

and not to be returned to their guardians. At the same time, the pro-

portion of temporary and permanent wards had risen to 39% from the

initial 2%.
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In Chapter. II, diagram 2.1 described the three stages of move-

ment of children in care ---- admission, assessment, and disposition.

In each of these three stage;10 the problems of a child and availability

of space tended to be the dominating forces that dictated the movement of

him and the nature of assessment he would receive. At the same time, the

influence of other factors was also important. This and the following

chapters will try to describe two things: movement of children in care,

and differences in mode of operation. Since the main purpose in these

chapters is to reveal operational problems, the analyses will shed light

on needs in planning.

A. Differences in the Characteristics of Children in R.C. and A.G.H. ----

It was noted in Chapter III that since the C.B. had 69.9% of the

cases in the entire sample and since the A.G.H. had a rather low

accommodation rate, it was suspected that a good proportion of the C.B.

cases must have ended up in the R.C. which is geographically close

to the C.B. As table 4.1 shows, it was indeed the case for the C.B.

because 78.4% of the 199 R.C. cases were from the C.B. When the modes of

TABLE 4.1

BRANCH CASES IN R.C. AND A.G.H. (IN PERCENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H. All

C.B. 78.4 52.0 69.7
E.B. 11.6 11.2 11.4
N.B. 7.5 14.3 9.8
W.B. 2.5 44.4_

199 98
.14.
297.

A
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operation of the C.D. was compared with that of the W.B.,* it appeared

that these two branches operated almost in the opposite way in terms of

sending children who needed assessment to the reception-assessment

resource. Table 4.2 shows that while the C.B. sent three-quarters of

its children to the R.C. for assessment, the W.B., over the same period,

sent only less than one-fifth to the R.O. and had most of their children

TABLE 4.2

R.C. AND A.G.H. CASES BY BRANCH -- -0.B. AND W.B. ONLY
(IN PERCENTAGE)

C . kt W DJ.

R.C. 75.4 18.5
A.G.H. gha6 i3141

N 207 27

(p<0.001 (Corrected X 2))

assessed in the A.G.H. It appeared that the W.B. was self-sufficient to

a certain extent in assessing their children. The geographical closeness

of this Branch to Thistletown Hospital might help it quite a bit too in

providing competent assessment for its children. Some people right

think that the reason for the W.B. to send so few of its children to the

R.C. for assessment was that they had far less problem children. But

* Only these two branches could be compared validly because their
A.G.H.'s had been in operation for quite a while and were in full
operation throughout the time-period studied. The homes in the other
two branches started their operation only rather recently - --- the
E.B. A.G.H. from June 1970; the first A.G.H. in the N.B. from
November 1969 to November 1970, and the second N.B. A.G.H. from
February 1971 ---- and therefore the A.G.H.'s in the four branches
could not be compared with each other in terms of the number of
children each home had. However, the characteristics of children
in these four A.G.H.'s could be compared.
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this argument failed to hold because, in the three principal problem-

areas, the W.B. just had as high a proportion of children with serious

physical/health, behavioural and emotional conditions as other branches,

and there was no significant difference between the branches in getting

children with serious problems. In fact, if we analyzed the oases which

were classified as having overall bad condition, i.e., poor and very

poor combined, we found that the W.B. had 71.4% of these cases placed in

the A.G.H., compared to only 7.8% of the C.B. (See table 4.3). It

therefore appeared that if this phenomenon was not due to a lack of

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY BRANCH ---- OVERALL BAD CONDITION
CASES IN C.B. AND W.B. ONLY (IN PERCENTAGE)

C.B. W,B.

R.C. 92.2 28.6
A.G.H. 7t8 nak

N 102 14

(p< 0.001 (Corrected X 2))

space in the R.C., the W.B. must have its own way to cope with and assess

their problem children; on the other hand, if this under-use of the R.C.

by the W.B. was due to a lack of apace in the R.C., then why was it not

a big problem at all most of the time for the C.B. to use the R.C. to

assess its children with equally serious problems and of the same age-

range? In this respect, the mode of operation in these two branches

seemed to be quite different.

In Chapters I and II, it was stated that the R.C. was mainly

for use by children with serious problems, and that the A.G.H. would

admit children with less serious problems.* The following analyses

111.1111401w.

* The problem of availability of space will be tackled later in
Section B in this chapter.
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will show the extent to which this was true. Let us first take a look

at the relationship between the three major problem-areas and the recep-

tion-assessment resource.

We were interested in knowing the extent to which a child's

physical/health, behavioural and emotional problems dictated the kind

of reception-assessment resource he would get. This is an important

piece of information to have because knowing this relationship and the

kinds of children coming into care, we night be able to plan for an

increase or decrease of similar resources, Besides, knowledge of

inappropriate placements presumably due to a lack of space in a desir-

able resource y&ght indicate the extent to which such resources would

be needed, Alternative approaches might have to be taken to provide

necessary resources to cope with children with similar problems if it

was recognized that the existing resources and mode of service-delivery

were no longer effective in meeting the needs of our children; however,

to plan for services requires solid knowledge, supplemented by practice

experience.

Table 4.4 reveals that a child's physical/health condition had

nothing to do with the type of reception-assessment resource he got.

67.3% of children with good physical/health condition were placed in

the R.C. and almost the same proportion (66.2%) with bad physical/health

condition were placed in the A.G.H. This suggests that perhaps the R.C.

IMIL41k

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY PHYSICAL/HEALTH CONDITION
PERCE1TAGE)

Good Bid

R.C. 67.3 66.2
A.G.H. atz 33.

N 223 74
(Not significant)
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and A.G.H. were differentiated more on the basis of their ability to

handle manifested behavioural and emotional disorders in children than

children with medical problems. Table 4.5 shows that this was true in

that as the degrees of severity of the child's behavioural and

emotional problems increased, his chance of being sent to the R.C. also

TABLE 4,5

R .0 . AND A .0 .H . BY BEHAVIOURAL AND MOTIONAL
CONDITIONS (IN PERCENTAGE)

Behavioural Condition
Good Fair

R.C. 40.3
A.G.H. 2242

N 77

6220.3

(p< 0.001)

Emotional Condition
PoorPoor V.Poor

79.3 87.1
iad 12.4.2

87 7o

Good Fair

56.3

151

78.4

74

(p< 0.001)

77.8

aa.a.
72

increased. As a result, 83.% (79.11±8141) of the children with bad
2

behavioural condition, and 78.1% (HAMA) with bad emotional condition,
2

were sent to the R.C. for assessment.

Some people might argue that since the A.G.H. had mostly

pre-adolescents (see Chapter III), it could be due to the age of the

child that the reception-assessment resource was selected for him, not

so much due to his behavioural or emotional condition. This line of

reasoning necessitated an examination of two extra relationship patterns:

first, the association between age and problem condition of the child,

and second, that between reception-assessment resource and problem

condition removing the effect of age.
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As expected, the oier a child was, the worse was his behavioural

condition, and this was found to be a statistically significant associa-

tion (X2 = 21.3327, d.f. = 3, p< 0.001). However, such positive

association was clearly absent when the emotional condition of a child

was tabulated against his age (X2 = 0.2855, d.f. = 2, not significant).

It was found that both adolescents (13 - 15 years old) and pre-adolescents

(5 - 12 years old) tended to have equal proportions of "good", "fair",

and "poor" emotional conditions; in other words, bad emotional condition

was not present in teen-agers alone. These findings suggested that while

bad behavioural condition was the result of a learning process which sped

up in the teen-age year:, emotional disorder was the result of the

child's reaction to strained environment and this had little to do with

the advance of teen-age. Since the emotional problem of a child might

show up in his behaviour, or vice versa, we would expect a correlation

between these two problem-areas. The Pearsonian product-moment correla-

tion coefficient calculated for a child's emotional problem score and

behavioural problem score was 0.3656 (p< 0.001, two-tailed test, and no

missing value), and this tended to support the above assumption.

When the effect of age was controlled for, interesting results

emerged. Table 4.6 shows that age had little to do with the selection

of a reception-assessment resource for a child, but that his behavioural

condition was most influential in this decis on. Although the A.G.H.

took in mainly pre-adolescents and that abouft70% of the children in the

entire sample were pre-adolescents, it appeared that most (76.9%)

(71.7+ 82.1) of the pre-adolescents with bad behavioural condition,
2

compared to 47.8% (33.3-162.3) of those with good behavioural condition,
2

had ended up in the R.C. for assessment. The same was true with the
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adolescent group which had over 90% of its members with bad behavioural

condition end up in the R.C. for assessment. However, these two tabula-

tions together did reveal some difference in practice in sending

children, with the same behavioural condition but from the two different

age-groups, to the R.C. for assessment. Considering those with poor and

very poor behavioural conditions in both age-groups, it can be easily

seen that 76.9% (71,7+82,1) in the pre-adolescent group, compared to
2

92.4% (21.2+93.5) in the adolescent group, were sent to the R.C. This
2

TABLE 4.6

FIX. AND A.G.H. BY BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION,
CONTROLLING FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

Good
5 -12

Fair Poor V Poor Good
13 - 15
Fair Poor V.Poor

R.C. 33.3 62.3 71.7 82.1 71.4 50.0 91.2 93.5
A.G.H. ga 27.7 28.3 1242 28.6 II& 8.8 641

53 53 14 34 31N 63 39 10

(p<0.001)
(Cramer's V = 0.3772)*

(p< 0.01S)
(Cramer's V = 0.3943)

revealed that, given the same behavioural Condition, a pre-adolescent

had 15.5% less chance than an adolescent of being sent to the R.C. for

assessment. This observation was further supported by the data when we

considered the good and fair conditions in both age-groups. This time,

it was 47.8% in the pre-adolescent group compared to 60.7% in the

adolescent group who were sent to the R.C. for assessment .41 a

* Cramer's V is a variant of phi for' tables larger than two-by-two.
Both phi and Cramer's V measure the extent of mutual association in
the table, and both have values in the range of 0 to 1 where 0 means
no relationship between the two variables, and 1 means the relation-
ship between the two variables is perfect.
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difference of 1L9%. This difference was piobeay, in part; at least, due

to the fact that the R.C. was supposed to admit all adolescents and that

no adolescents should theoretically be sent to the A.G.H. But, in any

way, the child's behavioural condition appeared to be the paramount factor

to consider in the choice of a reception-assessment resource for him,

especially when he was a pre-adolescent: the worse his behaviour was, the

more likely he was sent to the R.C.

Earlier, it was found that there was no association between the

age of a child and his emotional condition. However, we found at the same

time that the worse a child's emotional condition was, the more likely he

was sent to the R.C. for assessment ---- see table 4.5. One therefore

would wonder to what extent this latter association was true when the

effect of age was removed. Table 4.7 shows the truer association pattern

when the effect of age was controlled for. It can be seen that in the

pre-adolescent group, those with bad emotional condition were more likely

sent to the R.C. for assessment than those with good emotional condition,

TABLE 4.7

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY EMOTIONAL CONDITION,
CONTROLLING FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

5 - 12 13 - 15
Good Fair Poor Good Fair Poor

R.C. 44.9 78.0 72.5 84.1 79.2 90.5
A.G.H. 11,1 22.0 27.5 15.9 20.8 _241

50 51 44 24N 107 21

(13< 0.001) (not significant)
(Cramer's V = 0.3119) (Cramer's V = 0.1103)

and this was found to be a statistically significant relationship. How-

ever, in the teen-age group, no such relationship existed: it was

equally likely for adolescents with good or bad emotional condition to go



to the R.C. for assessment. When children with good emotional condition

from the two age-groups were compared, it was,fw4nd that adolescents were

39.2% (84.1 - 44.9) more likely than pre-adolescents to go to the R.C.

This difference was greatly reduced to 9.6% (2 2 LIJ0LI 78A±2241)
2 2

when children with bad emotional condition from both age-groups were

compared. This drop in percentage meant that even if an adolescent was

emotionally stable, he was far more likely than a pre-adolescent to go to

the R.C.; on the other hand, this likelihood was greatly reduced when

children with bad emotional condition was considered ---- children from

both age-groups had more or less the same chance of being sent to the

R.C. for assessment although adolescents were still 9.6% more likely than

pre-adolescents to go to the R.C. This persisting differPlee, again,

was probably, at least in part, due to the fact that all adolescents were

supposed to be absorbed by the R.C.

The overall impression gained thus far, with regard to the

influence of a child's condition it the three ma6or problem -areas on the

selection of a reception-assessment resource, was that a child's

behavioural condition appeared to be the single most important factor

among the three considered by the worker. (The Cramer'e V values shed

further light on this.) The physical/health condition of a child had

nothing to do at all with the kind of reception-assessment resource he

would get. The emotional condition of a child appeared to be an

important factor too but this was true only in the pre-adolescent group.

Age tended to exert a subtle influence throughout in that, in any given

problem-condition, adolescents were much more likely than

pre-adolescents to go to the R.C. ---- this pattern was partly due to

the age-quota associated with the two types of reception-assessment

resources. It was also found that the emotional condition of a child
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was significantly and positively related to his behavioural condition, i.e.,

a child with a high emotional score tended to have a high behavioural

score as well; and if he hr,41 a low emotional score, his behaviour score

tended to be low too. Because of the findings above, it therefore would

be desirable to examine the relationship between reception-assessment

resource a child had and his combined behavioural and emotional condition.

Based on the results from the above analyses, one might expect that

children with bad behavioural and emotional condition were most likely

sent to the R.C. for assessment, followed by those with bad behavioural

but good emotional condition, then by those with good behavioural but

bad emotional condition, and lastly by those with good condition in both

areas. Table 4.8 reveals two important relationship patterns. Firstly,

the children who most likely went to the R.C. were those with bad

condition in both behaviour and emotion (84.0%), followed very closely by

those with bad behaviour but good emotion (80.79); children with bad

emotion only had a 65.2% chance of going to the R.C., and those with good

TABLE 4.8

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND
EMOTIONAL CONDITION* (IN PERCENTAGE)

Bad Bad Good Good (Behave)

R.C. 84.0 80.7 65.2 41.5
A.G.H. 16.0 12Li 1.41

N 100 57 46 94

(p<0.001)

condition in boti: problem-areas were least likely sent to the R.C. for

assessment upon admission. This relationship pattern thus confirmed our

* Chapter III described how the problem-condition scale used in this and
similar tables was developed. In this table, physical/health condition
was not included because it had no influence on the delection of a
reception-assessment resource for the child.
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expectation above. Secondly, the behavioural condition of a child was the

single most important variable in influencing the type of reception-

assessment resource he would likely got 15.56 (80.7 - 65.2) more

important than his emotional condition. In the "bad behaviour" category,

we can see that although the child's bad emotional condition would enhance

his chance of being sent to the R.0.0 this additional influence appeared

to be very slight and insignificant ---- only 3.3% (84.0 - 80.7) more

chance. This second relationship pattern therefore once again confirmed

and rendered more support to our original findings that a child's

behavioural condition had an independent and very important effect on the

selection of a reception-assessment resource for him.

Having considered the influence. of these three major problem-areas

on the selection of a reception-asiessment resource for a child ---- indeed,

it was a surprise to learn that a child's physical/health problem was

unimportant at all in this selection process, contrary to popular belief

0101.110 we should as well examine the impact of the other variables on this

selee:tion phenomenon. Only thOse variables of logical relationship with

the placement of him will be selected for analysis.

The use of admission reasons to predict outcome SW= notably

duration of care appears to be a logical attempt because such a

prediction could give us a quick estimation of the amount of work and

planning involved in the case, without knowing in detail the case-

characteristics, whose gen3ral nature is usually implied in the reason for

the child's admission. If research findings are consistent under different

circumstances, both the worker and administrator could be more certain in

their work and the amount of guess work could be reduced. If, however,

findings are inconsistent and vary from situation to situation, doubts

should be cast on the predictive puder of admission reasons, and other
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variables, which have cogency to predict outcomes and and which can be

identified readily at the child's admission or at the opening of a case,

should be explored for, in order to enable us bring the case or situation

quickly under better predictive control. In this study, an attempt was

made to evaluate the relationships of a child's admission-reason with the

selection of a reception-assessment resource for him, with his duration of

care in the reception-assessment resource, and with his disposition

pattern from the reception-assessment resource. Such analyses would give

us ideas as to how practical it would be to use admission data in

planning.*

Table 4.9 shows that the admission reason did, to a statistically

resour
significant extent, influence the kind of reception -aseessme

TABLE 4.9

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY ADMISSION REASON
(IN. PERCENTAGE)

Temporary Permanent Child's

Wank, Prob. Other

R.C. 57.5 60.3 83.7 66.7
A.G.H. 42.5 33.3

127 63 98
.

9

(p< 0.001)

would get. While there appeared to be little difference in the propor-

tions of children, whose reasons for admission were "temporary family

problem", "permanent family problem" and "other", in the R.C. and A.G.H.

* Two things should be noted here. Firstly, inherent in this statement
was the assumption that admission reasons or reasons forthe opening
of cases were coded by the social workers in a consistent manner.
Secondly, to evaluate the exact predictive power of admission reasons
or reasons for the opening of cases, more studies would be required and
deviant-case analysis desirable.
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the difference between the two extreme percentage-figures was only

9.2% (66.7 - 57.5) ---- most (83.7%) children admitted into care because

of their own problems were sent to the B.C. for assessment. In other

words, children with "child's problem" as their reason for admission were

26.2% (83.7 - 57.7) mere likely than those with "temporary family problem",

23.4% (83.7 - 60.3) more likely than those with "permanent fondly problem",

and 17.0% (83.7 - 66.7) more likely than those with "other", to be sent to

the R.C. for assImment upon admission. Although this relationship

statistically diminished in the adolescent group (13 to 15 years old)----

suggesting that regardless of admission reasons, adolescents were much

more likely to go to the R.C. because of the age-quota associated with the

R.C. more or less the same relationship persisted in the pre-

adolescent group (5 to 12 years old) (see table 4.10). This table shows

TABLE 4.10

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY ADMISSION REASON, CONTROLLING FOR
AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

- 12
Temp. Perm. Child's
Fam. Fam. , Prob.
Prob. Prob.

13 - 15
Temp. Perm. Child's
Pam. Fam. Prob.

Ot her Prob. Prob. Other

R.C. 51.5 51.2 78.9 80.0 83.3 80.0 90.2 50.0
A.G.H. 411 48.8 21.1 20.0 16.7 20.0

N 103 43 57 5 24 20
.228

41 4

(p< 0.01) (Not significant)

that pre-adolescents with "child's problem" as their reason for admission

were about 28% more likely than children admitted under the other two

categories of reasons "other" had too few cases to be considered

validly in both age-groups ---- to be sent to the R.C. for assessment.

Together, these findings pointed to one thing: among the different

categories of admission reasons, "child's problem" stood out most
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distinctly in its ability to predict the kind of reception-assessment

facility °elected for the child, and this was especially true with the

pre-adolescent group. However, in general, admission reasons alone were

less powerful than a child's behavioural and emotional condition in

predicting the initial placement resource selected for him ---- compare

tables 4.6 and 4.7 with table 4.10 ---- although certain idea regarding

this association could be obtained with a minimal amount of admission

information. A plausible explanation of this limited predictive power

inherent in the admission reason was that a child's admission reason did

not always automatically indicate or imply his degree of "problem".

Table 4.11 shows that only 53.8% (55.0 + 52.6) of a child's bad behavioural
2

condition was "picked up" in his adidssion reason (i.e., "child's

problem"). In other words, children admitted into care for reasons other

TABLE 4.11

ADMISSION REASON BY COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND
EMOTIONAL CONDITION (IN PERCENTAGE)

Bad
Bad

Bad
Good

Good
d

Good (Behay.)
Good (Emot.) All

Temp. fam. prob. 27.0 31.6 47.8 63.8 42.8
Perm. fam. prob. 15.0 12.3 32.6 27.7 21.2
Child's prob. 55.0 52.6 17.4 5.3 33.0
Other 3.0 3.5 2.2 .3.2 3.0

100 57 46 94 297

(p < 0,001)

than "child's problem" would not necessary be without behavioural and

emotional problems; in fact, almost half of these children had bad

behavioural condition. It therefore appeared that our workers did not

place a child only on the basis of his admission reason; the child's

behavioural and emotional condition was carefully considered, especially
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if the child involved was a pre-adolescent.

Since both the R.C. and A.G.H. were supposed to admit children into

care at any given time, we should not expect a difference in the propor-

tions of emergency admissions in the two resource-types: this was found

to be indeed the case (X2 = 0.03563, d.f. = 1, not significant). The sex

of a child, his ethnic background, his I.Q. range and his school-learning

problem were also found to have no relationship at all with the kind of

reception-assessment resource he would get. 2erhaps these factors were

far less important than the child's manifested probleMs in influencing

the selection of such a resource.

When we looked at the child's social relationship pattern, some

interesting findings were obtained. While the child's relationship with

his siblings appeared totally unrelated with the type of reception-
*

assessment resource he would get (X2 = 0.28033, d.f. = 1, not significant),

his relationships with his guardian, his social worker and his peers were

all significantly related with the selection phenomenon. Table 4.12 shows

that, in all the three tables, over three-quarters of the children who had

TABLE 4.12

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY CHILD'S RELATIONSHIP WITH
HIS GUARDIAN WORKER AND PEERS IN PERCENTAGE)

Child-guardian Child-worker child-peer

Positive Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative

R.C. 56.5 75.0 60.1 81.1 54.6 78.2
A.G.H. 43.5 g.L.2 1212 18.2 45.4 21.8

N 124 168 143 132 141 147

(p<: 0.01) (p <.. (p <0.001)
(phi = 0.18779) (Phi = 0.22052) (phi = 0.24312)
(C . 0.23624)

* C stands for the Pearson's contingency coefficient. For two-by-two
tables, its values range from 0 to 0.707, but the upper limit changes
as the table -size increases. Therefore, it should only be used to
compare tables having the same dimensions.



negative social relationship ended up in the R.C. ---- 75.0% versus 25.0%,

81.1% versus 18.9%, and 78.2% versus 21.8%. Since there is a good reason

to suspect that the age of a child could have a subtle influence on the

selection of a resource, as it had been shown before, it appeared that it

would be desirable to examine the relationship anew with the effect of age

removed. Table 4.13 shows once again that the influence of child-sibling

relationship had nothing to do with the selection outcome: it was true

in both age-groups. In both age-groups, children with positive relation-

ship with their siblings were just as likely as those with negative

relationship to go to the R.C. or A.G.H. The 21.8% (83.3 - 61.5)

difference in the adolescent group might well be due to random error or

chance factor, and further implied that child-sibling relationship had no

cogenoy in predicting the selection of a resource for the child.

TABLE kal

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY CHILD-SIBLING RELATIONSHIP,
CONTROLLING FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)._

5 - 12
Positive Negative

.13 - 15
Positive Negative

R.C. 51.0 51.4 83.3 61.5
A.G.3. 49.0 48.6 11.1

98 37 36 13

(Not significant) (Not significant)

TABLE 4.14

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY CHILD-GUARDIAN RELATIONSHIP,
CONTROLLING FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

5 - 12
Positive Negative

13 -15
Positive Negative

R.C.
A.G.H.

N

48.5
51.5

71.0
29.0,

100

95.2

4.8

80.9
12.1

103

(p <.0.01)

21

(Not significant)
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TABLE Q.15

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY CHIID-WORJOKR RELATIONSHIP,
CONTROLLIVG FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

5 -12 13 -15

P9sitiye Pegatiat Positive Negative

R.C. 55.0 77.2 78.1 86.8

A.G.H. 049 22.8. 21.9 134g

N 111 79 32 53

(p,<, 0.01) (Not significant)

TABLE 4.16

.111111,8111110i011

R.C, AND A.G.H. BY CHILD-PEER RELATIONSHIP,
CONTROLLING FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

5 -12 13 -15

Positive Negative Positive NegAtive

R.C. 47.7 73.2 76.5 88.0

A.G.H. 12.3 26.8 234/ 12.0

N 107 97 34 50

(p < 0.001) (Not significant)

Table 4.14 showed that a pre-adolescent who failed to establish

a positive or meaningful relationship with his guardian was much more

likely than one with positive relationship with the guardian to be sent

to the R.C. 71% versus 48.5%. However, in the adolescent group, the
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association was just the opposite although not statistically significant:

this time, it was the adolescent with good relationship with his guardian

who was more likely sent to the R.O. ---- 95.2% versus 80.9%. This latter

association pattern appeared to be due to chance and we may conclude that

child-guardian relationship was not related at all to the selection of a

reception- assessment resource for an adolescent, although there was

evidence that it had certain weight on the selection phenomenon when the

child was a pre-adolescent.

Tables 4.15 and 4.16 more or less indicated the same pattern. In

the pre-adolescent group, in either table, negative child-worker or child-

peer relationship more likely resulted in the child being sent to the R.C.

---- 77.2% in table 4.15 and 73.2% in table 4.16. In the adolescent group,

in either table again, there was a similar trend despite the insignificant

pattern. We can say child-worker relationship and child-peer relationship

appeared to be the two most influential factors, among all the four, in

the selection phenomenon, and there was some evidence that the influence

of these two factors tended to be independent of age to some extent. But

throughout, the subtle influence of age had been important showing that an

adolescent, under any given condition, was far more likely sent to the R.C.

than A.G.H. By row, it perhaps is clear to the reader why the effect of

age and other variables had to be removed each time we wanted to determine

the actual relationship between two variables.

It had thus been shown that a childls relationship with his family

members was not as important as his relationship with people outside his

family circle in influencing the selection of a reception-assessment

resource for him. Our findings tended to support, the claim that the R.C.

was more often used to handle "difficult" children, in the sense that

those who were unable to get along with people were to be absorbed by the
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R.C. which had a corps of resident child oare workers trained to handle

and assess them. It also appeared that such practice was rather consis-

tently carried out in the Agency. Since there is every good reason to

suspect that sociability is a phenomenon i.e., if a child gets along

well with his siblings, he may have no problem getting along with other

people, and vice versa ---- we therefore wished to look at the extent to

which this is true. A knowledge of this would be important because child

welfare or social work operates on the principle of trust and co-operation;

if a child does not trust or listen to his social worker, little can be

done to help him no matter how good the worker is. In other words, we

were interested in knowing how he would likely get along with people

given knowledge of one aspect of his relationship pattern; moreover,

we would like to predict workability based on knowledge of his social

relationship with other people.

TABLE 4.17

TETRACHORIC CORRELATION MATRIX* SHOKING CHILD'S
SOCIAL RELATIONSHIP PATTERN

Child-
sibli

Child-
Guardian

Child -S

worker

Child-guardian 0.52

Chila-worker 0.43 0.44

Child-peer 0.57 0.39 0.85

* Although the same cosine formula was used in calculating these
coefficients and those in Appendix "L", some of the values obtained
were slightly different. This is because the cases and procedures used
were different in the two calculations. While no transformation of the
data was done on the 297 cases ---- of course, missing values were
deleted ---- in the present calculation, the rratrix presented in
Appendix "L" represented results obtained using 204 selected cases whose
data had been transformed. As such, the coefficients presently
calculated were less reliable.
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Table 4.17 describes a child's social relationship structure.

Needless to say, all the correlation coefficients and associated phi-

values calculated were statistically significant at the one-per cent

level or better. The absence of negative signs in front of these

correlation coefficients revealed that our assumption was supported -7-

in all cases, if a child had positive relationship with a person, he also

tended to have positive relationships with other people, and vice versa.

But the strength of this correlation or mutual association varied, depend-

ing on who the persons were. For example, if a child had a good relation-

ship with his siblings, we may expect that he would 27.04% (i.e.,

0.52 x 0.52 x 100) of the time* have good relationship with his guardian

too; put it in other words, 27.04% of the child-guardian relationship'

could be predicted from the child-sibling relationship. However, knowing

a child's relationship with his siblings would only enable us to predict

that 18.5% (i.e., 0.43 x 0.43 x 100) of the time he would have a similar

relationship with his worker. Similarly, a child's relationship with

other people could be predicted having knowledge of one aspect of his

relationship pattern.

As it can be seen, child-worker relationship correlated most

highly with child-peer relationship (0.85). It means that we could best

predict a child's working relationship with his social worker by knowing

his relationship with his peers. 72.3% (i.e., 0.85 x 0.85 x 100) of the

time we could predict whether he would co-operate with and trust his

worker. This was an encouragingly high correlation, and the correlation

coefficient obtained for the same variables in Appendix "IP was almost

identical (0.86) meaning that this correlation coefficient appeared to

* Such a prediction requires that the correlation coefficient used be a
close approximation of the Pearsonian one; Lence, the tetrachoric
correlation coefficient was calculated.'
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be quite reliable. To understand more about this particular relationship,

see Table 4.18, which shows that most(85.9%) of the children who had a

positive relationship with their also had a Nsitive relationship

with their workers. On the other hand, most (78.7%) of the children who

had a negative relationship with their peers also tended to have a .

similarly negative relationship with their workers. This association

pattern thus produced a high correlation coefficient of 0.85, which stood

out most distinctly among the others in its auility to predict workability

of a child. Although the other correlation coefficients were statistically

significant too, their power to predict was rather limited due to the

small coefficient-values obtained.

TABLE 4.18

CHILD-WORKER RELATIONSHIP BY CHILD-PEER
RELATIONSHIP (IN PERCENTAGE)

Child-peer relationship
P sttkajteggejye_al.

Child-
worker
relation-

Positive

Negative

85.9

14.1

21.3

7112

52.0

48.0
ship N 128 141 269

(p< 0.001)

But looking at the association between a child's social relation-

ship pattern without at the same time considering his behavioural and

emott'onal condition would rot be complete, since a child's ability to get

along with people has a lot to do with his personal functioning in these

two areas. We would not expect a child who is "disturbed" to establish

good interpersonal relationships with people. Appendix "L" tells us that

a child's behavioural and emotional condition was indeed somewhat related

positively to his social relationship pattern (see table 4.19, which
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sum arizes this relationship). As it can easily be seen, in general, a

child's sooial relationship pattern in these three areas was more closely

and positively related to his behavioural condition than his emotional

condition, i.e., if a child had good relationship with his guardian,

worker or peers, we would have more confidence in paying that he would

likely have good behavioural condition than in saying that his emotional

condition would likely be good. But what did these correlations tell us

TAB_

TETRACHORIC CORRELATION BETWEEN SOCIAL
RELATIONSHIP PATTERN AND BEHAVIOURAL, EMIONAL
commoN OF A CHILD (TAKEN FROM APPENDIX "L")

Behave Emot.
Condition Condition

Child-guardian relat. 0.52 0.43
Child worker relat. 0.66 0.34
Child-peer relat. 0.72 0.33

100, Alsomo

regarding the adnassion of children into the Agency's reception-assessment

reAource? Let us now turn to tables 4.20 and 4.21, which describe

reslectively the association between the reception-assessment resource

selected fcl. the child and child worker relationship, and that between the

reception-assessment resource selected for him and child-peer relation-

ship, when the child's behavioural and erotional condition was held

constant. Only these two relationship patterns of the child were

examined because it had been shown that they were the two most important

factors among all the four considered.



TABLE 4.20

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY CHILD-WORKLR RE.ATIONSHIP,
CONTROLLING FOR COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND
EMOTIONAL CONDITION CINPERLAGElENT

Bad
Bad

+ve

Bad Good Coo&(BehaV.)
Good Bad Goo4;

(

(Emot.)
+ve -ve -We -ve +ve '-.ve

R.C.
A.G.H.

N

72.0
28.0

87.7iga
73

93.8
6.2

96.7all
30

62.2
ILI

3a."

41.2
iw

46.2

65

58.3

25 16 17 12

Not significant) (Not sig.) (Not sig.) (Not sig.)

TABLE 4.21

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY CHILD-PEER RELATIONSHIP,
CONTROLLING FOR COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND

EMOTIONAL CONDITION CIN PERCENTAGE)

Bad Bad Good Good (Behay.)
Bad Good Bad Good (Emot.)

+ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve +ve -ve

R.C.

A.G.H.
N

83.3

14.42

18

83.5
1.6.1.1

79

100.0
0.0

93.3
6.7,

61.1
211.2.

36

42.1
57.9

33.8
66.2

68.4
31.6

16 30 19 71 19

(Not significant) (Not sig.) (Not sig.) (p <0.01)

We all remember that a childls relationship with his worker and

his relationship with his peers were significahtly related to the kind of

reception-assessment resource chosen for him ---- see table 4.12. We found

that if a child could not get along with his worker or with his peers, he

had a much higher chance of being sent to the B.C. for assessment. We

further found that this placement pattern still held to a certain extent

even when the effect of age wag removed ---- see tables 4.15 nne 4.16.
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But since 1.o . .so found that a child's social pattern was

closely related to his behavioural and emotional condition ---- see table

4.19 ---- and that a child's behavioural :Ind emotional condition was very

significantly related to the resource selected see tables 4.6 and 4.7

and other related tables we therefore should consider again the impact

of a child's social relationship pattern on the selection of resource,

holding constant his behavioural and emotional condition. The whole

purpose of doing th.s was to evaluate the actual importance of a child's

ability to get along with people in the resource-selection phenomenon,

i.e., to determine to that extent the selection of a reception-assessment

resource was due to his sooiabiLV, and not to his behavioural and

emotional condition. This should, in turn, give us ideas as to which

relationship pattern ---- child-worker or child-peer relationship *NW ONO had

a greater impact on the selection of resource for him. Table 4.20 reveals

that the selection of resource had actually little to do with the child's

relationship with his worker, and that the selection was totally dependent

on the child's behavioural and emotional condition. Regardless of how the

child got along with his worker, as long as his behavioural condition was

bad, 87.6% (72.0 + 87.7+ 93.8 + 96.7) of the time he would likely be sent
4

to the R.C. (Of course, age had something to do with the choice of a

resource too, as we have shown.) Also, regardless of how the child got

along with his worker, if the child had good behavioural condition, 52.0%

(62,2±.41..2±46a±11.1) of the time he would likely be sent to the R.C.
4

There was also evidence that if negative child-worker relationship was

accompanied by bad behavioural condition, a child had 9.3%

(87.7 +56.7 - 72.0 + 93.8) more chance than his counterpart with bad
2 2

behavioural condition but positive child worker relationship to go to the

R.C.; but this was not a substantially significant relationship
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(X2 = 2.587, d.f. = 1, not significant). Base,1 on table 4.20, one can

conclude that the selection of a reception-assessment resource for a child

had little to do with his ability to get along with his worker but was due

wholly to his behavioural condition. (Note that in this case, the

emotional condition of a child had only "random" influence on the selection

phenomenon.)

Table 4.21 shows results somewhat different from table 4.20. It

reveals that althouih We placement of a child in the R.C. or A.G.H. tended

to be very much dependent on his behavioural and emotional condition, the

child's relationship with his peers also exerted certain significant

influenoe. We can see that as long as the child had bad behavioural or

emotional condition (or a combination of bad behavioural and emotional

condition), he was very likely to be sent to the R.C. for assessment ----

77.2% (83.3 + 83.5 + 100.0
6
+ 93.3 + 61.1 + 42.1) of the time on the average

---- regardless of his relationship with his peers. But if the child had

good behavioural and emotional condition, the story was different. Under

this condition, if he 'had negative relationship with his peers, his chance

of being sent to the R.C. was 34.6% (68.4 - 33.8) more than that of his

counterpart who had positive relationship with his peers. This finding

meant that although the importance of child-peer relationship in the

selection of a resource was overshadowed by the presence of bad behavioural

and/or emotional condition, child-peer relationship did appear to have

certain amount of influence by itself when bad behavioural and emotional

condition was absent in the child, and its impact was treater than that of

child-worker relationship on the selection phenomenon. In other words,

it seemed to be that the worker, in placing a child in the reception-

assessment resource, would first look for any behavioural and/or

emotional disorder in the child; if he failed to detect any, he would look.
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for any sign of a negative child-peer relatio.ip, and the presence or

absence of negative signs helped, in part, the worker to choose the R.C.

or A.G.H.

Another variable which was found to be related to the selection of

a reception-asseasmen resource was "police record". Table 4.22 shows that

TABLE

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY POLICE RECORD
(IN PERCENTAGE)

Had No
Record Record

R.C. 92.9 59.0
A.G.H. 7.1_ 41.0

N 70 227

(p<0.001)

almost in all cases (92.9%), as long as a child had conflicts with the Law,

he was cent to the R.C. Age did not appear to be a deternining factor in

this case (see table 4.23). We can see that in both pre-adolescent and

adolescent group, the pattern in table 4.22 was repeated. In the pre-

adolescent group, 88% of those children who were sent to the R.C. had a

TABLE 4.23

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY POLICE RECORD, CONTROLLING
FOR AgiIN PERCENTAGEL

5 ---- 12
Had No

record record

13 ---- 15
Had No

record record

R.C. 88.0 55.7 95.6 72.7
A.G.H. 22.0 44.3 4.4 27.3

N 25 183 45 44

(p<0.01) (p <0.01)
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police record, and in the adolescent group it 9 95.6%. The association

pattern in table 4.23 closely resembled that in table 4.6 when the relation-

ship between behavioural condition and thn reception-assessment resource

(with age controlled for) was examined, and this therefore prompted the

researcher to look at a new relationship: that between police record and a

child's behavioural and emotional condition. The frequency distribution in

table 4.24 was interesting but somewhat in the expected direction. It

TABLE _1.24

COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND EMCTIoNAL CONDITION BY
POLICE RECORD (IN PERCENTAGE

Had
record

No
record

--Tgaii;'.) (Era.)
Bad Bad 61.4 25.1
Bad Good 38.6 13.2
Good Bad 0.0 20.3
Good Good 0.0 klA

N 70 227

(p ,z 0.001)

showed that, most importantly, all the children with a police record were

rated as having had behavioural condition, i.e., a perfect and positive

correlation between police record and behavioural condition. This table

also shows that those without a police record had only a 38.3%

(25.1 + 13.2) chance of being rated as having bad behavioural condition.

Having seen this perfect relationship between police record and

behavioural condition, let us look at table 4.25. This statistically

significant table shows only those children with bad behavioural con-

dition; one group of children had a police record in additicn to being

bad behaviourally, and another group had bad behavioural condition only.

Although both groups tended to go more to the R.C., there was a
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TABLE 4.5

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY POLICE RECORD ---- BAD
BEHAVIOURAL CONDITIONIN PERCENTAGE)

Had No
record record

R.C. 92.9 80.2
A.G.H. 7.1 19.8

N 70 81

(p< 0.05 (Corrected x2))

significant difference in the proportions of children from the two groups

who went there ---- 92.9% from the former group, and 80.2% from the latt..r

group. This difference of 12.7% indicated very clearly that if a child had

a police record and was behaviourally bad, he had a 12.7% more chance to

go to the R.C. for assessment than a child who was behaviourally bad but

did not have a record. This finding illustrated further the functioning

of the Placement Department.

In addition to sex, ethnicity, I.Q., and school learning difficulty,

other variables found not associated with the selection of a reception-

assessment resource were previous admission of the child, nature of his

separation from his guardian ---- i.e., voluntary versus involuntary

separation ---- contact between the child and his guardian, marital status

of the guardian, economic condition of the guardian, guardian-agency

relationship, and caring ability of the guardian. All these had virtually

no relationship at all ---- i.e., very low chi-square values though with

almost no missing values ---- with the dependent variable. However, when

we considered the variable "admission of siblings", it was found that :It

was statistically related to the selection of a reception-assessment

resource. Table 4.26 shows that while about half of the children with

siblings in care ware sent to the R.C. and the other half to the A.G.H.

55.9% and 44.1% respectively most (86.5%) of those with no
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TABLE 4.26

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY SIBLING ADNISSION
(IN PERCENTAGE
One or more None

in care in care

R.C. 55.9 86.5
A .G .E 1 11.:1

N 177 74

(p 0 . 001)

siblings in care were sent to the R.C. and only 13.5% to the A.G.H. This

finding tended to indicate that siblings were likely to be placed together

in a home-like aklsphere as far as possible.*

When the effect of age was removed, more or less the same associa-

tion pattern was maintained for both age-groups that if a child was

TABLE L.

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY SIBLING ADMISSION,
CONTROIIING Faualamogn2_

5 - 12 , 13 - 15
One or more None One or more None

in care in care in care in care

R.C. 51.1 82.5 73.7 91.2
A Ja .H. kg.4 17.5 26.3 8.8

N 139 40 38 34

(p 4.0.001) (Not significant)
(phi = 0.2517) (phi = 0.1909)
(0 = 0.2441) (C = 0.1875)

admitted into care alone, he was very likely sent to the A.C. for assess-

ment, although this was statistically true only in the pre-adolescent

* This may be an over-stated sentence since, the way this concept was
defined, the admission of the child involved and of his siblings might
not have been carried out at the same time. However, from experience
gained during coding, it appeared that the majority (over 70%,maybe) of
the children were adnKtted into care together with their siblings at the
same time, if there were any siblings involved at all.
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group ---- see table 4.27. When the phi and con"rgency coefficient values

in the pre-adolescent group were compared with those in the adolescent

group, we discover that the association pattern in the first table was not

very much stronger than that in the second table, implying that sibling

admission appeared to be a rather powerful variable in affecting the

selection of a reception-assessment resource for the child, especially in

the pre-adolescent group.

The influence of this variable "sibling admission° was still

partially felt when the child's behavioural condition- one of the most

powerful independent variables identified thus far was held constant.

Table 4.28 reveals that if a child was behaviourally bad, almost automatic-

ally he was sent to the R.C. and that having sibling admission only

TABLE 428

R.C. AND A.G.H. BY SIBLING ADMISSION, CONTROLLING
FOR BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION (IN PLMCENTAGE)

Bad behaviour
One or more None
in care in care

Good behaviour
One or more None
in care in care

R.C. 86.4 89.7 38.4 75.0
A.G.H. 13.6 10.3 61.6 25.0

N 66 58 112 16

(Not significant) (p< 0.02 (Corrected X2))

increased his chance by a negligible 3.3% (13.6 - 10.3) of being sent to

the A.G.H. than a child with no siblirig admission. On the other hand, if

a child had good behavioural condition, having sibling admission greatly

increased his chance by 36.6% (61.6 - 25.0) of being sent to the A.G.H.

It therefore appeared that sibling admission was a rather influential

variable our worker considered in selecting a reception-assessment

resource for a child; as far as possible, siblings tended to be placed
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together in a home-like atmosphere even for assessment.

B. The Problem of Availability of Space in the R.C.

In this research, information was intended to secure on the choice

of reception-assessment resource. This choice factor was an important one

because if a child was forced to be placed in the A.G.H. due to unavaila-

bility of space in the R.C., the consequences might be unsatisfactory in

terms of, firstly, possibility of placement breakdown due to the inability

of the A.G.H. to handle children with severe problems, and, secondly,

possibility of incomplete assessment as a result of the first outcome.

The end-product would therefore be misuse of the A.G.H. and damage to the

child. The original intention of this research was to control for

availability of space while looking at factors which affected the place-

ment of a child; this then would enable the researcher to determine the

extent to which availability of space was a problem. However, as it Was

noted in Chapter III, no information on the choice factor could be

collected from the file. Two possible reasons could be advanced to

explain this lack of information on choice. One reason might be that this

simply was not an important piece of information in planning for the child;

information on his adjustments and problems and on his guardian's function-
/ \

ing was generlly much more valuable. Therefore, after a child was placed,

information on the initial placement process was simply overlooked; the

Child Data Form also tended to play down the importance of this choice

factor. The second reason night be that there actually were feu cases

where the children were placed in the A.G.H. duo to lack of spaces in the

R.C. In other words, the placement of children ---- iAcluding those with

severe problems ---- in the A.G.H. was actually the original intention of

the workers concerned and was deemed to be appropriate in the sense that

it was thought the A.G.H. could handle them. As a result, the choice



factor was vimply not mentioned in the file. Although it was abundantly

clear from the analyses in section A that the placement of a child in the

reception-assessment resource followed a specific pattern, and that certair

information were relied upon more heavily than others, it stiL. appeared

that possibility of reluctant plad6ents in the A.G.H. had to be detected

in order to better depict the placement picture.

In the absence of information on the choice factor, an alternative

approach similar to "deviant case analysis" was adopted. To be able to

use this method, we had to make one assumption which was consistent with

Hypothesis I stated in Chapter II. Since we recognized that the A.C.H.

was supposed to be for the use of children with less serious problems -----

and this was found to be true based on results of the analyses in section

A ---- we could assume that some children with bad problem condition

found in the A.G.H. were likely to have been placed there due to lack of

spaces in the R.C. Put it the other way: we would have a bigger chance to

find reluctant placements in the "bad condition" A.G.H. cases than in the

"good condition" A.G.H. cases. Of course, we could not say that all the

A.G.H. cases with "bad condition" were reluctant placements because we had

to allow for flexibility of the A.G.H. in handling children. In this

sense, the task remained was to identify a variable or variables which

could best suggest that the placement of the child in the A.G.H. was

reluctantly carried out due to lack of a space in the R.C. Therefore,

the first thing done before we began the analysis was to select only those

cases in both the R.C. and A.G.H. which had been rated as having overall

bad condition. This yielded a total of 121 R.C. cases and 26 A.G.H.

cases, and these 10 cases formed the base for analyses. The second step

taken was to compare the R.C. cases with the A.G.H. cases on those

variables which were recognized as having relevancy in affecting the
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placement a child in the reception-assessment resource.*

Some people might think that since the age of a child had a lot to

do with the selection of a receptlAda-assessment resource and also with the

behavioural condition of the child ---- both of these wore found to be

true as we have seen ---- age therefore could be a telling variable of

reluctant placement. If this were true, no further analyses would be

required and we might conclude that those children over 12 years old

placed in the A.G.H. represented reluctant placements, which would amount

to 14.28% of all the 98 A.G.H. cases. To illustrate this assumption

entailed examining three variables at the same time for the total sample:

the age, the reception-assessment resource, and the behavioural condition

of a child, and table 4.29 shows such relationships. In the R.C. group,

TABLE 4.29

BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY AGE AND RECEPTION-
ASSESSMENT RESOURCE (IN PERCENTAGE)

R.0 A.G.H.
5 -12 13 -15 5-12 13-15

Good behay. condition 43.5 20.0 73.8 64.3
Bad behay. condition 36.5 80.0 26.2 2/11

N 124 75 84 14

(p<0.001) (Not significant)

it was indeed the case that most (80.0%) of the adolescents were rated as

having bad behavioural condition, and there were only 56.5% of the

pre-adolescents who were rated the same. This therefore meant that being

an adolescent in the R.C., he had a much bigger chance of having bad

* Of course, the analyses in section A above gave excellent leads to the
selection of some of these variables, which were age, behavioural con-
dition, emotional condition, admission reason, child-peer relationship,
and police record.
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behavinural -ondition -an a pre-adolecent, c t in the R.C., age was

positiVely associated with bad behavioural condition. However, when we

look at the association between age and behavioural condition in the A.G.H

group, no such pattern existed: there were almost the same proportions

of children from the two age-groups who had bad behavioural condition.

In other words, if age could be used to tell the extent of reluctant

placement in the A.G.H., the adolescent group should be very much

positively associated with bad behavioural condition, as it was found

to be the case in the R.C. group; the absence of this relationship in

the A.G.H. therefore pointed to the conclusion that these children

were not actually placed there reluctantly, although placing them there

meant violation of the age-quota set for the A.G.H. It might well be

that placing these few adolescents there was thought to be beneficial,

E,s long as they did not exhibit severe behavioural condition. This

finding therefore prompted the researcher to continue his search of

telling variable(s) through the examination of cases with overall bad

condition.

Before any further analyses were attempted, we had to be clear,

of the reasoning behind them, and be aware of the way the findings emerged

from these analyses was interpreted. Since we are going to examine only

those cases with overall bad condition (the reason for doing this had

been explained above), and since overall problem condition was found

to be positively correlated with ,Ihild-peer relationship (rtet = 0.66),

with police record (rtet = 0.64), with behavioural condition

(rtet = 0.91), and with emotional condition (rtet = 0.47) - - --

see Appendix "L"* ---- we would expect, firstly, that most of the sample

* Overall problem condition would be associated with admission reason
too ---- see table 4.11 which showed a statistically significant
relationship betweer admission reason and combined behavioural and
emotional condition ---- because overall problem condition was
obtained after ciabining the scores in the three major problem-areas.
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cases with negative attribute would be "picked up" in the tables we are

going to build, and, secondly, that the proportions of cases with positive

attribute sir negative attribute wo-old be the same in both the R.C. and

A.G.H. because would be illogical to say that overall problem condition

correlated positive with these variables only in the R.C. and not in the)r

A.G.H. cases, or vice ve (Of course, regarding this second expecta-

tion, the R.O. should have most or all of the cases with a police record

and the A.G.H. should have a very small numbs, of or no cases with a

police record, due to the different modes of operation of these two

resource types.) As a result, based on the amount of deviation from those

two expectations, we might be able to sugg3st the extent of reluctant

placement in the A.G.H. due to lack of spaces in the R.C.

Table 4.30 shows that, as expected, there was no significant

difference in the admissiort reasons between the R.C. and A.G.H. In both

groups, child's problem constituted about half of all the reasons given,

temporary family problem about one-third of all the reasons, and permanent

family problem only about on the average. The predominance of child's

problem among all the reasons cited was expected, since the cases

considered were all rated as having bad condition overall.

TABLE 4.30

ADMISSION REASON BY R.C. AND A.G.H. ---- BAD
CONDITION CASES ONLY (IN PERCENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H.

Temp. fam. prob. 30.6 34.6
Perm. fam. prob. 12.4 15.4
Child's prob.
Other

54.5

aLi_
46.2
3.8

N 121 26

(Not significant)
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TAaIL/tg.

BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY R.C. AND A.G.H. ---- BAD
CONDITION CASES ONLY (IN PERCENTAGE)

R .0 . A .4 .H

Good 0.0 0.0
Fair 7.4 11.5
Poor 42.1 53.8
V. Poor 50.4 .6

N 121 2

(Not signif4 -;ant)......
TABLE L42a

ELOTIONAL CONDITION BY R.C. AND A.G.H. ---- BAD
CONDITION CASES ONLYY (IN PIItcENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H.

Good 28.1 30.8
Fair 29.8 15.4
Poor 42.1 53.8

N 121 26

(Not significant)

TABLE 4.33

CHILD-PEER RELATIONSHIP BY R.C. AND A.G.H.
BAD CONDITION CASES ONLY (IN PERCENTAGE.)

R.C. A.G.H.

Positive 25.4 23.1
Negative 74.6 76.9

N 118 2

(Not significant)

11110
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TABLE 4.34

POLICE RECORD BY R.C. AND A.G.H. ---- DAD
CONDITION CASES ONTv (IN PIACENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H.

Had record 48.8 11.5
No record

N
31.2,

121
88.

26

(p< 0.01 (Corrected X2 ))

Again, as expected, most of the cases in tables 4.31 and 4.32 had

respectively bad behavioural and bad emotional condition, and there was no

significant difference between the R.C. and A.G.H. in getting these

problem cases. The R.C. had 92.5% (42.1 + 50.4) of the cases which were

behaviourally bad, and 71.9% (29.8 + 42.1) cf the cases which were

emotionally bad; on the other hand, the A.G.H.Is proportions of bad cases

in the behavioural and emotional areas were respectively 88.4%

(53.8 + 34.6) and 69.2% (15.4 + 53.8).

The frequency diotribution of the cases in table 4.33 again

indicated that our expectations were correct in that there were far more

cases with negative attribute than positive attribute, and that the R.C.

and A.G.H. had about the same proportions of cases with positive or

negative attribute. This time, the R.C. had 74.6% of the cases which had

negative child-peer relationship, and the A.G.H. had an equally high

proportion of 76.9%.

Table 4.34 has a different but 9xpocted pattern. We can easily

see that about half (48.8%) of the R.C. cases with Overall bad condition

had police record, compared to 11.5% of the A.G.H. cases. Our second

expectation was thus fulfilled. Also, this table had "picked up" 88.6%

(48.8% of 121 plus 11.5% of 26) of all the 70 cases in the total sample

with police record; and this met with our first expectation.
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Having examined these various relationships in the sample, the

impression one would obtain was that all of these variables could not be

used to tell the extent of reluctu.t placement, since there was no

significant amount of deviation from the, two expectations formulated.

Somehow, we also realized that some of these variables must contain clues

regarding the extent of reluctant placement because these variables had

been Avian to be the most influential ones in helping the worker choose

a reception-assessment resource for a child. This conviction therefore

led the recearcher to re-examine the findings obtained thus far.

We had seen that admission reason was not the best variable to

predict the kind of reception-assessment resource a child would get OW 111101.1

see tables 4.10 and 411 ---- because the cogency of this variable was

overshadowed by age and the combined behavioural and emotional condition

of a child. In other words, this variable would give only limited clue

regarding the extent of reluctant placement. Child-peer relationship was

not a powerful variable either because its actual strength was largely

buried by age and combined behavioural and emotional condition of a child

0.1. Mb WM OM see tables 4.16 and 4.21. The emotional condition of a child was

also found to have somewhat limited power, especially in the presence of

behavioural condition and age, although it alone tended to account for

Some variation in the selection phenomenon ---- see tables 4.7 and 4.8.

On the other hand, behavioural condition of a child tended to dictate to

a very significant extent the kind of reception-assessment resource chosen

for him, regardless of the age and emotional condition of the child ----

see tables 4.6 and 4.8. Police record was also found to be very powerful

and was not affected by age (see table 4.23). In fact, its predictive

power increased in the presence of bad behavioural condition (table 4.25).
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What all these findings revealed was that police record was the single

most powerful predictor of the kind of reception-assessment resource

selected for a child: if he had a yecord, very surely he would be sent to

the R.C. for assessment. Consequently, we could assume that any A.'.H.

children who had a police record and hence were behaviourally bad

represented reluctant plaqements due to lack of spaces in the R.C. Table

4.35, which was a variant of table 4.'25, sheds light on the extent of

reluctant placement and shows that 23.8% (5 out of 21) of the A.G.H.

TABLE 4.35

POLICE RECORD BY R.C. AND A.G.H. ---- BAD
BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION ONLY (IN rEllmal_

R.C. A.G.H. All

Had record 50.0 23.8 46.4
No record 522 76.2 53.6

N 130 21 151

(p<0.05 (Corrected x2))

cases, which had a police record and were behaviourally bad, should not

have been placed there. Since there were altogether 98 A.G.H. cases, it

meant that 5.1% (5 out of 98) of the A.G.H. children could be said to have

been placed there due to lack of space in the P.C.

The use of police record to tell the extent of reluctant placement

represented an indirect way to answer the question of availability of space

in the R.C., but was statistically and conceptually sound. Through the

process of elaboration, police record was singled out as the most

influential variable: i.e., if a child was behaviourally bad and had a

police record, he was sent to the R.C. for assessment as far as possible.

It was based on this finding that we assumed this was because the R.C.

appeared ,}o be the better resource of the two to handle this kind of
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child; although the A.G.H. should be allowed for flexibility to handle

behaviourally bad children, when it came to problem children who had been

in conflict with the Law, it would be an entirely different matter. Con-

sequently, any children who had a police record in the A.G.H. could be

assumed to have been placed there reluctantly due to lack of spaces in the

R.C., and this produced 5 cases which constituted 5.1% of the A.G.H. sub-

sample.

Although,theoretically speaking, the A.G.H. was less equipped to

handle children with bad behavioural condition, it did not appear that the

A.G.H. could not at all. The unavailability of professionally qualified

personnel in the A.G.H. to assess the child prompted the A.G.R. worker to

rely on professionals in the community. Table 4.36 shows that the A.G.H.

did tend to use professionals in the community to assess its children more

TABLE 4.36

USE OF OUTSIDE ASSESSMENT PROFESSIONALS BY
RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE IN PERCENTAGE1

R .0 . A ,G .H All

Had used
Had not used

U

57.0

4M121
73.1

442
26

59.9

40.1,
147

(Not significant

often than the R.C. by 16.1% (73.1 - 57.0) although this association was

not statistically significant. As a result, there was almost no difference.

in the proportions of children who had been assessed (i.e., at least a

psychological examination) in both the R.C. (89.3%) and the A.G.H. (84.6%).

In other words, these findings tended to reveal that although the means

of assessment in the R.C. was different from that in the A.G.N. in termn

of the types of professionals involved, children with overall bad condition
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in both types of resources c,ppeared to have been, in general, adequately

assessed before they were discharged from the resource. 'rt therefore

appeared that the A.G.H. had its on way to handle problem children, and

this tended to confirm our speculation in the beginning of this chapter

that the W.B., which kept most of its children with overall bad condition

in A.G.H. instead of the R.C., tended to be self-sufficient in assessing

its children.

C. Summary ra
The focus of this chapter was on the admission of children direct

from the community into the R.C. and A.G.H. and its purpose was to

isolate or identify those variables which were influential in the selection

of reception-assessment resource for these children. Throughout the

analysis, Hypothesis 1 formulated in Chapter II served as a guide, and the

principle of elaboration was followed. The problem of availability of

space in the R.C. was tackled in a separate section because there simply

was no such information in the file or record. Using a method similar to

"deviant case analysis", it was found that availability of space did not

actually constitute a problem at all because there were only 5.1% of all

the 98 A.G.H. cases which could be said to have been placed in the A.G.H.

reluctantly due to lack of Braces in the R.C. Further analyses revealed

that the A.G.H. actually could handle adequately, if not efficiently,

children with overall bad conditions this was especie.ly true with the

W.B. where most of the children who needed assessment because of their

bad problem condition were kept in the A.G.H.

In the process of analysis, all those variables which were thought

to be logically relati to the selection of reception-assessment resource

were considered. Those individual variables found significantly and
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conceptually related to the dependent variable were: behavioural

condition, emotional condition, sibling admission, police record, admission

reason, child-guardian relationship, child-worker relationship and child-

peer relationship. However, when these variables were looked at again

in depth and when the influence of other variables was removed, it turned

out that the single most influential variable was police record, i.e.,

as long as a child had a police record, very definitely he was sent to the

R.C. Behavioural condition came second in iwortance. Emotional condi-

tion, sibling admission and child-peer relationship were not actually very

influential although, under certain circumstances, their effects were

felt. The age of a child tended to have a significant influence throughout

the analysis despite its inability to "cover up" the effect of police

record and behavioural condition. Therefore, it appeared that, in select-

ing a reception-assessment resource for a child, the worker relied upon

only a rather lind.ted amount of information, which could be classified into

two types: situational (i.e., age quota ----- maybe availability of

space too) and child's behavioural (i.e., police record and behavioural

Iondition). Only when the child had no police record and was

behaviourally good were his emotional condition, sibling admission and

child-peer relationship considered. Physical/health condition was found

to be unrelated at all with the selection of the R.C. or A.O.H.

Two other things were evident. The first thing was that work-

ability of a child could best be predicted from his ability to get along

with his peers. If we knew that he was sociable with his friends, we

could say that 72.3% of the t.me he would be co-operative with his worker.

The second thing that came out from these analyses was that admission

reason alone appeared to have rather limited cogency in predicting the

kind of reception-assessment resource that would ultimately be selected
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for the child, The main reason for this was because the admission reason

cited did not necessarily imply or indicate the childls actual behavioural

condition, which was the main concern for our placement workers. This

meant that ;,lying on admission information alone would only give us

suggestive leads and would not be sufficient to enable us to plan

effectively for the child.



CHAPTER V Page 111

STAY IN THE RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE

The problem of duration of care will be tackled in this chapter.

Specifically, we want to find out two things: the pattern of flow of

children in the various reception-assessment resources, and the character-

istics of children who stayed in the resource for different lengths of

time. To describe objectively the first phenomenon, the pattern of flow

of children will be examined from different angles. To identify the

deterrents to movement of children in the reception-assessment resource,

variables will be cross-tabulated against length of stay to reveal their

individual relationships with duration of care, and a computer programme

called A.I.D. will later be used to analyze the interactions of the

deterrents identified, so that the relative explanatory power of the

various predictor variables could be determined. In our analyses, find-

ings obtained elsewhere will be compared with ours, whenever possible.

When the situation in the various reception-assessment resources is better

understood, efficient and effective planning can be undertaken by the

Agency.

A. The Movement Rate and Turn-over Rate SI M.4110

Before we begin to examine the deterrents to movement, let us take

a look at the movement rate and turn-over rate calculated for each of the

A.G.H.ts and the R.C. Since the formulae had already been discussed in

Chapter II, we can now move directly into describing the data which were

used in the calculation of the movement rate, which was primarily a

description of the average number of.children per month the reception-

assessment resource had.

The data used in the calculation of the movement rate were all the

children adnitted into the resource direct from the community, regardless



of age, duration of care and assessment status. The R.C. data made avail-

able to the researaer by the former Director of Institutions consisted of

the names of the children and their respective admission and discharge

dates. The A.G.H. data were more complete with dates of birth of the

children and the names of the workers as well. Consequently, while the

A.G.H. data could be broken down into finer categories on age, a similar

breakdown of the R.C. data was not possible unless a manual and time-

consuming search of the files for the birth-dates of the children was

carried out. This meant that, in later analyses, some comparisons could

only be made between the A.G.H.'s,and not between the A.G.H. and R.C.;

such limitation is evident in table 5.1.

The R.C. has six times as many beds as the A.G.H. Therefore, in

calculating the movement rate for the R.C., some adjustment would have to

be made in order to enable the R.C. rate to be compared validly with the

A.G.H. rate. In other words, we would have to look at the R.C. movement

rate as one calculated for a facility with only six beds. In this way,

the movement rates calculated for the R.C. and for each of the A.G.H.'s

were as follows:

The R.C. = 1 + 2 + 5 + A* = 42
months of operation x 6 3? x 6

= 2.2 children in and out each month assuming that it had only
six beds (or the true movement rate in the R.C. was 13.0 with
thirty-six beds); z = 1.4412 with a standard deviation of
0.3939 and an arithmetic mean of 1.6034

Since the age break-down of the R.C. children was impossible, we had
to assume that all the children in the R.C. were five years or older
on the belief that no children under five should be admitted into an
institution, as specified by the COd.L.A.



* A = Child less than 5 years old
C = Child over 12 years old
1 = Length of stay equal to or less than 7 days
2 = Length of stay more than 7 but equal to or less than 60 days
3 = Length of stay more than 60 days
4 = Actual length of stay not determined at time of sampling, i.e., child

had stayed for more than 7 but less than 60 days at time of sampling.
(The above symbols will be further employed in the following discussion.)
* Multiple admissions were also included here.

B = Child 5 to 12 years old

fig



The Central Branch A.G.H. = B1 + 82 + B3 + B + Cl + C2 + C
months of operation

= 413, = 1.3 children per month;
37

z = -0.7773

+C

The East Branch A.G.H. = gk = 1.7 children per month; z = 0.2812

14

The first North Branch A.GH. = 18 = 1.5 chfldren per month; z = -0.2625
12

The second'North Branch A.G.H. = 11j= 1.9 children per month; z = 0.6440
7

The West Branch A.G.H. = 412 = 1.1 children per month; z = -1.3262
37

Therefore, we may say that, comparing the movement rates calculated, the

R.C. had the largest number of children (2.2) in and out each month

assuming that it only had six beds at.any given time, followed by the
4

second North Branch A.G.H. and the East Branch A.G.H. with 1.9 and 1.7

children per month respectively. At the other end of the continuum, the

West Branch A.G.H. had exactly half the number of children the R.C. had

in and out per month. The Central Branch A.G.H. was the second least

mobile home with 1.3 children, and the first North Branch A.G.H. had

1.5 children per month in and out. Translating these figures into relative

terms and graph form, assuming that these figures were normally distrib-

uted, we obtained chart 5.1, which essentially expresses the "performance"

(i.e., readiness of the resource to have its beds available for use) of

the R.C. and the various A.G.H.Is in terms of percentages. Visually, we

can right away realize that the R.C. tended to have the highest degree of

flow of children in and out ---- 42.51% above the average rate. At the
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CHART

BAR GRAPH OF MOVEMENT OF CHILDREN
IN THE RECEPTION-ASSESShENT RESOURCE

42.51% IR.C.

C.B.

A.G.H. 28.23%

11.03 E.B.
A.G.H.

lst N.B.0.26%
A.G.H.

23'89%
2nd N B
A.G.H.

W.B.1G .H

40.82%

+1

Percent-equivalent of z -distribution

other extreme, the West Branch A.G.H. appeared to be least satisfactory in

terms of making available its beds for use by children who needed assess-

ment ---- it was 40.82% below average. The most satisfactory A.G.H. in

this respect was the second North Branch A.G.H. which started its opera-

tion in February 1971, and which had a movement rate of 23.89% above

average. This home was followed by the East Branch A.G.H. which could

manage to maintain a movement rate of 11.03% above average. Slightly

below average in maintaining a high movement rate was the first North
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Branch A.G.H. ---- this home is no longer an A.G.H. It also appeared that

the Central Branch A.G.H. failed to absorb readily children who needed

assessment because its movement rate was 28.23% below average, and this

placed Ile home in the second last position in its ability to provide bed-

spaces or children. This pictorial interpretation of the movement rates

of the valJus reception-assessment resources of course coincided with our

earlier findings.

Before moving into describing the tur.i-over rate whose crucial

criterion was whether or not a child had been assessed, we should describe

the frequency distribution of children in table 5.1 from a different angle.

Looking at the A.G.H.'s first, we can see that most (78.1% or 121N of the
155'

children were betwen 5 and 12 years old on admission. The over-twelve

age-group constituted 14.2% and the under-five age-group 7.7%. While the

Central Branch A.G.H. seemed to have the highest percentage of the under-

five age-group (12.7%) than any of the other homes, tla first North Branch

A.G.H. tended to have the highest proportion of adolescents (52.6%). The

West Branch A.G.H. also seemed to have a fairly high proportion 01 teen-

agers in its population (19%).

There was clear evidence that some of the reception-assessment

resources were used for short-term holding purposes notably the West

Branch A.G.H. with one-quarter (26.2%) of its population stay for a week

or less; the Central Branch A.G.H. with 21.8%; and the East Branch A.G.R.

with 19.2%. On the other hand, the second North Branch A.G.H. seemed to

have the lowest percentage (7.7%) of transients. Looking at those who had

stayed for more than two months, the R.C. topped the list with 51.45%,

followed closely by the West Branch A.G.H. with 47.6%. The East Branch

A.G.H. had only 23.1% of its children stay for more than two months

because it was able to discharge 42.3% of its children between eight days
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and two months. The observation that the West Branch A.G.H. had the

highest number of transients who stayed for a week or less as well as the

second highest number of children who stayed for more than two months,

among all the other resources, revealed that once a child was admitted into

this horns, he would either likely stay for a very short time or for a

long time. Later analyses will try to identify factors which affected

duration of care.

The data used in the calculation of the turn-over rate were the

entire sample of 297 cases. As one may recall, the crucial criterion in

the turn-over-rate formula was whether or not a child had been assessed,

i.e., at least a psychological examination, before discharge from the

reception-assessment resource. In this way, all the children who were

still in the resource on the "cut-off" date of the study, i.e.,

August 31, 1971, and those who had never been assessed by the time they

were discharged were excluded from the calculation. Since the recognized

length of time required to assess and plan for a child was not more than

two months, we therefore intended to evaluate how practical this time-

variable was and to suggest what the most appropriate time would seem to

be to assess a child.

Table 5.2 summarizes the turn-over rates calculated for the

various reception-assessment resources under three different time-periods:

assessed and discharged 1) between 8 and 60 days, 2) between 8 and

85 days, and 3) between 8 and 150 days. Time-period one represented the

one recognized by our workers as sufficient to assess and plan for a

child; 85 days represented the average (median) number of days a child

spent in the reception-assessment resource; and 150 days was the length

of time three-quarters of our children spent in the reception-assessment

resource. It can be seen that, in all, two months was not a practical
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time-variable at all ---- only 24.3% of the children were assessed and

discharged within two months. In this group, the R.C. and the first

North Branch A.G.H. appeared to be able to assess and discharge their

children much quicker ---- 26.5% and 28.6% respectively ---- than the

other resources. On the other hand, the Central Branch A.G.H. never did

assess and discharge a child within two months.

TABLE 5.2

TURN-OVER RATE BY RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE
AND VARIED LENGTHS OF TIME

8-60
Days
8-85 8-130 N

R.C. 26.5% 42.0% 75.3% 162
Central Branch A.G.H. 0.0% 16.7% 33.3% 6
East Branch A.G.H. 16.7% 16.7% 16.7% 6
1st North Branch A.G.H. 28.6% 42.9% 57.1% 7
2nd North Branch A.G.H. 16.7% 33.3% 100.0% 6
West Branch A.G.H. 15.8% 15.0 36.0 19
All 24.3% 37.9% 68.9% 206

When we allowed twenty-five days more, the over-all turn-over rate

rose by 13.6% to 37.9% from 24.3%. This meant that 85 days was still not

sufficient to assess and plan for our children. The R.C. and the first

North Branch A.G.H. continued to maintain an above-average turn-over rate

of 42.0% and 42.9% respectively. The Central Branch A.G.H. had now

assessed and discharged 16.7% of its children. The second Yorth Branch

A.G.H. also appeared to be able to assess and discharge more of its

children, and thici brought its turn-over rate up to 33.3%. However, twenty-

five days extra meant nothing to the East Branch A.G.H. and the West Branch

A.G.H. in terms of their ability to assess and discharge more children.

When 150 days or five months was selected to be the time-variable

in calculating the turn-over rate, there was a substantial increase in the
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number of children whom the receptiom-assessment resource in general had

assessed and discharged. The over-all turn-over rate now was 68.9%

an increase of 31.0% from 37.9% wider the second condition. The second

North Branch A.G.H. brought its turn-over rate up from 33.3% before to

100%, and became the only resource which had achieved this perfect rate

within this time-period of five months. The R.C. continued to perform

above average and had a si&iificant increase in the number of children who

had been assessed and discharged; by now, thy, R.C. turn-over rate was

75.3%. The West Branch A.G.H. had also had a 21% increase. Surprisingly,

the East Branch A.G.H. had no change at all in its turn-over rate within

these extra 65 days or two months. There was some moderate increase in the

number of children the Central Branch A.G.H. and the first North Branch

A.G.H. had assessed and discharged an increase of 16.5% and 14.2%

respectively.

The over-all impression one would get thus far was two-fold.

Firstly, the initially identified time of two months obviously was

insufficient to assess and plan for a chill, at least as shown by the

data. Eighty-five days would not be a practical one either. The fact

that nearly seven in ten (68.9%) children had been assessed and discharged

within 150 days, and that some resources ---- notably the R.C. and the

second North Branch A.G.H. ---- could achieve very high turn-over rates

suggested that if sufficient control was exercised, much more children

could be assessed and planned for within a time shorter than 150 gays.

Secondly, there was clear evidence that some resources were used

more for holding than assessment purposes. Assuming that the twelve

children still in the reception-assessment resource on the "cut-off" date

of the study were randomly distributed among the various resources, table

5.3 describes the proportion of children who had stayed in the resource
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for at least seven days and who were assessed eventually, i.e., the

proportion of children used in the calculation of the turn-over rate.

Thus, it can be seen that most of the second North Branch'A.G.H. and the

R.C. children were tosessed eventually ---- 85.7% and 81.4% respectively.

TABLE

PROPORTION OF CHILDREN STAYED FOR MORE THAN
SEVEN DAYS AND EVENTUALLY ASSESSED

Proportion

R.C. 162 = 81.4%
199

Central Branch A.G.H. 6 = 18.8%
32

East Branch A.G.H. 6 = 35.3%
17

let North Branch A.G.H. 2
15

r4 46.7%

2nd North Branch A.G.H. 6 = 85.7%
7

West Branch A.G.H. 12 = 70.4% *
27

All 206 69.4%
297

The West Branch A.G.H. also had 70.4% of its children eventually assessed.

However, the Central Branch A.G.H. children were least likely assessed

with a low of 18.8%. The East Branch A.G.H. and the first North Branch

A.G.H. also appeared to have a rather low tendency to have their children

assessed psychologically. What this meant was that some resources were

* The denominator was 27 and not 28 because one filo was unlocatable.
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used more as holding places rather than assessment places, or that the

primary objective of the reception-assessment resource was lost in some

instances. Further, when we compared tables 5.2, 5.3 and cha/t 5.1 with

each other, it became evident that the R.C. and the second North Branch

A.G.H. topped the list in the movement rate, the turn-over rate and the

proportion of their children assessed. The West Branch A.G.H. children

were assessed most of the time too, but this home had the lowest movement

rate and the second lowest turn-over rate, meaning that this home tried to

meet the standard of an A.G.H. in an inefficient way probably due to its

different mode of assessment, as suggested in Chapter IV. On the other

hand, the Central Branch A.G.H. had the lowest proportion of its children

assessed, the second lowest movement rate and the third lowest turn-over

rate; this meant that this home appeared to have failed in meeting the

objective of an A.G.H. and had changed its function from assessment to

detention. The East Branch had the second lowest proportion of children

assessed, the lowest turn-over rate, but the third highest movement rate;

this suggested that this home was probably used more as a short-term

holding place where the children were seldom assessed. Perhaps the first

North Branch A.G.H. was "average" in performance among all the resources,

having about median ratings in these three areas, but this home is no

longer in operation.

The above analyses revealed that the R.C. and the second North

Branch A.G.H. were the two most functional reception-assessment resources.

All the other ones had much to be desired for in their ability to achieve

the objective of an A.G.H. Our data also pointed to two other things.

Firstly, judging the performance of a reception-assessment resource only

on the basis of the number of children it had had would be incomplete:

we had also to take into account the ability of the resource to meet the
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objective specified for its operation ---- the so-called goal-attainment

model of analysis. To be able to maintain a steady and quick flow of

children in and out of the reception-assessment resource might not mean

anything in terms of planning properly for the children. If a resource was

a reception-assessment one, every child in it should theoretically receive

a decent assessment of his overall functioning. Secondly, since there was

no evidence that availability of a placement-resource was a problem ----

as noted in Chapter III, of all the children who were eventually placed

and the choice of placement resource for whom was known, 92.5% got the

placement resources considered the best for them --we could not say the

low movement and turn-over rates of some resources were due to lack of a

placement resource. Besides, the sharp contrast in performance between

the R.C. and the second North Branch A.G.H. on the one hand and the remaining

A.G.H.Is on the other pointed to the conclusion that some resources were

simply performing much better than others, and further implied that the

problem lay on the administration of these resources and not on the avail-

ability of placement resources, for if availability of placement spaces

were a problem, why was it confined to only some, not all, of these

resources?

Having realized the performance of these various reception-

assessment resources, we would want to move one step beyond to examine the

deterrents to movement of children in these resources. This would, in

addition to the analyses above, help us better realize the actual situa-

tion in the field.
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B. Duration of Care (Cross-tabulation)----

As mentioned in Chapter I, the phenomenon called "duration of care"

has caught the attention of a sizable number of child welfare researchers.

The reasons for their concern were three and summarized by Fanshel

recently (7,65-66). Unintended tenure in care should be avoided as far as

possible because 1) it would upset our value that normal family life

should be preserved the best we can, 2) it would hold up valuable place-

ment resources, and 3) it would tend to creat.J emotional disturbance in our

children. There is thus no question that duration of care should be brought

under predictive control, so that our child welfare system can function

effectively and benefit more children and their families. In this sense,

deterrents to movement in care have to be identified in order that appro-

priate measures could be taken to remedy the situation.

In our present study, the B.C. and the A.G,H. differed in terms of,

among other things, duration of care of children. Although there seemed

to be little difference in the average lengths of stay of children in these

two types of reception-assessment resources, as measured with the median

statistic ---- 85 days for the R.C., and 88 days for the A.G.H. ---- the

ranges were different. While the R.C. had a range of 8 to 372 days, the

A.G.H. had a range of 8 to 867 days with 11.22% of its 98 children having

stayed for more than 372 days. This difference was most evident in tho

graph plotted---see chart 5.2. We can easily see that although slightly

more A.G.H. than R.C. children tended to stay for less than two months, a

significantly higher proportion of A.G.H. than R.C. children tended to

stay for eight months or more ---- 22.44% for the A.G.H. and 3.03% for the

R.C. On the other hand we also realize that the biggest difference

between the R.C. and the A.G.H. in terms of length of stay of their

children occurred within the period of two months and four months.
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CHART 5.2

GRAPH SHOWING PROPORTIONS OF R.C. AND A.G.H. CHILDREN
WHO HAD STAYED FOR BETWEEN 8 and 86 DAYS

R.C. (N = 199)

[IIIA.G.H. (N = 98)

10%

5%

0%
8-60 61-120 121-180 181-240 241-300 301-360 361+

Length of stay in days
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In this time - category, 31.82% of the R.C. children fell, versus only

16.33% of the A.G.H. children: a difference of 15.49%. In other words,

while the R.C. had an inverse relationship between the number of children

in care and length of time elapsed, the A.G.H. tended to have a tri-modal

relationship between these two phenomena.

But what were the common variables that affected duration of care?

As what Fanshel found, "age" and "sex" of a child had nothing to do with

duration of care in this study*. Table 5.4 :hows that there was no

TABLE 5.4

DURATION OF CARE IN RECEPTION-ASSESSMET
RESOURCE BY AGE AND SEX IN PERCENTAGE)

Age Sex2:432:11. 12-15 Male Female All

8-35 28.9 23.1 25.7 22.3 31.9 25.9
36-85 18.6 19.8 33.0 23.9 24.8 24.2
86-150 24.7 29.7 22.0 27.2 22.1 25.3

151-867 27.8 a2.5 ad 26.6 21.2 24.6
N 97 91 109 184 113. 297

(Not significant) (Not significant)

significant difference in the proportions of children from the three age-

groups in terms of the time they had spent in the reception-assessment

resource. There also was no association between the sex of a child and

his duration of care. Therefore, age and sex could not be used as

predictors of duration of care.

* Although the setting in the present study was different from that in
the Fanshel and other studies, the same phenomenon was pursued. In
this sense, findings are comparable. (Unless otherwise stated, the
references cited are those reviewed in Chapter I.)
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Marital status of the guardian was found interestingly related to

the length of time a child spent in the resource. Table 5.5 clearly

indicates that while there appeared to be little difference in the lengths

of stay between the children whose guardians remarried and those whose

guardians were living alone, those children who came from intact families

TABLE 541

DURATION OF CARE BY MARITAL '*'ATUS OF

GUARDIAN IN PERCENTAGE

Marriage
intact Remarried

Living
Alone

8 - 35 26.2 28.4 24.4
36 - 85 41.5 16.4 20.7
86 - 150 16.9 28.4 27.4

151 - 867 26.2 27.4
N 65 67 164

(p< 0.02)

where the guardians had an uninterrupted marriage tended to stay in the

reception-assessment resource for a much shorter time than those from the

other two groups. 67.7% of the children from the marriage intact group

stayed for about three months or less, whereas only about 44% from the

other two groups stayed for the same length of time. This finding in part

supported Maas's results.

Another variable which was found to be significantly related to

duration of care was the caring ability of the guardian (see table 5.6).

It appeared that those children, who had capable guardians who could pro-

vide reasonably good care to them spent much shorter time in the

reception-assessment resource than those who had unable guardians. 57.4%

of the children from the former category stayed for about three months or

less, but only 39.8% from the latter category stayed for the same length
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TABLE 5.6

DURATION OF CARE BY GUARDIAN'S CARING
ABILITY (IN PERCENTAGE)

Able or
doubtful Unable

8 - 35 32.3 16.4
36 - 85 25.1 23.4
86 - 150 21.0 31.3

151 - 867 21.6 ?Li_
N 167 128

(p< 0.01)

of time

Since the primary function of a reception-assessment resource was

to assess and plan for a child, the relationship between a child's assess-

ment status and duration of care had to be examined. Table 5.7 shows that

65% of the children who were never assessed tended to stay in the resource

TABLE 5.7

DURATION OF CARE BY ASSESSMENT STATUS
IN PERCENTAGE)

Assessed
Not

Assessed

8 - 35 11.5 65.0
36 - 85 25.3 21.3
86 - 150 30.9 10.0

151 - 867 NA. 3.8
N 217 80

(p <0.001)

111.101.M.MI

for not more than 35 days, compared to only 11.5% of the assessed children.

Put it the other way: if wk knew that a child was not going to be assessed

for one reason or another (e.g., to detain him temporarily only), the

chance that he would stay for more than 85 days was unlikely (13.8% only);
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on the other hand, if a child was to be assessed, he would likely stay

for a much longer time. The implication was probably that assessment was

part of a long-range plan designed for the child: if assessment was

required, a detailed plan would likely be necessary, and planning takes

time. But what was not clear was the amount of time required to enable

our workers plan reasonably well for a child. From our data, it appeared

that the required time probably fell between 86 and 150 days.

The cogency of admission reason in predicting duration of care has

become one of the major points of interest to most of the child welfare

researchers. In this study, our data overwhelmingly pointed to an absence

of significant relationship between admission reason and duration of care.

TABLE 5.8

DURATION OF CARE BY ADMISSION
REASON (IN PERCENTAGE)

Temp. fam.
problem

Perm. fam.
problem

Child's
problem Other

8 - 35 29.1 31.7 19.4 11.1
36 - 85 21.3 30.2 23.5 33.3
86 - 150 20.5 20.6 33.7 33.3

151 - 867 29.1 17.5 2l,1 22.2
N 127 63 98 9

(Not significant)

Although a child with "child's problem" as his reason for admission tended

to stay longer - --- 58.2% stayed for 86 days or more ---- than his counter-

part admitted for a different reason ---- 49.6% under "temporary family

problem" and 38.1% under "permanent family problem" ---- the overall table

reveals the possibility of a chance factor in shaping the frequency

distribution. Our findings therefore supported the observation of Maas

but contradicted Jenkins and Fanshel's results.
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Another variable which could be obtained at the time of admdssion

VAS the nature of separation. However, like the admission reason, this

single variable appeared to have no predictive power at all of duration of

care (X2 = 0.9474, d.f. = 3, Cramer's V = 0.05648, not significant). It

was found that there was no difference in duration of care in the reception-

assessment resource between the child who was separated voluntarily from

his guardians and the one who was apprehended.

The finding that child-guardian contact was significantly related

to duration was interesting. Table 5.9 reveals that no contact wi

t
h his

eguardians resulted in shorter time in care at the reception -arse ment

TABLE 5.9

DURATION OF CARE AND CHILD-GUARDIAN
CONTACT SIN PERCENTAGE)

Had
contact

No
contact

8 - 35 19.7 43.8
36 - 85 23.8 26.0
86 -. 150 26.5 21.9
151 - 867 30.0 8.2

N 223 73

(p/i. 0.001)

IyINWIFI.MM,IlaMAIPMIONMI.gmII.IImyMIIyMOOMNI1..IMe,II.MPM

resource. 69.8% stayed for 85 days or less compared to 43.5% of the

children who had maintained some kind of contact with their guardians.

This finding was similar to the finding in table 5.7 where we looked at the

relationship between duration of care and assessment status of a child, and

perhaps the same explanation could be advanced to take care of the relation-

ship pattern in table 5.9. It appeared that the maintenance of child -

guardian contact while the child was in care could well be part of the

total casework plan, since the ability of the child and guardian to keep
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in touch with each other could serve as an indicator of the guardian's

interest in the child and, in turn, of workability of the case. If a case

was workable, a detailed plan would likely be devised, and it usually take:

time to carry out a good plan.

We have found that in Chapter IV a child's behavioural condition

tended to affect to a very significant degree the kind of reception-

assessment resource he would get, and that his emotional condition had a

much less important role to play in this selection phenomenon. But how

would a child's behavioural and emotional condition influence his duration

of care in the reception-assessment resource? In other words, could we

predict the length of time a child would spend in the resource given

knowledge of his behavioural and emotional state? Fanshel anticipated that

a child's behavioural characteristic would account for muchrof-the variance

in the dependent variable "duration of care"; our data in(ble 5.10

MILLI/
DURATION OF CARE BY COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND

EMOTIONAL CONDITION (IN PERCENTAGE)

Bad
Bad

Bad
Good

Good
Bad

G)od (Behay.)
Good (Emot.)

8 - 35 17.0 26.3 15.2 4.04
36 - 85 20.0 28.1 19.6 28.7
86 - 150 32.0 22.8 34.8 14.9

151 - 867 31.0 22.8 )0.4 16.0
N 100 57 46 94

(p .c,0.001)

combined
did reveal that a child's behavioural and emotional condition was signifi-

cantly associated with his length of time spent in the reception-assessment

resource. From this table, we realize that there were three association

patterns. Firstly, if a child had a good in both behavioural and
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emotional conditions, 40.4% of the time he would stay in the reception-

assessment resource for less than 36 days, or 69.1% of the time for less

than 86 days. Perhaps this was be use a child with a minimal amount of

behavioural and emotional problems took the social worker a much shorter

time to assess and plan for him. Secondly, if a child had bad emotional

disorder, regardless of his behavioural condition, he would likely stay in

the resource for a much longer time, i.e., longer than 85 days ---- 63% in

the bad bad group and 65.2% in the good bad 6roup. This implied that more

planning was required when the child involved had emotional problems.

Thirdly, the fact that more than half (54.4%) of the group with bad

behavioural but good emotional condition stayed for only 85 days or less

suggested that, unlike planning for children with bad emotional condition

only, planning for those with bad behavioural condition ---- if we were

successful in carrying out the plan ---- was done rather quickly. Later

analyses of the disposition pattern of children from the reception-

assessment resource would ten us whether these children were sent home or

to an institution which presumably could better cope with their problems.

But by now, we should have realized why admission reason alone could not

predict duration of care because on the one hand, we have 5ust learnt from

table 5.10 that the length of time a child spent in care was dependent

on his exhibited behavioural and emotional condition; and on the other

hand, table 4.11 told us that the problem condition of a child could not

be indicated by his admission reason.

C. Duration of Care (A.I.D. Analysis) 10. MI. am

Having identified those variables the type of reception-

assessment resource, marital status of guardian, caring ability of

guardian, assessment status of child, child-guardian contact, and

behavioural-emotional condition of child ---- which could influence
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duration of care, the job would not be complete until we had examined the

relative importance of these and other hitherto unidentified variables.*

For this reason, it would be desirable to use a method sinilar to step-

wise regression analysis to single out those variables which could affect

duration of care. Because of the level of data we had in this study, to

use the conventional regression analysis technique would involve the

calculation of a tetrachoric correlation matrix using transformed data,

and thie could prove to be a laborious process, therefore, a computer

programme called A.I.D. (Automatic Interaction Detector)** was chosen for

use in examining duration of care.

A.I.D. has been used with a certain degree of satisfaction in

the study of consumers' behaviour (24, 25). This programme does not

assume addidivity and linearity inherent in conventional mmltia

regression techniques, but is based on analysis of variance techniques

and studies the interactions among a set of variables. Since the

assumption of independency of the effects of the predictor variables can

be avoided, this programme describes the working of the real world in

way different from the conventional regression analysis techniques.

Those variables used in the above analyses were selected as the
result of a review of the literature; in no way could they constitute
a complete listing of variables. In the following analysis of the
interactions of variables using A.I.D., the Department Supervisor
of Homefinding and Placement was asked to select those variables
she thought were useful in predicting duration of care. By coinci-
dence, most of the variables that were identified by the researcher
were picked up by her too.

** The original programme was not written in Fortran. In order to run
it on the I.B.M. 370/155, the York University version was advised to
be adopted for use (23).
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Essentially, "regarding one of the variables as a dependent variable, the

analysis employs a non symmetrical branching process, based on variance

analysistechniques, to subdivide the sample into a series of sub- groups

which maximize one's ability to predict values of the dependent variable"

(21, 1).* Since this programme accepts nominal/ordinal level predictors,

it was considered an appropriate programme for use for our present purposes.

Altogether, seventeen predictors were subjected to A.I.D. analysis, and

table 5.11 describes these variables in their recodod form and the mode of

treatment of the variable classes.

The results were predented in a true form ---- see chart 5.3. In

this chart, each box represents a group, and the orinal group of

283 children were represented by the box at the baje of the tree. As a

result of the splitting process, the various boxej or biSnche were

formed, and the branches formed early in the spli ti Process had greater

* A detailed description of this programme is not to be attempted here.
Those who want to know more of the logic, restrictions and limitations
of the programme, please read references 21 and 26. For our present
purposes, it is sufficient to know that the programme selects, from
among all the predictors, that single predictor which has the largest
total sum of squares (around its own mean), provided that this quantity
is larger than a specified fraction of the original total sum of squares
(around the grand mean)---- i.e., the eligibility criterion is met--- -
and that this predictor contains a minimum number of cases specified.
The sample then splits on the predictor so chosen into two non-over-
lapping sub-groups in such a way that this is the dichotomization which
"accounts for" more of the variance in the dependent variable than any
other dichotomization based on grouping the categories or classes of a
single predictor into two groups. Once this split has been made, the
computer focuses on each sub-group in turn, and all predictors are again
scanned to determine which one can provide a split which most reduces
the variance within the sub-group. The programme continues to scan and
divide the sample through a series of binary splits until the explana-
tory power of the predictors is exhausted. In our computer run, we set
the eligibility criterion (P1) at 0.1%, the split-reducibility criterion
(P2) at 1.0%, the maximum number of groups at 10, and the minimum group
size at 25. AlsoL to eliminate positive skewness in the dependent
variable, 14 extremely skewed cases were eliminated from the analysis,
and this produced a range of 8 to 300 days. The characteristics of
these 14 cases will be revealed separately.
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TABLE 5.11

RECODED PREDICTOR VARIABLES AND CLASSES USED IN THE A.I.D. ANALYSES

Recoded Variable Classes

Assessment resource
0. Receiving Centre
1. Central Branch A.G.H,
2. East Branch A.G.H.

Originating branch
O. Metro Central (Central)
1. Scarborough (East)

Admission reason
O. Temp. family prob.
1. Others

School-learning problem
O. Unknown/Not yet in school
1. No problem

Child-guardian relationship
O. Unknown/No guardian
1. Meaningful

Child-worker relationship
O. Unknown
1. Meaningful

Child-peer relationship
O. Unknown
1. Meaningful

Police record
O. No

Previous admission
O. No previous admission
1. One
2. Two

Child-guardian contact
O. No guardian
1. Had contact

Guardian-agency relationship
O. Unknown/No guardian
1. Meaningful

Grouping of
Classes

Free (order
3. First North Branch A.G.H. ignored)
4. Second North Branch A.G.H.
5. West Drench A.G.H.

2. North York (".orth)
3. Etobicoke (West)

2. Perm. family prob.
3. Child's problem

2. Some problem

2. Indifferent

2. Indifferent

2. Indifferent

1. Yes

3. Three
4. Four

2. No contact

2. Indifferent

(To be continued on following page)

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Free

Monotonic
(order
maintained)

Free

Free
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TABLE 5.11 (Continued)

RECODED PREDICTOR VARIABLES AND CLASSES USED IN THE A.I.D. ANALYSES

Recoiled Variable Classes 4roupina of Classes

Guardian's caring ability Monotonic
O. Unknown/No guardian 2. Doubtful
1. Able to 3. Unable

Outside assessment
0. No

Completion of assessment
O. No

Admission year
O. 1968
1. 1969

Child's problem scale
O. High High High*
1. HHL
2. HLH
3. HLL

Age-group
O. 5 - 8
1. 9 - 11

1. Yes

1. Yes

2. 1970
3. 1971

4. LLL
5. LLH
6. LHL
7. Low High High

2. 12 - 15

Free

Free

Free

Free

Monotonic

explanatory pokier of the variance in the dependent variable ---- duration

of care. "N" in the box stands for the number of cases which together

produced the average number (ii) of days the group of children spent in the

reception-assessment resource. The letters "S", "R" and "N ", in the boxes

stand for the reasons why the various splitting processes stopped. Thus,

of all the predictors scanned, the assessment status of a child was

selected by the computer as providing the best first split, and it was on

this predictor that the original group or sample was split into groups 2 and

3. Group 2 was not split further because it failed to meet the split-

* The first adjective refers to physical/health problems, the second to
behavioural problems, and the third to emotional problems.
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reducibility criterion of 0.01 when it tried on predictor "assessment

resource" (see Appendix "0"). Group 3 met well all the criteria specified,

and was split on the predictor "assessment resource" into groups 4 and 5.

Although group 5 met both the eligibility and split-reducibility criteria,

it was not split further because there were not enough cases to warrant a

split. The splitting process thus continued in this fashion until none

1.

2.

4.

TABLE 5.12

N x Cr"

CHARACTERISTICS OF FINAL GROUPS*

Assessed, Central, East and West A.G.H.'s (Grp. 5) 29 176 86

Assessed, R.C. and North A.G.H.1s, primarily bad
behavioural and emotional condition, between
5 and 11 years old (Grp. 8) 80 128 58

Assessed, R.C. and North A.G.H.'s, primarily bad
behavioural and emotional condition, between
12 and 15 years old (Grp. 9) 63 97 56

Assessed, R.C. and North A.G.H.'s, primarily good
behavioural condition (Grp. 6) 33 72 56

Not assessed (Grp. 2) 78 37 40
All 283 94 72

of the criteria specified for this computer run could be met. In all,

only four ---- assessment status, type of reception-assessment resource,

problem scale, and age-group of the child ---- of the seventeen predictors

were used by the computer And succeeded in explaining a significant

* The group number in parentheses after a description of the group
refers to the final group number identified in chart 5.3. But in
our later analyses of the five final groups, for conceptual-
ization purposes, these final groups are to be referred to as groups
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, in the descending order of their average numbers
of days spent in the reception-assessment resource.
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portion of the variance in the dependent variable. Table 5.12 describes

the characteristics of the five final A.I.D. groups.

It can be seen in table 5.12 tnat, on the average (arithmetic

mean), our 283 children used in the analysis stayed for 94 days with a

standard deviation of 72 days. The group of children who stayed for the

longest time consisted of those who had been assessed and placed in the

A.G.H.Is in the Central, East and West Branches ---- they stayed for

176 days on the average with a standard deviation of 86 days. It there-

fore appeared that where the child was placed dictated to a significant

extent his duration of care, regardless of the influence of other

variables. The group that stayed for the next longest time (128 days on

the average) was made up of all the children who had been assessed, were

placed in the R.C. and the two North Branch A.G.H.'s, had exhibited

primarily bad behavioural and emotional condition, and were pre-

adolescents. The groupithich stayed for 97 days had the same attributes

of the group which stayed fra, 128 days except that the children were

adolescents instead of pre-adolescents. The difference here in the

duration of care between these two groups might be due to the higher

confidence of our workers in working successfully with pre-adolescents

than adolescents, regardless of their problem state; therefore, pre-

adolescents were kept for a longer time than adolescents in the reception-

asseesment resource. However, as we shall see later, the chance of

returning a pre-adolescent with primarily bad behavioural and emotional

condition back to his guardian was smaller than that of returning an

adolescent with a similar problem condition back to his guardian; and this

implied that we were actually not too successful in working with children

with bad behavioural and emotional condition, regardless of their age.
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The third group of children stayed for 72 days with a standard

deviation of 56. The group was made up of children assessed, placed in

the B.C. and the two North Branch A.G.H.Is and with primarily good

behavioural and emotional condition. The last group or the group that

stayed for the shortest length of time consisted of all those children

never assessed during their stay in the reception-assessment resource. The

avarage number of days was 37 but with a standard deviation of 40.

Thus, going back to the four predictors selected by the computer

in this A.I.D. analysis, it appeared that the two most powerful ones in

accounting for most of the variance in the dependent variable "duration of

status
care" could be called administrative variables ---- i.e., 'assessmentiof

the child" and "type of reception-assessment resource". The other two

less powerful ones could be labelled child's variables ---- i.e., "problem

condition or scale" and "age-group". Table 5.13 describes the explanatory

power of these four predictors, and reveals that while all the four

predictors together accounted for 37.8819% of the variance in the depend-

ent variable, "assessment status" alone accounted for 24.1901%. The fact

that the two most powerful predictors were administrative variables

implied that much of the present dissatisfaction of the functioning of

some of the reception-assessment resources, in terms of their inability to

provide adequate services to our children who needed assessment, was the

result of inappropriate administration of these resources. It would

appear that if we could know as soon as possible whether detailed assess-

ment was required for the admitting child, the use of the reception-

assessment resource could be brought under predictive contrail' Also, if

* It does not imply here that quick assessment would not be a possibility
too to raise the efficiency of the reception-assessment resource. In
fact, we have already been shown that assessment of and planning for a
child could be done in a much shorter time than presently required in
some of the resources.
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TABLE 5.13

EXPLANATORY POWER OF PREDICTORS USED
IN A.I.D. ANALYSIS OF DURATION OF CARE

Predictor BSS(i) BSS(i)/TSS(T) *

Assessment status

Type of reception-

353211.38 24.1901%

assessment resource 119890.25 8.2108%

Problem scale 46972.313 3.2169%

Age-group 33060.000 2.2644

Total 37.8819%

the administration of the A.G.H.'s in the Central, East and West Branches

were better, higher efficiency could be achieved. Of course, we then

would have to ask ourselves what our expectation is of a reception-

assessment resource; from our analysis in the beginning of this chapter,

it appeared that, on many a good instance, our reception-assessment

resources simply were not functioning in the way they should, namely,

some of them were used more for holding or placement than for assessment

purposes.

The relative unimportance of the two child's variables in explain-

ing duration of care was interesting ---- these two variables together

only explained 5.48% of the variance in the dependent variable. This lack

of inherent explanatory power of the child's variables further pointed to

the fact that duration of care could be brought under predictive control

n=
BSSi

i =1
roughly equals to multiple R2 (21,50). TSS(T) in our

TSST
analysis was 1460145.0.



since it appeared to be primarily an administrative matter. The fact that

now, age-group turned out to have some explanatory power of duration of

care was not surprising because in this A.I.D. analysis, the interactions

among predictors were considered whereas before (see table 5...4), we only

looked at its "one-sided" relationship with duration of care.

This A.I.D. analysis would not be complete without looking further

into the composition of the five final groups. But before we begin our

description, we should discuss briefly the explanatory power of some of

the predictors which were not used in creating the final groups. Appendix

"0" reveals that child-guardian contact almost "made it" on four splitting

occasions ---- in splitting groups 1, 3, 4 and 7. Its explanatory power

was always there until it was ruled out by insufficient number of cases in

this variable after several splits had been made. The fact that child-

guardian contact's explanatory power dropped in group 2 and not in groups

3, 4 and 7 from its original second best position in group 1, after the

first split on the variable "completion of assessment" was interesting.

It meant that child- guardian contact was related to the assessment status

of the child ---- i.e., if a child was not assessed, he would stay for a

short time (group 2), and hence there was a small chance for him and his

guardian to maintain contact with each other. But for those who were

assessed, the opposite was true because maintaining contact might be part

of the total casework plan.

"Assessment resource" was used twice in the analysis. In

splitting group 2, it was not successful because the split-reducibility

criterion could not be met. However, it was on this predicotr-variable

that group 3 was split into groups 4 and 5. The use of this predictor on
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two occasions implied that the type of reception-assessment resource a

child had to a significant extent dictated his duration of care.

°Guardian's caring ability" had had a rather low explanatory power

until groups 8 and 9 were formed from group 7 by splitting on "age-group"

of a child. The two attempts to split on "guardian's caring ability"

afterwards implied that this variable was closely related to a child's age.

The splitting of group 3 into groups 4 and 5 on "assessment

resource" brought out the explanatory power of a "child's problem scale".

It therefore appeared that the problem condition of a child was related

to the reception-assessment resource he got. Besides, the observation

that "child's problem scale" became the second most powerful predictor in

explaining duration of care in group 9 after the predictor "age-group" was

used to split group 7 implied that the age of a child and his overall

problem condition were associated.*

In exploring further the composition or characteristics of these

five final A.I.D. groups identified, we have to treat each of these

groups as a distinct entity characterized mostly by its specific

length of time in care in the reception-assessment resource. In other

words, while we are going to treat these groups as five distinct time -

groups, we also have to bear in rand their individual group

characteristics. The variables which will be cross-tabulated against

these five time-groups are as follows: admission reason, nature of

separation, guardian -agaacy relationship, outside assessment, disposition

* Those who are interested in knowing more of the characteristics of
the predictors at the various stages of the splitting process, please
peruse Appendix "0", which summarizes the results of this A.I.D.
analysis.
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pattern, availability of placement resource, and replacement experience.

TABLE 5.14

ADMISSION REASON BY A.I.D. GROUP*
(IN PERCENTAGE)

1 2
Group

3 4 5 All

Temp. fam. prob. 69.0 40.0 20.6 39.4 52.6 42.0
Perm. fam. prob. 6.9 13.8 23.8 36.4 26.9 21.6
Child's prob. 24.1 43.8 50.0 18.2 19.2 33.6
Other 0.0 2.5 .A18 6.1 2.8

N 29 80 63 33

,1.3

78 283

(p< 0.001)

The purpose of this part of the analysis was to reveal to what extent

length of time in care and characteristics of the cases together were

related to other variables, especially those concerning disposition.

Table 5.14 reveals a pattern that should be expected. Groups 2

and 3, which consisted of children primarily with bad behavioural and

emotional condition had 43.8X and 50.8% respectively of their children

admitted into care due to "child's problem ". Interesting enough was the

fact that both groups 1 and 5 ---- the two polarized time-groups ---- had

69% and 52.6% respectively of their children admitted into care as a

result of their temporary family problems. The presence of about a quarter

(24.1%) of the children admitted into care to form group 1 due to

" child's problem" implied that there was a sizable group of "problem"

* For a description of the A.I.D. group, please go back to table 5.12.



children in the Central, East and West A.G.H.18.* With regard to the

nature of separation, there was no difference between the groups

(X2 = 0.3209, d.f. = 4, not significant). In all the groups, the propor-

tion of voluntarily separated cases was about 77.4% and inVoluntary

separation constituted about 22.6%.

Table 5.15 shows that the group (group 5) that stayed for the

shortest time had more guardians who had positive working relationship

TABLELU.

GUARDIAN-AGENCY RELATIONSHIP BY
A.I.D. GROUP (IN PERCENTAGE)

Group
1 2 3 4 5 All

Positive 44.8 44.3 54.0 48.5 74.7 55.2
Negative /22 55.7 46.0 1145. ad 44.8

N 29 79 63 33 75 279

(p 4_0.01)

with the Agency than the other groups ---- 74.7% versus 47.9% (the average

of the other four groups). What was interesting too was the tendency of

group 3, which had teen-agers with primarily bad behavioural and emotional

condition, to have a slightly higher proportion (54%) of "workable"

guardians than groups 1, 2 and 4.

* Owing to the way these final groups were formed, group 1 may contain
some children (both pre-adolescents and adolescents) with good/bad
behavioural and emotional condition; group 4 may contain both
pre-adolescents and adolescents; and group 5 may contain both
pre-adolescents and adolescents, placed in all the reception-assessment
resources and with good/bad behavioural and emotional condition.
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One would anticipate that the groups which stayed for a longer

time would have a bigger chance to have been assessed by outside

professional personnel. Indeed, it might be the intention of the

reception-assessme t resource to keep the child longer so that he could

be assessed by outsid professionals. Table 5.16 tends to support this

line of thought, and reveals that while groups 4 and 5 had less of their

TABLE 5.16

OUTSIDE ASSESSMENT BY A.I.D.
GROUP (IN PERCENTAGE)

1 2

Group

Had outside
assessment 51.7 47.5 55.6 33.3 23.1 41.3

No outside
assessment 48.3 52.5 44.4.4 66.7 76.9 58_,a_

N 29 80 63 33 78 283

(p< 0.001)

children assessed by outside professionals, the chance of the children

in the other three groups to receive outside assessment was considerably

higher. Further, of all the groups, regardless of length of time in care,

group 3 had the highest proportion (55.6) assessed by outside pro-

fessionals; this was the group consisted of teenagers with primarily bad

behavioural and emotional problems.

With regard to the disposition of children from the reception-

assessment resource, table 5.17 shows that group 5 had 56.6% of its

children discharged back home. Although this group made up of all the

children not assessed, it was surprising to see that 14.5% of its children
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had an outside institution for their placement. At the other end of the

time-continuum, group 1 had 28.6% of its children gone home and 71.4%

TABLE 5211

DISPOSITION BY A.I.D. GROUP
(1N PERCENTAGE)

Group
1 2 3 4 5 All

Own home 28.6 17.3 31.' 45.5 56.6 35.9
C.A.S. resource 71.4 42.7 21.3 48.5 28.9 37.7
Outside institution 0.0 40.0 47.6 6.0 14,5 26.4

N 28 75 61 33 76 273

(p c 0.001)

ended up in a C.A.S. placement resource. When group 2 was compared to

group 3, it was a surprise to see that 31.1% of the teenagers with

primarily bad behavioural and emotional problem were discharged back home

from group 3; only 17.3% of the pre-adolescents with primarily bad

condition
behavioural and emotional in group 2 had the same disposition. When it

came to placing children in an outside institution, groqpi2 and 3 did not

differ very much ---- 40% versus 47.6%.

The next two tables should be read together. What table 5.18

reveals is that while every child in groups 1, 4 and 5 seemed to be able

to get the best placement resource, those pre-adolescents and adolescents

with primarily bad behavioural and emotional condition in groups 2 and 3

were not always placed in the best resources ---- 8.9% in group 2 and

17.5% in group 3 did not get the best placement resource. Based on the

results obtained from this table, one might tend to think that, firstly,

since groups 1, 4 and 5 all got the best placement resources for their

children, replacement rate in these three groups would be lower than that
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TABLE 5.18

CHOICE OF PLACEMENT RESOURCE BY
A.I.D. GROUP (IN PERCENTAGE)

Group
1 2 3 4 5 All

Got best placement res. 100.0 91.1 82.5 100.0 100.0 92.2
Did not get best resource

N
0.0 _114

56

17.5 0.0 0.0 7.8
19 40 15 24 154

(p <0.05)

TABLE 5.19

REPLACEMENT BY A.I.D. GROUP
(IN_ PyRCENPAGE)

Group
1 2 4 5 All

No replacement 65.0 72.6 90.7 72.2 82.4 78.0
Had replacement

N
31.2

20
27.4 _24i

43
giAg 17.6, 22.0

62 18 34 177

(Not significant)

in groups 2 and 3, and, secondly, that the longer the group of children

were in care, the better the placement outcome would be ---- i.e., lm4r

replacement rate ---- because better planning could be achieved given

sufficient time. Very surprisingly, this did not seem to be the case, as

table 5.19 reveals. In the first place, there actually was no difference

in the replacement rate between the five groups. Group 3, which was the

group whose children were the most unlucky ones in getting ideal placement

resources, had the lowest replacement rate of 9.3%. Group 2, whose

children were not all the time lucky either, had a replacement rate of

27.4%. Groups 1, 4 and 5, all of whose children had no problem getting

the best placement resources, had respectively 35%, 27.8% and 17.6% as
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their replacement rates. It.therefore appeared that there was not a close,

positive association between getting a good placement resource for the

child and a low replacement rate afterwards. Inthe second place, there

did not appear to exist a positive relationship between duration of care

and permanency of later placement. In fact, table 5.19 shows a tendency

of a reverse but somewhat random relationship between these two variables.

Comparing the two extreme time-groups in table 5.19 showed a negative

association: group I had a replacement rate of 35%, whereas group 5 had

17.6%. The findings therefore indicated that long-term assessment (if

this was the intention to keep children in the resource for such a long

time) had questionable pay-off in terms of securing a "good" placement

resource for the child, and tended to support Henry Maas's recent observa-

tion on the same line' (27). On the contrary, with regard to the second

point, our data tended to say that placing a child quickly would entail

greater success in terms of achieving permanency.

Let us leave aside this disturbing finding and turn to a brief

examination of the 14 children who had stayed for more than 300 days in

the reception-assessment resource and who were deleted from the A.I.D.

analysis to avoid contamination of the analysis and results. A simple

frequency count of these 14 cases on the four predictor variables selected

by the computer in the above A.I.D. analysis revealed the following

results: 12 of these 14 cases had been assessed. Six of these 14 children

stayed in the Central Branch A.G.H., 2 in the t.,st Branch A.G.H., and

3 each in the R.C. and the first North Branch A.G.H. With regard to their

problem condition, ci the 14 had bad condition in both the behavioural

and emotional areas, 2 had bad behavioural condition but good emotional

condition, 2 had good behavioural condition but bad emotional condition,
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and 4 had good condition in both areas. Their age-group distribution was:

5 were between 5 and 8 years old, 3 between 9 and 11 years old, and 6

between 12 and 15 years old. On the whole then, a typical child who stage,.

in the reception-assessment resource for over 300 days could have a'

combination of the following characteristics: assessed, placed in the

Central Branch A.G.H., with bad behavioural and emotional condition, and

being a teen-ager.

D. Summary -,---

In this chapter, two major things were looked at: the pattern of

flow of children in and out of the various reception-assessment resources,

and the phenomenon called "duration of care". The whole intention of this

chapter was to reveal objectively, and from as many angles as possible,

the true situation in our reception-assessment resource.

In the examination of the pattern of flow of children, three

different sets of data ---- the movement rate, the turn-over rate, and the

proportions of children assessed in the various resources ---- were

compared. Two major things were revealed. Firstly, according to our

analysis, most children were assessed and discharged between three and

five months. However, the fact that the R.C. and the second North Branch

A.G.H. could maintain the highest movement rates, and turn-over rates,

while at the same time they had most of the children in their populations

assessed, implied that if sufficient control was exercised, much more

children could be assessed and planned for within a much shorter time than

presently required. Secondly, except the R.C. and the second North Branch

A.G.H., our reception-assessment resource seemed to have failed to achieve

its original objective of assessment, as the name of the resource implied.
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Although admitting children outside the age-brackets specified for its

operation could be excused especially under emergency condition, using the

resource for holding especially long-term ---- or placement purposes

appeared to be undesirable. In doing this, while we thought our children

could be benefitted by having a good place to stay, we were at the same

time unintentionally robbing the privileges of many other children who

needed the facility as much as, or even much more than, those children

already in it. The whole problem appeared to be due to both an error in

judgment and inadequate control of the resourcor Of course, improving

the efficiency and effectiveness of our reception-assessment resource

would necessarily involve mobilization of resources and re-organization

of caseload of the workers concerned. This could be an expensive under-

taking; but then we have to ask ourselves what we would like to see happen

in our reception-assessment facility.

WS/GirCidentified those factors which affected duration of care.

It appeared that those variables, in addition to the typo of reception-

assessment resource, which had cogency in this prediction were: marital

status of guardian, caring ability of guardian, assessment status of child,

child-guardian contact, and behavioural-emotional condition of child.

Our findings therefore both supported and contradicted research results

obtained elsewhere. An A.I.D. analysis of 17 predictors further supported

our initial findings, and revealed that the two administrative variables

---- assessment status of child and type of reception-assessment resource

- identified were the most influential ones in explaining duration of

care. The two childls variables -7-- problem scale and age-group

were surprisingly found to have only minor explanatory power. This A.I.D.

analysis further pointed to the conclusion that duration of care of
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children in the reception-assessment resource could be brought under

predictive control because it was primarily an administrative matter.

These four variables together explained almost 38% of the variance in the

dependent variable. .

A further analysis of the groups was undertaken. Admission

reason, nature of separation, guardian-agency relationship, outside

assessment, disposition pattern, availability of placement resource and

'replacement experience were tabulated against these A.I.D. groups. The

most disturbing finding that emerged from this part of the analysis

tended to say that long-term assessment (if it was our intention to keep

children in the reception-assessment resource for a long time) would lead

to questionable pay-off in terms of placing them in "ideal" resources

later on. The results obtained from all these analyses in this chapter

suggested that although the situation in our reception-assessment resource

had much to be desired for, it could be improved through appropriate

administrative control.



CHAPTER VI

DISPOSITION

Page 1$2

When a child is discharged from the reception-assessment resource,

he is likely sent to one of the three following places: his own home, .

a C.A.S. placement resource, or an outside placement resource (usually an

institution). Within the last two categories of placement resources are

a myriad of specific types of resources found,* Although there are no

concrete guidelines except what was stated in Hypothesis 2 and its

related assumptions in Chapter II ---- in placing children discharged from

the reception-assessment resource, there must implicitly exist a set of

"norms" among the social workers in doing this job. Thus, by analyzing

the data, a pattern could become visible. Once we know of this pattern

---- i.e., what kinds of children were placed in what kinds of resources

and are given information on the characteristics of cur incoming

children, better planning for resources can be undertaken. Besides, ideas

with regard to appropriateness of existing mode of service-delivery could

be gained by learning from what we have done. In other words, unless we

know what the strengths and weaknesses of the system are, planning can be

done only on a hit-and-miss basis. The objective of this Chapter there-

fore is to describe the system the way it has been, with a view to

identifying its strengths as well as weaknesses. Hypothesis 2 will be

* In our following analyses, these specific placement resources (e.g.,
specialized foster home, regular foster home, hostel, own institution,
Ontario Department of Health institution, training school, etc.) are
to be grouped, unless a peculiar situation arises which warrants
closer examination of these specific resources. Although this approach
undoubtedly ignores the internal variation of grouped resources, this
remains the only logical and practical way to compare differences due
to the wide range of placement resources used. Besides, it is believed
that when grouped resources are compared, differences between them tend
to stand out more distinctly, since inter -group differences are greater
than intra-group differences, at least most of the time.
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used to guide the analyses, and findings obtained elsewhere will be com-

pared with ours, wherever appropriate.

A. Disposition Pattern of R.C. and A.G.N. Children - -

Hypothesis 2 said that we would expect that placement'of A.G.H.

children was different from that of R.C. children. We assumed that

because the R.C. children tended to have more serious problems than the

A.G.H. children, they would likely be dischaeged more to institutions or

related types of placement resources. To test out these statements, two

questions had to be answered. Firstly, was there actually a difference

between R.G. and A.G.H. dispositions? Secondly, if yes, why was there a

difference; if no, why was there no difference? Further, how feasible

would it be to use adndssion data to predict disposition?

Table 6.1 shows that there was indeed a difference in the

disposition of children from these two types of reception-assessment

resources. Essentially, approximately equal proportions of children from

the R.C. were distributed in the three patterns of disposition ---- 32.6%

went home, 30.7% were placed in the C.A.S. resources, and 36.5% in the

outside resources (primarily institutional types of settings). On the

other hand, the way that the A.G.H. children were placed contrasted

sharply with the placement pattern of the R.C. children. Slightly more

than half (51.6%) of the A.G.H. children were placed in the C.A.S.

resources; 42.9% odd of these children were discharged back home direct

from the A.G.H.; and only 5.5% of them had institutional placement. Let

us now turn to the identification of those variables wh--% were

influential in shaping the disposition of children.
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TABLE 6.1

DISPOSITION BY RECEPTION - ASSESSMENT
RESOURCE----GROUPED DATA (IN PERCENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H. All

Back home 32.8 42.9 36.0
C.A.S. resource 30.7 51.6 37.5
Outside institution 36_65 id 26.5

N 192 91 283

(p < 0.001)

Fanshel found that admission reason was related to the placement

resource a child got. Those children who returned home had primarily

"parental illness" as one of their admission reasons. In our research,

parental illness was grouped under "temporary family problem" ---- see

Chapter II ---- and this variable was found to be somewhat but not

convincingly related to the child's being returned home.

TABLE 6.2

DISPOSITION BY ADMISSION REASON
(IN PERCENTAGE)

Temp. fam.
Problem

Perm. fam. Child's
Problem problem Other

Back home 43.5 44.1 20.7 37.5
C.A.S. resource 43.5 32.2 30.4 62.5
Outside resource

N
lad
124

23.7 40.9,

92
0.0

59 8

(p,<0.001)
(Cramer's V = 0.2712)

Table 6.2 reveals that while 43.5% of the children admitted into

emporary family' problem
ware were discharged back home direct from the reception-assessment

resource, the same proportion of children were placed in a C.A.S. resource.
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More surprising, a similar proportion (44.1%) of the children admdtted

under permanent family problem were sent home. Perhaps, our results

resembled those found by Fanshel, Hylton and Borgatta in 1963 that

institutionalized children tended to exhibit bad behavioural problems:

we can see in table 6.2 that almost half (4 8.9%) of our children admitted

into care due to their own problems were placed eventually in an outside

resource (institution).

We have found that of the three main independent variables

identified (i.e., physical/health condition, behavioural condition and

emotional condition) in influencing the selection of a reception-assess-

ment resource for a child, a child's behavioural condition appeared to be

the most important variable of the three, followed by his emotional con-

dition, and that his physical/health condition had no cogency at all in

Predicting the selection phenomenon ---- see Chapter N. We wanted to

find out, at this disposition stage, if these three independent variables

continued to have any influence on the selection of a placement resource

for a child. If they had any cogency in predicting, which one of these

variables was the best one? If thz7 were found to have no predictive

power at all, which other variables could be used to predict instead?

Table 6.3 shows that a child's physical/health condition was not

related to his disposition. Children with good or bad physical/health

condition had the same chance of being sent to a certain placement

resource. For example, 36.0% of the children with good physical/health

condition versus 36.2% of them with bad physical/health condition went

home. This variable therefore again was of no predictive power in the

disposition stage.
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TABLE 6.3

DISPOSITION BY PHYSICAL/HEALTH
CONDITION (IN PERCENTAGE)

Good Bad

Back home 36.0 36.2
C.A.S. resource 37.4 37.7
Outside resource 26.6 26.1

69 214

(Not significant)

TABLE 6.4

DISPOSITION BY BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION AND

EATIPEALIORIME(IEEPRCENTAGE)

Behavioural Emotional
Good Fair Poor V.roor Good

Own home 52.6 43.5 29.9 17.6
C.A.S. resource 47.4 46.8 29.9 26.5
Outside resource 0.0 _211 40.3

IN --77 62 77 V
51.7

34.5
la&
145

Fair Poor

25.7 13.2
44.3 36.8
31.:122 1:12.0

70 68

(p< 0.001) (px,0.001)
(Cramer's V = 0.3645) (Cramer's V = 0.2861)

When we look at table 6.4, we find that both behavioural condition

and emotional condition were related closely to disposition. In the

behavioural condition table, we can see that the worse a child's

behavioural condition was, the less likely he would be sent home ---- the

chance decreased from 52.6% to 17.6% through 43.5% and 29.9%. A similar

trend appeared to exist in the group that got a C.A.S. placement resource

---- the chance decreased from 47.4% to 26.5% as a child's behavioural

condition got worse. Then, of course, the same table shows that getting

an outside placement resource was directly related to a child's

behavioural condition; but his chance of being sent to an outside
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placement resource increased abruptly when the behavioural condition was

poor or worse than when it was fair --- from 9.7% for fair to 40.3% for

poor and 55.9% for very poor. This sudden jump in percentage impliedthat

as soon as a child was recognized as having bad behavioural condition, his
"44

chance of being sent to an outside institution increased suddenly. Our

findings therefore tended to render more support to the results obtained

by Fanshel, Hylton and Borgatta in 1963.

With regard to the relationship between emotional condition and

disposition, table 6.4 shows that a pattern similar to that between

behavioural condition and disposition existed. If a child had good

emotional condition, slightly more than half of the time (51.7%) he was

sent home. A fair emotional condition would give him a good chance

(44.3% of the time) of being placed in a C.A.S. resource. However, if a

child had poor emotional condition, exactly half of the time he would get

an outside institutional placement. However, the degree of mutual associa-

tion between the two variables involved was stronger in the former table

than in the latter one, as measured with Cramer's V ---- 0.3645 versus

0.2861.

When both behavioural and emotional conditions were dichotomized

and combined, their new relationship with disposition is shown in table

6.5. We can see that if a child had good behavioural as well as good

emotional condition, he was either sent home or placed in a C.A.S.

resource, depending on probably his returnability. His chance of being

sent to an outside placement resource was almost nil (1.1%). A real

problem child with bad condition in both areas had a small chance (12%) of

returning home immediately after discharge from the reception-assessment

resource, but was rather likely (54.3% of the time) placed in an outside
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institution. Since it had been found that getting the right resource for

a child did not appear to be a problem, the fact that one-third (33.7%)

of these ohildren were placed in a C.A.S. resource suggested that our

Agency seemed to be able to handle some of these problem children, perhaps

as well as some of the outside institutioils. Further light was shed when

we compared those children who had bad behavioural but good emotional

condition with those who had good behavioural but bad emotional condition.

We can see that if a child was behaviourally bad only, he had a chance

24.9% (35,8 - 10.9) bigger than his counterpart with bad emotional con-

dition only of being sent to an outside institution for placement. This

latter group of children were rather likely (54.3%) placed in a C.A.S.

resource, compared to only 18.9% of the children who were behaviourally

bad only. Therefore, it appeared that our Agency was more able to handle

children with emotional problems than those with behavioural problems;

also, as long as a child had bad emotional problem, regardless of his

behavioural condition, our Agency tended to try to cope with his problems.

TABLE 6.5

DISPOSITION BY COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND
EMOTIONAL CONDITION (IN PERCENTAGE)

Bad Bad Good Good (Behay.)
Bad Good Bad Go9d (Emot.)

Own home 12.0 45.3 34.8 55.4
C.A.S. resource 33.7 18.9 54.3 43.5
Outside resource 162 19.2.2 1.1

N 92
,U.E1

53 46 92

(p 4r 0.001)

(Cramer's V = 0.4012)
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The existence of some treatment-oriented placement resources in our

Agency was probably the reason for this sisable aggreotion of children

with emotional problems to be found in our resources.

We found that "police record" correlated perfectly with

"behavioural condition", i.e,, if a child had a record, he was also rated

as having bad behavioural condition ---- see table 4.24 one would

wonder how having a police record could affet a child's disposition

pattern. Table 6.6 shows that those children with a police record were

much more likely than those without to be sent to an outside institution

TABLE 6.6

DISPOSITION BY POLICE RECORD
(IN PERCENTAGE)

Had No
record record

Own home 21.5 40.4
C.A.S. resource 26.2 40.8
Outside resource 12,2 18.8

N 65 218

(p< 0.001)
(Cramer's V = 0.3202)

for placement ---- 34.3% (52.3 - 18.8) more likely. Whereas those

children vdthout'a police record had a bigger chance of going home or

getting a C.A.S. placement resource. This table therefore rendered more

support to our observations in table 6.4 that those children who got an

institutional placement were likely behaviourally bad.

Sex, ethnicity, I.Q., and previous admission were all found to be

unrelated to disposition with small chi-square values. This finding

therefore helped to indicate the inappropriateness in attempting to, use
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certain basic information available upon the admission of a child to

predict disposition. Surprisingly, while we found that if a child had

maintained contact with his guarudn, he would likely stay in the

reception-assessment resource for a longer time than the child who had

not maintained contact with his guardian (see table 5.9), and while we

thought child-guardian contact could serve as an indication of workability

of a case, table 6.7 tells us that whether or not there was ohild-

guardian contact, there was not significant difference in tte disposition

TABLE La

DISPOSITION BY CHILD-GUARDIAN
CONTACT (IN PERCENTAGE)

Had No
Contact Contact

Own home 34.0 42.9
C.A.S. resource 40.6 27.1
Outside resource 25.5 30.0

N 212 70

(No significant)

pattern of the children. Although those children who had not maintained

contact with their guardians tended to be discharged home and to be

placed in an outside institution more than those who had maintained

contact with their guardians, on the whole, these differences appeared to

be due to mere chance. In other words, if our interpretation of the mean-

ing of child-guardian contact was correct, it seemed to be that whether or

not the guardian expressed interest in the child was unrelated to his

disposition pattern. This in turn suggested that disposition pattern was

perhaps not as much related to the guardian's expressed ability as it was

to other factors.
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The evaluation of the guardian's ability to care for the child,

as it was identified in the file and record, was found to be closely

TABLE 6.8

DISPOSITION BY GUARDIAN'S CARING
ABILITY (IN PE_ RCENTACEZ

Able or
doubtful Unable

Own home 57.8 6.7
C.A.S. resource 29.8 47.5
Outside resource 12.4 4.548

N 161
_

120

(p<0.001)
(framer's V = 0.5482)

associated with a child's disposition pattern. Table,6.8 shows that if

a child's guardian was recognized as unable to care for the child, the

child would have a very small chance (6.7%) of going home direct from the

reception-assessment resource. But if the guardian was able or seemed to

be able to care for the child, the child had a 57.8% chance of going home.

Children with unable guardians also tended to be sent to an outside

institution for placement more often than those with able or near-able

guardians (45.8% versus 12.4%). This finding therefore suggested that the

worker's assessment of the total family situation was quite important in

determining where the child would go.

When we look at the relationship pattern of a child In tables

6.9 and 6.10, we realize that all the tables display a similar trend. As

long as a child could not get along with the person concerned, he had a

smaller chance of going home but had a bigger chance of being placed in

an outside institution (except where the person involved was his sibling).

On the other hand, if a child could establish a good relationship with
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TABLE 6.9

DISPOSITION BY CHILD-GUARDIAN RELATIONSHIP AND
t7RILD-SIBLING RELATTrWHIP (IN PERCENTAGE)._

Child-guardian Child-sibling
P9sitive Negative Positive Negative

Own home 57.5 19.0 39.2 17.4
C.A.S. resource 37.5 38.0 45.4 52.2
Outside resource

N
_la
120

41.2
158

15.4,
130

30.4
46

(p 4. 0.001)

(Cramer's V = 0.4853)
(p<0.002)

(Cramer's V = 0.2280)

TABLE 6,10

DISPOSITION BY CHILD WORKER
CHILD-PEER RELATIONSHIP (IN

RELATIONSHIP AND

Child -worker
Positive Ne ative

Child-peer
Positive Ne,,ative

Own home
C.A.S. resource
Outside resource

N

38.8

48.2
12.9.
139

27.9

27.0
45.A.
122

42.0
46.4
11.6

28.7
30.1

138 136

(p 4,0.001)

(framer's V = 0.3604)
(p<0.001)

(Cramer's V = 0.3362)

tif

people, he had a small chance of being sent to an outside institution,

although his chance of returning home was not particularly maximized

(except where the person involved was his guardian). Comparing all the

four tables and the Cramer's V values obtained, it appeared that the

child-guardian relationship pattern was the strongest one in its ability

to predict a child's disposition. If a child could get along well with

his guardian, his chance of being sent to an outside institution for

placement was only 5%, whereas his chance of returning home direct from

the reception-assessment resource was greatly maximized (57.5%). However,
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negative child-guardian relationship would result in a trend opposite: a

43% chance of going to an outside institution but only a 19% chance of

returning home directly.

The significant association between guardian-agency relationship

and disposition in table 6.11 reveals that if a child's guardian was work-

able, the child was much more likely returned home than a'child whose

guardian could not co-operate with the Agency ---- 44% versus 26.4%.

TABLE 6.11

DISPOSITION BY GUARDIAN- AGENCY
RELATIONSHIP IN PLERCEN1'Apn__

Positive Negative

Own home 44.0 26.4
C.A.B. resource 34.7 40.3
Outside resource 21.3 21a.

N 150 129

(p <0.01)
(Cramer's V = 0.1924)

The existence of this relationship between the two variables was expected

because we would have more confidence to return a child successfully to

a guardian who was workable and co-operative than to one who could not

accept the Agency's assistance. But what was not clear was how guardian's

caring ability was associated with guardian-agency relationship because

there was good reason to suspect that if a guardian was co-operative with

the Agency,

problem and

coefficient

high value;

he was likely perceived as able to cope with his child's

care for him. Appendix "L" tells us that the correlation

calculated for these two variables was 0.46, an obviously

and table 6.12 clarifies the meaning of this correlation

coefficient. Are can see that if a guardian had positive working
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TABLE 6.12

GUARIDAN'S CARING ABILITY BY GUARDIAN-
AGENCY RELATIONS= (IN PERCENTAGE)

Positive Negative

Able or doubtful 73.4 37.0
Unable 26.6 63.0

N 154 138

(p < 0.001)

relationship with the Agency, 73.4% of the time he was considered as able

to look after his children, and only 26.6% of the time as unable. If a

guardian was unworkable, slightly less than two-thirds of the time he was

said to be unable to care for his children, and 37% of the time as able.

Although this was a significant pattern and confirmed our hunch above,

it was not a definite trend meaning that perception of a guardian's caring

ability was not all the time affected by the extent of co-operation of

the guardian with the Agency. In other words, expression of co-operation

eight not necessarily imply that the guardian was able to care for his

children: it appeared that our worker would evaluate the actual ability

of the guardian based on various kinds of information and not only on the

expressed co-operation of the guardian. This probably'helped to explain

why guardian's caring ability was a much more powerful predictor of

disposition than guardian-agency relationship, as measured with Cramer's V.

Maas and Engler first brought to our attention the disturbing

negative relationship between duration of care and chance to return child

home. Jenkins, Maas, Fanshel and others further confirmed overwhelmingly

this observation. In our study, we tended to find a similar pattern,

as shown by table 6.13. As time passed by, less and less children were
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returned home ---- the proportion dropped from 50% in the first 35 days to

25.4% after 150 days. This decline, however, was not a steady one and the

sharpest drop occurred between 86 cind 150 days ---- from 41.4% down to

25.7% ---- and after this period of time, there was almost no change in

TABLE 6.13

DISPOSITION BY DURATION OF CARE
(IN PERCENTAGE)

Dar
8.7:35 36 -85 8b -150 151-867

Own home 50.0 41.4 25.7 25.4
C.A.S. resource 26.3 37.1 44.3 43.3
Outside resource 23.7 21,4 30.0 22.-43.

76 70 70N 67

(p <0.05)
(Cramer's V = 0.1611)

the proportion of children who were sent home, i.e., all the time about

25%. However, it was not too clear whether or not disposition was

actually related to duration of care; put it the other way, we would like

to find out to what extent the predictive power of duration of care

persisted when the effect of guardian's caring ability ---- the strongest

predictor identified thus far was removed. The result is evident in

table 6.14.

We can easily see that in the group which consisted of able or

near able guardians, the original relationship between duration of care

and disposition diminished significantly. This meant that regardless of

how long a child stayed in the reception-assessment resource, as long AS

he had an able guardian who-could care for him, his chance of returning

home was always big; this ranged from 47.1% to 66% depending on what

time - period was being considered. In this able-parent-group, even if a
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TABLE 6.1

DISPOSITION BY DURATION OF CARE, CONTROLLING FOR

9----WAUARDIANISCLAIL01121LITMORA2BL------

Able or doubtful Unable
8-35 36-85 86-150 151-867 8-35 36-85 86-150 151-867

Own home 66.0 61.0 51.5 47.1 9.5 13.8 2.7 3.0
C.A.S. resource 28.3 31.7 33.3 26.5 19.0 44.8 54.1 60.6
Outside resource 12 ..7 15.2 aka 211k IAA 4212 26:k

53 33N 41 34 21 29 37 33

(Not significant) (p(0.05)
(Cramerle V = 0.2325)

child had to stay in care after discharge from the reception-assessment

resource, a C.A.S. placement resource was mostly used. On the other hand,

in the unable-parent-group, some interesting results were obtained.

Although this table was statistically significant, meaning that disposi-

tion and duration of care were associated, the pattern in this table was

somewhat different from that in table 6.13. It appeared that if the

worker could determine that the guardien was unable within 35 days, the

child would very likely (71.4%) be sent to an outside institution for

placement., After this time, the use of the Agency's own placement

resources became more frequent, though a good proportion (about 40%) of

the children continued to be placed in an outside institution. When these

two sub-tables in table 6.14 were compared with each other, it was evident

that duration of care alone could not actually be used to predict disposi-

tion, i.e., the likelihood that a child would be sent home. The finding

(as reported by Maas and Engler, Maas, Jenkins, Fanshel and others) that

the longer a child stayed in care, the less likely he would go home

appeared to have just scratched the surface of a rather complex phenomenon.

In our study, we found a similar relationship too, but when the caring
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ability of the guardian was considered at the same time this original

relationship became rather weak, suggesting that returnability of a child

to his guardian was related more to the functioning of the guardian rather

than to the length of time a child was in care. Of course, our study

concentrated on a specific group of children in care and did not use a

follow -up design, but our findings did suggest that the relationship

between duration of care and disposition should warrant further analytic

attention and a different analytic approach, i.e., maybe we should

emphasize more on the discharge phenomenon than the duration-of-care

phenomenon, since it appears that no researcher has been too successful

in identifying which variables were actually the more powerful ones in

predicting duration of care.* By tackling the problem in the other way,

we might be able to come up with better ideas about the placomeht,,,,

phenomenon.

B. Specific Resources Used ----

In Chapter III, we realized that 64% of our 283 childrenjwho had

been discharged from the reception-adeessment resource and who were placed

in a classifiable resourcej were not sent home, and that of those who

were placed in a C.A.S. resource, the regular foster home was most

frequently used. Those who were placed outside the Agency, the institu-

tion for emotionally disturbed was used most often. Also, in Section A

of this present chapter, we had identified some variables which were

associated with disposition. The purpose of this part of the description

* For example, using multiple regression analysis, the 15 predictors
used by Fanshel could only explain 7.7% of the variance in the
dependent variable "duration of care". (See Chapter I.)
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is to find out what kinds of placement resources were specifically used by

the children placed. The result of this could retleot two things:

firstly, what kinds of children we could handle more comfortably, and

secondly, what kinds of placement resources would likely be required

seeming that the placement pattern identified remained constant. From

this, more light could be shed on the strengths and weaknesses of the

existing system.

The variables to be included in this part of the analysis were

confined to those which were found to have strong association with disposi-

tion, as measured with Cramer's V*, as well as conceptually distinct from

each other. As a result, guardian's caring ability, child-peer relation-

ship, behavioural condition and emotional condition were chosen for

inclusion. These four variables represented both the functioning of the

child as well as that of his guardian. Because of the large number of

placement resources used, to present them in tabular form would be cumber-

some; instead, the pattern of use of these resources would be described in

ohart, form. This way of presenting the data could enable us to visualize

easily the differences in the use of these resources by the various types

of children. But, to standardize the comparative procedure, all these four

variables were dichtomized, positive attributes presented fildt, and then

negative attributes. Also, the only specialized foster home in the sample

was to be classified as a regular foster home, the only hostel used as a

group home, and the only institution for children with behavioural

problems as a training school. The results are represented by the two

following charts.

* To limit the number of variables for inclusion, only tha with a
Cramer's V greater than 0.28 were selected.
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In chart 6.1, which describes the use of the various placement

resources both inside and outside the Agency by children with positive

attributes on these four variables selected, we can see that the regular

foster home of the Agenoy was most often used by these children. On the

other hand, the Ontario Department of Health institution was most

frequently used by children with negative attributes (see chart 6.2). It

appearod that those children who were sent t- the Ontario Department of

Health institution were very likely described ae having negative or bad

behavioural problems as well as negative child-peer relationship. Although

a good proportion (21.62%) of the emotionally bad children who were placed

were found in this kind of institution, a slightly higher proportion

(22.52%) of them ended up in a C.A.S. institution. This supported our

earlier observation (see table 6.5) that our own staff seemed to be rather

confident in their work with emotionally disturbed children. The fact

that only 7.27% of our behaviourally bad children were placed in the

foster home, and 28.18% of these children (who likely had emotional prob-

lems too) were placed in the Ontario Department of Health institution

suggested that as long as a child was behaviourally bad, we would not take

the risk of placing him in our own resources, with perhaps the exception

of our group homes which had, as shown in chart 6.2, 13.62% of all,these

behaviourally bad children who were also likely to do less than well in

the other three areas. The few who were placed on adoption tended to have

guardians who were unable, and to be behaviourally and emotionally good:

this was expected. While the large treatment institution was used

primarily by children who could not get along well with their peers and

by those who had evidence of bad behavioural conditionyboth the large

non-treatment institution and the small non-treatment institution were
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used more by those who had bad emotional problems. As expected, the

training school appeared to be used mainly by the behaviourally bad chil-

dren. Finally, the two children who were placed in an institution for the

mentally retarded were found to possess all the negative attributes in

addition to being mentally retarded, and the small treatment institution

was found to be for use mainly by children with negative attributes in

all the four areas considered.

The overall impression test these two charts together convey was

that there appeared to exist a definite pattern in the placement of chil-

dren, i.e., some placement criteria undoubtedly were at work, maybe

implicitly. The whole effort of our workers seemed to be one of

"matching" the needs of a child with the caring potential of the place-

ment resource. For example, the training school was used primarily for

the placement of behaviourally bad children, and the Department of Health

institution for the placement of behaviourally bad children who were

likely to be emotionally disturbed as well. However, it remained unclear

as to how the four types of treatment/non-treatment institutions were

used. Perhaps, the number of children we had in each of these four types

of institutions was too small to enable us identify a steady pattern, or

perhaps the classification of these institutions was not a sensitive one.

In the placement of children, our approach appeared to be a

cautious one. We seemed to be particularly less confident in the handling

of children with behavioural problems. The under-use of regular foster

homes for these children perhaps implied that our experience told us these

homes simply failed to cope with them. When we had a child with

behavioural problems, our data suggested that we either placed him in a

group home, one of our institutions (if he likely had emotional problem
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as well) or an outside institution the Ontario Department of Health

institution or the training school, depending on whether or not he was

likely to be emotionally disturbed. How successfmlly these various

resources could cope with these problem children is beyond the question

here; but the data did indicate that our resources were limited in ability

to absorb most of these children.

Both charts show that in placing chi)"ren in the various specific

resources, information on behavioural condition and emotional condition was

relied on heavily. The fact that child-peer relationship looked signifi-

cantly related to the placement resource selected was perhaps not a

surprise because Appendix "L" indicates that child-peer relationship

correlated positively and closely with behavioural condition (rtet = 0.72).

This meant that if a child had good relationship with his peers, he would

quite likely have good behavioural condition, or that if he could not get

along vith his peers, his behavioural condition wild likely be bad. This

high correlation therefore showed itself in the two charts in that the

behavioural condition curve and the child-peer relationship curve tended

to come very close to each other, especially in chart 6.2 when negative

attributes were considered. This use of informational factors in placing

children in tLe various resources was interesting because it appeared that

while the guardiarils caring ability was most important in deciding whether

the child was to be returned home or not, the child's personal problems

stood out more distinctly in their influence on the kind of placement

resource that would be selected for him. However, this phenomenon simply

reflected the kinds of operational objectives associated with the various

resources. In a way, therefore, the placemen, of children followed a

somewhat definite pattern, which will be examined further in Chapter VIII.
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Two major findings emerged from the analysis in this chapter.

Firstly, while we found, as hypothesized, that the R.C. tended to send its

children more to outside institutions and our own resources for placement

than back home, and that the A.G.H. children had a bigger chance of going

home direct and a small cha CR' being placed in an outside institution,

we realized t t the ai a strongest variable in predicting disposition

ret home or getting placed ---- from the reception-assessment

resource was the guardian's caring ability. Child-guardian relationship

appeared to be a rather important variable too. It therefore appeared that

whether or not a child was to be returned home would depend very much on

the ability of the child's guardian to cope with the child's problems or

to care for him. Although the association between guardian-agency

relationship and guardian's caring ability was a significant one, the data

suggested that there was good reason to conclude that returnability of a

child depended more on the overall functioning of the guardian than on his

expressed co-operation with the Agency. The impression gathered was that

while the child's personal problems, i.e., behavioural condition, police

record, emotional condition, etc., were likely to be observable at the

time of his admission into care and therefore this information could be

used readily by our workers in placing him in either the R.C. and A.G.H.,

these and other similar variables were not as important as the overall

functioning of the child's guardian in deciding whether or not the child

was to be returned home immediately after discharge from the reception -

assessment resource. This implied that returnability of a child

apparently involved careful evaluation of the total situation.



Secondly, in our examination of the disposition of children, we

realized that our Agency was not as yet ready to cope with children with

bad behavioural problems although our group homes appeared to be able to

absorb these children more readily than any other kinds of our placement

resources. However, by virtue of the relatively large number of children

with emotional problems found in our own institutions, we seemed to be

rather confident in handling disturbed children; this As of course due to

the treatment programme which existed in some of our institutions. In

general, the placement pattern appeared to be a non-random one, and that

information of a child's personal problems tended to be of significant

importance in influencing the kind of placement resource he would likely

-get.



CHAPTER VII

VALIDATION OF HUNCHES

Page 176

We mentioned in Chapter 1 ',bat the Agency thought more and more

children with "problems" were being admitted into care and that new

resources would be needed to cope with these children. In the last

Chapter, we found that our Agency appeared to be somewhat handicapped or

not ready yet to handle children with bad personal problems: if "problem"

children were indeed on the rise in both nuawer and proportion, our Agency

would really be put in a difficult position. The purpose of this chapter

is to find out if there mere any changes in proportions in the characteris-

tics of our children over the last four years, i.e., 1968 to 1971. If

there were changes, we would also like to know what the pace was. The

results of this part of the analysis would likely give. the administrator

some feedbacks as to whether or not we were planning ahead of

the changes. Also, we would like to test out an assumption held by some

workers about the characteristics of children from financially better-off

families. They reasoned that financially better-off families tended to

see our Agency as a poor-man organization and would turn to us for help

only as a last resort; consequently, due to the "pressure" built up in the

course of seeking help, cases from this group were usually more difficult

to manage. If this assumption was true, new implications for practice

should emerge.

A. Changes Over Time 1.1 .m.00

In table 7.1, we can see that, over these four years, of all the

children admitted into the reception-assessment resources, their reasons

for admission did differ in terms of proportions. The biggest change

occurred in "child's problem", which was increasing steadily from 26.3% in
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1968 to 41.5% in 1971 ---- a difference of 154%. It appeared that this

increase was most evident when the 1970 and 1971 figures ware-compared

TABLE 7.1

ADMISSION REASON BY YEAR
(IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 1969 1970 1971

Temp. fam. problem 40.4 40.6 50.5 35.8
Permanent fam. problem 28.1 25.0 13.2 20.8
Child's problem 26.3 31.3 34.1 41.5
Other r JA1 Ja .11.2

N 57 96 91 53

(Not significant)

with each other. Our data also indicated that the proportion of children

whose reason for admission was "child's problem': in 196Y was considerably

higher than that in 1968. Although there were also fluctuations in the

proportions of the other three types of admission reasons over these four

years, thei'did not appear to represent a ,steady pattern. However, despite

this systematic increase in the proportions of "child's pftblem", the

overall table was not a statistically signiricant one, meaning that the

differences over the four years could be due to chance.

Closely related to admission reason was the nature of separation,

i.e., how willing was the guardian to let his child come into the

Agency's care? Although there were fluctuations in the proportions of

voluntary separations (as well as the corresponding changes in the pro-

portions of involuntary separations) over these four years ---- 72.5% and

89.5% marked the two extreme figures of voluntary separation ---- our

data indicated that these changes were not statistically significant

(X2 = 6.71657, d.f. = 3, not significant).
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It appeared that we were getting more and more White children

over this four-year period, from 86% in 1968 to 92.5% in 1991. However,

this increase was not significant all (X? = 1.18812, d.f. = 3, not

significant). Both the proportions of children with average or above

intelligence and of male children varied in the four years, but no steady

pattern was evident, and therefore both changes were statistically

insignificant with very small chi square values. With regard to the

guardian's eharactoristios, there were no significant changes either, as

one can see from table 7.2, when marital status and economic condition

TABLE 7.2

GUARDIAN'S MARITAL STATUS AND ECONOMIC
CONDITION BY YEAR (IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 1969 1970 1971

A. Marital status
Marriage intact 26.3 19.8 25.3 15.4
Remarried 15.8 27.1 15.4 34.6
Living alone 57.9 53.1 59.3 50.0

N 57 96 91 52

B. Economic condition

(Not significant)

Adequate 39.3 30.2 42.9 34.6
Poor 60.7 69.8 1741 6.541

N 56 96 91 52

(Not significant)

were considered. Regardless of the year, "living alone" characterized

the marital status of more than half of our clients. While 26.3% of the

guardians in 1968 had an uninterrupted marriage, only 15.4% of them in

1968 could enjoy the same; however, this difference did not fall into a

pattern because there apparently was a chance-factor at work, as the 1969

and 1970 figures showed. When we look at the economic condition of our
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clients, it was quite evident,that the profile did not change significantly

over these four years. At. any given time, about two-thirds of our clients

could be classified as "poor", no steady employment, in debt, on

welfare. In general, the basic characteristics* of our children in care

and of their guardians remained relatively unchanged over the last four

years. Minor fluctuations were of course evident, but we could not

attribute these to a trend or steady pattern. Now, let us take a look at

the personal characteristics of our children oecause these perhaps were

the more important information to planning, as we had shown that our -

workers tended to rely more on the personal characteristics of children in

placing them.

When physical /health condition, one of the three independent

variables, was looked at, we found that there were no major changes over

the four years. Table 7.3 reveals that throughout these four years, the

TABLE 7.3

PHYSICAL/HEALTH CONDITION BY YEAR
(IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 1969 1970 19'71

Good
Bad

N

82.5 70.8

ad
74.7
a541

75.5
248

57

(Not significant)

proportion of children with good physical/health condition out-weighed

that of children with bad physical/health condition at a ratio of

* Changes in the age of our children over the four years could not be
looked at because of the age-quota associated with the reception -
assessment resources, from which our samples were drawn.
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approximately 3 to 1 on the average, although 1968 appeared to have a

slightly higher proportion of children with good physical/health condition.

and 1969 had a slightly lower proportion of children with a similar con-

dition. But since some people in the Agency thought the problem condition

of a child could be related to where he was placed and to his age, we

therefore took a second look at the relationship between physical/health

condition and year.

TABLE 7.4

PHYSICAL/HEALTH CONDITION BY YEAR, CONTROLLING
FOR RECEPTION- ASSESSMENT RESOURCE LIN PERCENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H.
1968 1969 1970 1971 1968 1969 1970 1971

Good 75.6 72.6 80.3 71.4 100.0 67.6 63.3 83.3
Bad 24.4k 27,4 1242. ?LA

32;14 16i
16.7

N 41 62 61 35 18

(Not significant) K 0.05)

We can see in table 7.4 that the existence of a relationship

between physical/health condition and year depended on which type of

reception - assessment resource we were talking about. In the R.C., there

were no significant changes over the years in the proportion of children

with good physical /health condition versus that of children with bad

condition. However, when the 1970 and 1971 figures were compared with

each other, it was quite evident that we had a sudden increase of children

with bad physical/health condition by 8.9%. This perhaps was one of the

reasons why some people said we were having more children with physical/

health problems; but if we looked at the figures in each year, we could
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see that the 1971 increase was actually very minor* and would not have

become a concern if there had been no decrease in 1970 in the proportion

of children with a similar condition. On the other hand, the relationship

between physical/health condition and year was statistically significant

in the A.G.H. sub-sample. Both 1968 and 1971 had substantially higher

proportions of children without any physical/health complications than the

other two years --- 100% in 1968 and 83.3% in 1971 versus 67.6 in 1969 and

63.3% in 1970. When the R.C. and A.G.H. tables were compared with each

other, we could see that the two tables differed from each other in one

major aspect: the trend in the A.G.H. table had nothing in common with

that in the R.C. table, although both tables had about the same proportion

of children with bad physical/health condition ----about 25%.

Table 7.5 tells us that the absence of relationship between

physical/health condition and year was not due to the influence of age.

When the effect of age was removed, the relationship between these two

TABLE 7.5

PHYSICAL/HEALTH CONDITION BY YEAR, CONTROLLING
FOR AGE OF CHILD SIN PERCENTAGE)

1968
5 -
1969 1970 1971 1968

13 - 15
1969 1970 1971

Good
Bad

N

82.9
17.1

69.6
20.4

73.8
26.2

78.4
21.6

81.3
18.8

74.1
ad

27

76.7
23.3

68.8
31.2

41 69 61 37 16 30 16

(Not significant) (Not significant)

variables remained the same and insignificant. In both age-groups, there

did not appear to have been much change over these four years in terms of

the physical/health condition associated with our children. The

*This comment of course does not apply to the under-five age-group.
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concern that some of our workers had about the deteriorating physical/

health condition of our children might well be a hunch around the con-

dition of the under-five age -grorn, Our data said we simply could not

prove that our over-five age-group in the reception-assessment resource

had increasingly bad physical/health condition.

Behavioural condition appeared to be a powerful variable which

our worker relied on in planning for our children. Surprisingly, contrary

to the expectation of some of the workers c, dr the last four years, there

had not been any significant cha n the proportions of children who

TABLE 7.6,

BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY YEAR
(IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 1969 1970 1971

Good 21.1 30.2 25.3 24.5
Fair 24.6 20.8 19.8 20.8
Poor 31.6 25.0 28.6 35.8
V. Poor 22.8 a2,2 aba 18.9

N 57 96 91 53

(Not significant)

had bad or good behavioural condition, as shown by table 7.6. In fact,

it appeared that, when 1970 and 1971 were compared with each other, we

had a slightly lower proportion of children with "very poor" condition

in 1971 ---- 26.4% in 1970 versus 18.9% in 1971 ---- while the proportion

of children with "poor" condition in 1971 was slightly higher than the

1970 figure 28.6% in 1970 versus 35.8% in 1971. When this table was

broken down into two on the variable " reception- assessment resource",

we realized that, in each of these two sub-tables, no significant changes

in the behavioural condition of the children had taken place during

these four years (see table 7.7). In the B.C. group, undoubtedly we had
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TABLE 7.7

BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY YEAR, CONTROLLING FOR
RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE (IN PERCENTAGE)

R.C. A.G.H.
1968 1969 1970 1971 1968

Good 12.2 19.4 16.4 11.4J 43.8
Fair 19.5 19.4 16.4 22.9 37.5
Poor 39.0 30.6 31.1 42.9 12.5
V.Poor g9.3 3o.6 36,1 g242 6.1

N 41 62 61 35 16

1969

50.0

23.5

14.7
all

1970 1971

43.:' 50.0
26.7 16.7
23.3

Atz
22.2

ila
34 30 18

(Not significant) '40t significant)

more children with "poor" and "very poor" behavioural condition than

children with "good" and "fair" condition. But over time, more or less

the same proportions were maintained in each of the four categories of

condition. Like what was in table 7.6, 1971 had a slightly lower propor-

tion of children with "very poor" condition than 1970, while it had a

slightly higher proportion of children with "poor" condition than 1970.

This particular sub-table was statistically insignificant though.

In the A.G.H. sub-table, a different pattern was evident. While

there was a smaller proportion of chilfen with "fair" condition in 1971

than any of the previous years, "poor" and "very poor" condition-combined

together produced a much bigger proportion of cases in 1971 than any of

the previous three years. In order to enable us better visualize the

changes in proportions, the A.G.H. sub-table in table 7.7 was reproduced

in table 7.8, this time collapsing "good" and "fair" to form "good", and

"poor" and "very poor" to form "bad". We can see from this reconstructed

table that, in the A.G.H. more and more children appeared to be

behaviourally bad over time, proportionally speaking. This proportional

increase of children with bad behavioural condition was a steady one, with
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TABLE 7,8

DICHTOMIZED BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY YEAR ----
A.G.H. CASES ONLY (IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 1269 1970 1971

Good 81.3 73.5 70.0 66.7
Bad 18,7 26.5 30.0 33.3

N 16 34 30 18

(Not significant)

a somewhat abrupt increase in 1969 to 26.5% from the 1968 figure of 18.7%.

Despite this trend, the relationship pattern in this table could not be

said to be a statistically significant one.

When table 7.6 was broken down on the variable "'age", we obtained

the relationship patterns in table 7.9, and both sub-tables display some

interesting results. In the pre-adolescent group, it appeared that,

firstly, after 1968, there had been a steady proportional increase cif

children with "poor" behavioural condition ---- from 37.6% in 1969 to

32.4% in 1971, and secondly, the proportions of children with "poor"

TABLE 7.9

BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY YEAR, =TROLLING
FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE)

5-12 13-15
1968 1969 1970 1971 1968 1969 19;0 1971

Good 22.0 37.7 31.1 24.3 18.8 11.1 13.3 25.0
Fair 24.4 24.6 27.9 24.3 25.0 11.1 3.3 12.5
Poor 31.7 17.6 26.2 32.4 31.3 44.4 33.3 43.8
V.Poor 22.0. gild 14.8 18.9 25.0 33.3 30.0 18.8

N 41 69 61 37 16 27 30 1K
(Not significant) (Not significiant)

condition in 1968 and 1971 were about the same, meaning that, in fact,
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over the four years we did not have an influx of children with behavioural

problems. The feeling among some of our workers that we were having more

and more "problem" children could not find strong support from our data

on the pre-adolescent group. With regard to the "very poor" group, we

could not actually see any proportional differences over the four years.

If we felt panicky about the situation in 1971, a similar state of feel-

ing must have been experienced as well in 196q, as far as the pre-

adolescent group was concerned.

In the adolescent group, interesting enough, we had a slightly

different pattern. Instead of a proportional increase of children with

bad behavioural condition in 1971, we appeared to have a 20.7% decrease

( (33.3 + 50.0) - (43.8 + 16.8) ) over 1970. This finding therefore

contradicted the expectation of some of our workers. But if we looked

at the table from a different angle, see table 7.10, we realized that

TABLE 7.10

DICHOTOMIZED BEHAVIOURAL CONDITION BY DICHOTOMIZED
YEAR ---- ADOLESCENT GROUP ONLY (IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 -69 ML.1
Good 30.2 23.9
Bad 69.8 76.1

N 43

(Not significant)

a slight increase in the proportion of behaviourally bad children was

evident during 1970 and 1971 ---- a modest increase of 6.3%. However,

such a proportional increase appeared to be due wholly to chance.

The third major independent variable ---- emotional condition of

a child ---- in this study was also found to have changed little over
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the four years studied, as table 7.11 shows. However, despite the

TASTE '.11

EMOTIONAL CONDITION BY YEAR
(IN PERCENTAGE)

1968 1970 1971

Good 52.6

,69

f55.2 51.6 39.6
Fair 29.8 20.8 17.6 39.6
Poor lad 2410 20.8_ 20.8

N 57 96 91 53

(Not significant)

insignificant relationship between the two variables in the table, we

can see that in 1971, there was a sudden drop in the proportion of

children with "good" and "poor" emotional condition and an accompanied

increase in the proportion of children with "fair" condition, compared

with the figures in 1970. This represented a rather marked deviation from

the trend in the three previous years. Bet'.een 1968 and 1970, the propor-

tions of children with "good" emotional condition remained almost

unchanged; at the same time, ht.wever,the proportions of children with

"fair" condition decreased from 29.8% to 17.6%, while that of children

with "poor" emotional condition increased steadily from 17.5% in 1968 to

30.8% in 1970 through 2 in 1969. This meant that, when the figures in

the four years were compared, we could see that in 1171, we had a higher

proportion of children with emotional problems, but fortunately, almost

two in three , 39.6 of these children were described as in
39.6

"fair" condition. In other words, although more children, proportionally

speaking, in 1971 had emotional disorder, we in fact had a much smaller

proportion of children with "poor" e:notional condition than the two

previous years, despite that the whole situation appeared a bit worse off
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that
thanAin 1968, when slightly more than half (52.6%) of our children had

"good" emotional condition.

The emotional state of our children over these four years appeared

to have changed insignificantly in either type of reception-lseessment

resource see table 7.12. Despite a somewhat identifiable trend in

TABLE 7,12

EMOTIONAL CONDITION BY YEAR, CtATROLLING FOR
RECEPTION-ASSESSMENT RESOURCE IN PERCENTAGE),

R.C. A.G.H.
1968 1969 1970 1971 IL1271...1261190J97

Good 48.8 45.2 41.0 34.3 62.5 73,5 73.3 50.0
Fair 29.3 24.2 23.0 48.6 31.3 14.7 6.7 22.2
Poor

N
22.0 31,6.

62
36.1, 12,1

35

Ilat 20.0 274.
1841 61 16 34 30

(Not significant) (Not significant)

the R.C. in getting smaller and smaller proportions of children with

"good" emotional condition over the four years ---- from 48.8% in 1968 to

34.3% in 1971 ---- the change was not a statistically significant one.

Also in the R.C., with regard to the changes in the "fair" and "poor"

emotional condition over the four years, a pattern similar to the one in

table 7.11 was evident here, and hence a similar interpretation of the

findings could be advanced. Interesting enough, in the A.G.H. table, we

can see a steady increase in the proportions of children with "poor"

emotional condition over the four years. While only 6.3% of the 1968

children were classified as having "poor" emotional condition, in 1971,

27.8% of all the children had "poor" emotional condition. This was a

substantial increase, which constituted a trend diffel'ent from that in the

R.C. table as well as from that in table 7.11. Actually, the 1971
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emotional condition of the A.G.H. children was somewhat different from

that in the three previous years. On the one hand, we had a sudden

drop in the proportion of child:eitwith "good" emotional condition in

that single year to 50%. On the other hand) the proportion of children

with "fair" condition suddenly jumped to 22.2% from the 1970 figure of

6.7%. Although fllese changes appeared big, they were not statistically

significant.

When the emotional condition of our children over these four

years was broken down according to age, we realized a different story.

Table 7.13 tells us that the biggest change occurred in 1971 when we had

TABLE 7.13

ENOTIONAL CONDITION BY YEAR, CONTROLLING
FOR AGE (IN PERCENTAGE

5-12 13-15
1968 1969 2970 1971 1968 12.6.2292212.21

Good 48.8 58.0 54.1 37.8 62.5 48.1 46.7 43.8
Fair 31.7 17.4 14.8 43.2 25.0 29.6 23.3 31.3
Poor 12,2 24.6 31.1 1811 124 22.2 30.0 .2142

69 61 37 16 27 30N 41 16

(p< 0.05) (Not significant) 4
a sudden decrease over the previous years in the proportion of pre-

adolescents with "good" emotional condition, and an abrupt increase in

the propor_ n of pre-adolescents with "fair" emotional condition.

Corresponding to this decrease and increase was a decline in the propor-

tion of these children with "poor" emotional condition. In all, it

appeared that, in the pre-adolescent sub-table, the emotional characteris-

tics of our 1969 and 1970 children were somewhat similar in that the

proportions of pre-adolescents in each of the three categories of
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emotional condition were almost the same.

In the adolescent sub-table, a slightly different pattern is

evident. The proportions of adolescents with "good" emotional condition

appeared to be decreasing over tire in a consistent manner. For those

children with "poor" emotional condition, the pattern over the four years

looked similar to that in the pre-adolescent sub-table in .hat while there

seemed to be a steady proportional increase from 1968 to 1970, the 1971

figure suddenly dipped. Concomitant with these changes in 1971 was a

sudden increase in the proportion of children with "fair" emotional

condition, This sut-table therefore indicates that we were getting

more and more adoleccents with a certain degree of emotional problem, but

a higher proportion of these problem children had "fair" condition, except

in 1970 when the proportions of "poor" condition outweighed that of "fair"

condition. In general, then, as far as emotional condition was concerned,

all the related tables ---- tables 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13 ---- tended to

point out that, when the 1970 and 1971 figures were compared, we had a

higher proportion of children with a certain degree of emotional problems

in 1971. However, we also realized that there was a reverse trend in

terms of the proportions of children with "fair" and with "poor" emotional

condition: in 1970, we had a higher proportion of children with "poor"

emotional condition, but in 1971, we had a higher proportion of "fair"

condition cases.

When behavioural and emotional conditions were combined and

examined over time, table 7.14 wac constructed. Although this is not a

statistically significant table, different patterns could be identified.

First of all we can see that in 1971, there was a sudden increase in

the proportion of children with bad condition in both behaviour and
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COMBINED BEHAVIOURAL AND EMOTIONAL CONDITION
BY YEAR (IN PERCENTAGE}

1970 1971 Al].

Behay. Emot.
Bad Bad 33.4 32.3 30.8 41.5 33.7
Bad Good 21.0 16.7 24.2 13.2 19.2
Good Bad 14.1 12.5 17.6 18.9 15.5
Good Good al.& a8 6. gza gia 31.6

N 57 96 91 53 297

(Not significant)

emotion, over the three previous years. When the 1970 figures were

compared with the 1971 figures, we realized that in the "good bad" and

"good good" categories, there was almost no change; the biggest difference

between the two years lied in the proportions of children with "bad bad"

and "bad good" condition. In 1970, the ratio of "bad bad" conditions to

"bad good" conditions was 14:11, but the 1971 ratio increased to approxi-

mately 3:1. This increase meant that while the proportions of children

with bad behavioural condition remained unchanged in the two years, there

were much more children in 1971 who suffered from bad emotional condition

as well.

Another identifiable difference 1,;a1-4 tho proportional decrease of

children with "good good" condition in 1970 over 1969 a decrease of

11.1% (38.6 - 27.5). In 1971, the proportion did not differ from the

1970 figure. This indicated that after 1969, there was a rather sudden

proportional increase of children with "problems" in our reception-

assessment resource.

Surprising to see was the similarity in proportions of children

in the various categories of condition in 1968 and 1970. It appeared
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that while the Agency thought that we started to get more and more

"problem" children in 1970, they tended to forget that two years before,

we had a similar type of headache. It sounds probable that had we not

had a proportional decrease of "problem" children in 1969, our workers

would not have felt the change towards the worse that much. Our analysis

therefore implied that predictions (any kinds of-predictions) had to tak3

into consideration fluctuations over time and that the conventional simple

regression analysis would not be appropriate for use in forecast studies:

use of this method could lead to erroneous conclusions and upset the

operation of an agency, especially when the analytis,was based on a

limited set of data. Carefully designed research studies can shed more

light on trends. Our analyses therefore porgy confirmed the hunch of

our workers that we were having more and more "problem" children in recent

years, but these changes did not appear to be very abrupt or statistically

significant.'

Ono Would expect that, since the problem characteristics of

children had changed somewhat (though, not statistically) over the four

years, the disposition patterns in these four years would likely be

different too. Table 7.15 reveals that this was not so. With regard to

those placed in an outside institution, there were very minor differences

in the four years. Although the highest proportion of children dis-

charged back home direct fra.a the reception-assessment resource occurred

in 1970 with 42.2%, and the highest prIportion of children placed in a

C.A.S. resource in 1968 with 43.9%, the pattern of disposition in 1968

was very similar to that in 1971. The fact that only 30.2% of the

children in 1971 compared to 42.2% in 1970 were sent home suggests'. that

the caring ability of the guardians might be different in this four-year
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TABLE 7.15

DISPOSITION BY YEAR
IN EgINENTAm)

196g_1262_1970 1971

Own home 29.8 36.6 42,2 30.2
C.A.S. resource 43.9 35.5 33.3 419
Outside resource 26.3 2810 27 42

N 57 93 90 43

(Not significant'

period, since it has been found that the guardian's caring ability had

a lot to do with the returnahility of a child ---- see Chapter VI. Table

7.16 indicates that this was indeed the case. When table 7.15 was

TABLE

GUARDIAN'S CARING ABILITY BY

YE,14.11:NPERCENrAGEA

1968 _ 1969 170 1971

Able/doubtful 44.6 60.4 60.4 55.8
Unable 55.4 2241.5 39.6 Ali,1

N 56 96 91 52

(Not significant)

compared with table 7.16, we realized that in 1969 and 1970, when the

proportions of able guardians were the highest in the four years (60.4%

in both years), we had correspondingly high proportions of children to go

home (36.6% in 1969 and 42.2% in 1970). The proportions of children

discharged back home in the other two years also tended to be closely

associated with the proportions of able guardians in these two year:.

However, both tables were not statistically significant.
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B. Children from Financially Better-off Families .1111.10.11111.

To test out the assumption held by some of our workers about the

relationship between the characteristics of children and the economic

condition of their families would entail examination of four relationship

patterns. Before this was attempted, we had to make one assumption

deduced from the reasoning of our workers. Since they tended to equate

"tenaion" (or "pressure ") in a case with economic condition othe family

concerned, and assuming that this was true, we could spy that financially

adequate families were "high-tensioned" cases, and financially poor

families were "low-tensioned" cases.

Since we thought that children from financially better-off

families were referred to our Agency only as a last resort because other

middle-class-oriented community resources would be explored first, we

would expect that financially adequate families would have much less

children admitted into this Agency's care before. Poor families, on the

TABLE 7.17

PREVIOUS ADMISSION BY GUARDIAN'S
ECONOMMC CONDITION SIN PERCENTAGE)

Adequate Poor All

No prey. adra. 82.4 65.8 71.9
Had prev. aim. 17.6 34.2 28.1

N 108 187 295

10.1.11=,..1.110/....

(pAf,0.01)

other hand, would have a bigger chance to have their children admitted

into care before because getting help from this Agency appeared to be a
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way of life to some of them.* This expectation was borne oqt by the data

in table 7.17, which shows that although the majority (71.9%) of the

children were never admitted into care before, children from financially

adequate families had much less children admitted previously than those

from poor families. While only 17.6% of the children with financially

adequate guardians were admitted into care before, the proportion of

children with at least one previous admission from poor families almost

doubled (34.2%) this. Our finding therefore tended to lend a certain

amount of support to this commonly held expectation.

Our workers also tended to reason that, since financially adequate

guardians expected us to help them with their problems, they would be more

workable than poor guardians who might not appreciate our help. However,

table 7.18 says this seemed to be not the case though financially adequate

TABLE 7.18

GUARDIAN-AGENCY RELATIONSHIP BY
ECONOMIC CONDITION (IN

Adeguate Poor All
Positive 57.5 50.0 52.7
Negative 42.5 50.0 47.3

N 106 186 292

(Not significant)

families did appear to be slightly (7.5%) more workable than the poor.

This was an interesting finding. Maybe this absence of significant

difference between the two groups of families in terms of workability was

due to the failure of our Agency in maeting the high expectation of some

of these financially better-off families. There is good reason to argue

that since these middle-class or near - middle -class guardians were

* This was how, according to some of our workers, "high-tensioned" cases
were differentiated from "law tensioned" cases.
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high-tensioned when they can to our Agency for assistance, they would tend

to expect us to help solve their problems immediately; if our workers were

slow in helping, probably due to limitations of resources, these guardians

might become further frustrated and unco-operative. If this explanation was

accepted, we would expect our workers meet with about equal degrees of

frustration in working with clients from both economic classes.

Since the financially adequate families tended to go to other

community resources for help first, and to turn to the C.A.S. only when

their problems remained unsolved, we would expect, firstly, that "child's

problem" was the main admission reason for children with financially

adequate families*, and, secondly, that there was a higher proportion of

negative child - guardian relationships because of the first expectation.

Table 7.19'does say that about half (47.2%) of the children with financially

TABLE 7.12

ADMISSION REASON BY ECONOMIC
CONDITION /IN PERCENTAGE)._

11412111 Poor

Temp. fam. prob. 32.4 48.7
Perm. fem. prob. 20.4 21.9
Child's prob. 47.2 24.6
Other 0.0 4.8

N 108 187

(p <0.001).
Implicit in this statement was not that financially adequate families
did not have high proportions of other types of family dysfunctioning,
but that while they tended to rely on other community resources for
help with these family problems, few middle-class-oriented community
resources were child welfare agencies ---- hence C.A.S. would expect
to get a higher proportion of "problem" children from these families
than from poor families.
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adequate families were admitted into care because of their personal prob-

lems. Only 32.4% and 20.4% of the admissions were the results of

respectively temporary family problem and permanent family problem., On

the other hand, "child's problem" as the reason for admission did not

characterize the poor families; about half (48.7%) of the time children

with poor guardians were admitted as the result of temporary family

problem. This statistically significant table therefore confirmed our

first axpectation that "child's problem" was the most commonly cited

adniesion reason for the financially adequate group.

Table 7.20 illustrates the relationship between economic condition

of the guardian and the child's relationship with him, This table shows

that while half of the children from poor families had positive

TABLE 1.20

CHILD-GUARDIAN RELATIONSHIP BY ECONOMIC
COMrr toraznimmagaL__

Adequate Poor

Positive 29.2 50.3
Negative 49.7

N 106 185

(p 4O .001)

relationship with their guardians, only 29.2% of this children with

financially adequate families had a similar relationship with their

guardians. This difference of 21.1% between these two types of families

was statistically significant and tended to lend support to our second

expectation above.

However, since child-guardian relationship was found to be related
=oh

to behavioural condition and to emotional condition of a child ---- see
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Apperaix "L" which showed correlation coeffioients of 0.52 and 0.43

respectively we therefore would like ho determine whether or not

child-guardian relationship was related in fact to a child's behavioural

and emotional condition, and not to economic( condition. We therefore

constructed tables 7.21 and 7.22. If we looked at,table 7.21, we found

TABLL1121

CHAD-GUARDIAN RELATIONSHIP BY .:714AVIOURAL
CONDITION, CONTROLLING FOR ECONOMIC CONDITION

(IN PERCENTAGE
Adequate Poor

Good Bad Goad Bad

Positive
Negative

N

59.4
41,6
32

16.2
83.8

64.4
35.6
104

32.1
67.9

74 81

(p <0.001) (p <0.001)

that regardless of the economic condition of the child's guardian, as

long as his behavioural condition was good, he would likely have positive

relationship with his guardian (59.4% for financially adequate families

and 64.4% for poor families). On the other hand, if a child had bad

behaviour, his relationship with his guardian would likely be negative

(83.8% for financially adequate families and 67.9% for poor families).

We therefore could say that child-guardian relationship was due to his

behavioural condition, and not to his guardian's economic condition; this

is because if child-guardian relationship was dependent (41 economic class,

no identifiable association patterns should exist between child-guardian

relationship and behavioural condition in the two sub-tables, when economic

class was controlled for. The pattern existed in table 7.20 was "spurious"

because it was purely due to the fact that financially adequate families
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had a higher proportion of children with behavioural problems (Appendix

"L" showed a tetrachoric correlation coefficient of -0,45 between economic

condition and behavioural condition), This therefore further supported

the claim of some of our workera that financially adequate cases were

more difficult to handle; the reason could well be that children-from

theRe facings usually exhibited bad behavioural condition, which we had

found in Chapter VI to be a big headache to our workers.

Table 7.22 reveals association patterns, between child-guardian

relationship and emotional condition when the effect of economic class

was removed, similar to those in table 7.21. We can easily see again

that, regardless of the economic background of the family, as long as a

TABLE 7.22

CHILD - GUARDIAN RELATIONSHIP BY EMOTIONAL
CONDITION, CONTROLLING ECONOMIC CONDITION

(IN PERCENTAGE)
Adequate

Good Bad
Poor

Good Bad
Positivt 42.2 20.0 65.3 32.0
Negative 52.1..8 80.0 24.7 68.0

N 45 61 101 84

(p (0.02) (p<0.001)

child was emo:ionally bad, he was quite likely to have nogative relation-

ship with his guardian. The patterns in the two sub-tables therefore

suggested that a child's relationship with his guardian was actually not

related to the economic background of his family but to his emotional

condition.

However, if we examine tables 7.21 and 7.22 together, we realize

that there was a subtle difference between the two economic classes. In

both tables, the financially adequate oases all the time had a more
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intense relationship between child- guardian relationship and behavioural/

emotional condition than the financially poor cases. For example, for

the financially adequate cases, if a child had bad behavioural (emotional)

condition, 83.8% (00.0%) of the time he would likely have negative

relationship with his guardian, compared to only 67.9% (6840%) for the

financially poor cases. Thisliitference implied that the financially poor

guardian could tolerate behavioural (emotional) problems in his children

more than the financially better-off guardian could.

C. Sunmary 111*

We have looked at two major things in this chapter: changes over

time, and an assumption held by some of the workers about the characteris-

tics of children with financially adequate guardians. With regard to

changes of the characteristics of our children in the last four years,

certain patterns were identified although most of these changes were not

statistically significant regardless of the way changes were somtinized.

With regard to the validation of the assumption that cases from

financially adequate families were difficult to work with, we obtained

some interesting results.

There were no, or very little, changes in the basic characteris-

tics of our children admitted into the reception-assessment resource in

the last four years. The proportion of "child's problem", as one of the

admission reasons, appeared to be increasing steadily as time went by.

Ethnicity, nature of separation, intelligence, guardian's marital status

and guardianlb economic condition, as variables, did not change much.

Child's physical/health condition changed towards the worse by

11.7% in 1969 and this effect was felt by the A.G.H. particularly. Since

then, the proportions of good and bad physical/health conditions remained
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steady, with roughly one-quarter of the children having bad physical/health

condition. However, in 1971, while the R.C. experienced a sudden increase

in the proportion of children with bad physical/health condition (an

increase of 8.9% over 1970), the A.G.H. had an abrupt decrease of 20%.

Whcn age was controlled for, no siginificant differences were evident.

Although, in general, there were more or less the same proportions

of children with good or bad behavioural condition in the four years, the

A.G.H. tended to have an increasing proportion of children with bad

behavioural condition. In the pre-adolescent group, the 1968 and 1971

patterns looked similar in that there was a slightly higher proportion of

childrea with behavioural problems. In the adolescent group there was a

slight increase of "problem" children in 1970-71.

Childs emotional condition in general appeared to be worse-off

in 1971, but, at the same time, there was a smaller proportion of children

with "poor" emotional condition. When emotional condition and behavioural

condition were combined, we realized that while the proportions of

children with bad behavioural condition remained unchanged in 1970 and

1971, there were much more children in 1971 who suffered from bad

emotional condition as well.

The general observation about the changes in characteristics of

children over the four years was that we were indeed ha4ng more and more

children with "problems ", especially after 1969. Although most of these

tables were not statistically significant, it does not mean that there

were no changes. Throughout, we could see a pattern of change towards

the worse in terms of kinds of children coming into care. In fact, if

most of these tables had been statistically significant, our Agency would

have been thrown out of balance in coping with the problems of these
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children. The various identifiable patterns implied that we should be

planning for the worse as soon as possible.

Our second part of the analyses indirectly and partially lent

support to the claim of some of our workers that difficult cases were

primarily from financially better-off families. Firstly, we found that

the proportion of previous admissions was signifieantly smaller in the

financially adequate group than in the financially poor group, as expected.

Secondly, finaneially better-off guardians were found to be slightly more

unco-operative than those guardians on welfare, unemployed or who had

difficulties holding dawn a sob; this finding was somewhat unexpected.

Thirdly, we found that Pthild's problem ", as a reason for the adftission

of a child, characterized the financially adequate group only, as expected.

And fourthly, we found that negative child-guardian relationship was

significantly lisseciated with financially adequate oases, as expected.

However, with regard to the last finding, it appeared that how well a

child would get along with his guardian was actually dependent on his

behavioural/emotional conditi6n, and not to his guardian's economic

well-being: if a child had no or minimal problem iu his behavioural/

emotional state, he would likely have good relationship with his guardian,

although it appeared that a financially poor guardian had a higher degree

of tolerance for his children's exhibited personal problems than a

financially better-off guardian.



CHAPTER VIII

PLACEMENT FRAMEWORK

Page 202

It was stated in Chapter I that nobody was too sure of what the

framework utilized by our workers in placing children was. Initial explore

atory work further revealed that there was a need to structure up the

placement phenomenon, so that both practitioners and non-practitioners

would be able to know the kinds of information badly needed in placing

children. This would in turn give our workers a base upon which their

practice could be reviewed periodically, and enable our administrators to

plan for sound and more efficient placement of children, having realized

those variables crucial in this work. The purpose of this present chapter

is to delineate those informational factors (clusters of child's variables)

based on which our workers place their children, and to enable those

people not directly involved in the placement work to better comprehend the

cognitive aspect of the placement operation.

A. The Study Method and Data

It should be made clear at this point that it was not that our

workers couLl not say what variables they would consider in placing a

child, but it was the non-existence of a framework or a definite set of

variables*, that prompted us to embark on this part of the analysis. Alpo,

this effort will only represent an attempt to describe those thought-

patterns of our workers in their placement work as evident in the data

collected, and not to assess how good a placement decision was in terms of

placing the right child in the right resource. In other words, we only

* Since the variables utilized in the placement of a baby or toddler may
be different from those in the placement of an older child, our follax-
ing analyses will apply only to the placement of a child five years old
or over, to be consistent with the study design.
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wanted to find out whether or not the variables used by cur workers in

their placement work actually fell into some identifiable patterns or

clusters in a way specific enough to enable us discover a placement frame-

work. The rationale for this was a person thinks in terns of considering

several related variables at the same time, and different thought-patterns

involve different sets of variables, thus, by analyzing the inter-

relationshipe of variables deemed important in solving a problem, we can

identify different thought-patterns involved in the problem-solving

process.* Factor analysis was therefore chosen for use for this part of

our analysis.

Factor analysis is more a mathematical than a statistical

technique because it has its methodological origin in,\matrix (linear)

algebra. Until recently ---- particularly since R.J. Runnel's book on

the application of factor analysis to social data (28) ---- this data

analysis technique was principally used by researchers in psychology.

This powerful technique enables us to discover patterns in a set of data,

to test hypotheses, develop scales for the measurement of social phenomena,

etc. Because of its versatility, this technique has been widely applied

also in political science, economics, anthropology, sociology and social

psychology. However, in social work, this remains relatively under-used,

although in recent years there are factor analytic studies reported

periodically in social welfare journals. One of the main reasons for its

under-use is that this technique is not usually acquired in the school.

* For a similar point of view, see P.F. Lazarsfeld and N.W. Henry's
exposition on the relationship between concepts and indicators in
their Latent Structure Analysis (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1968),
especially the introductory chapters.
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Owing to a popular use of the computer nowadays and an increasing number

of trained researchers in the field, it is expected that, in the very near

future, factor analysis will be more widely used in the analysis of the

social welfare operation, and at the same time the quality of social

welfare research will improve.

In our present study of placement framework, efforts were made to

enhance the reliability of the factor analysis results. This means that

we tried to be careful in the entire analytic process in terms of selecting

the most appropriate methods and techniques as far as the situation

warranted.* The specific procedure followed and methods used were as

follows.

During problem identification and formulation, files and records

were read, literature wat, reviewed, and social work staff interviewed. A

set of variables, the researcher thought crucial to placement decision-

making and for which data could be secured without any major foreseeable

problem, were identified for inclusion** into the variable list. At this

stage, the researcher did not invite the more experienced or knowledgeable

workers to check these variables for exhaustiveness, as he wanted to avoid

biases that might creep in during coding. Then data were obtained for

these variables from files the same way they were obtained for other

The author is grateful for the consultation and unfailing assistance
given by staff of the Computing Services Group at the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education for this part of the analysis.

** We are quite happy about the accuracy in our variable-identification
work, as the Department Supervisor of Homefinding and Placement
thought that these variables formed an exhaustive list and herself
later identified more or less the same variables when she was
requested to help us single out those most crucial ones in placement
decision-making for our factor analysis, when coding was completed.
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variables. A reliability check on the coding was carried out ---- see

Appendix "J" and the resUlt indicated a high degree of consistency

throughout the entire coding process.

When the data were ready to be organized for factor analysis,

Department Supervisor was contacted and the philosophy of factor analysis

explained to her. At the researcher's request, she singled out twenty-one

variables* from the complete list she thought mrst important to placement

decision-making. These variables were then dichotomized, so that a

tetrachoric correlation matrix could be calculAed**.

These twenty-one variables for all the 297 cases were used to

calculate a tetrachoric correlation matrix. However, this attempt was

aborted. An examination of the subject variable matrix revealed that two

of the variables ---- "child-sibling relationship" and "previous replace-

ment experience" ---- had too much missing information, and that they

should be deleted from the list. Other than these two variables, "child's

intelligence" also did not appear to have enough usable information***.

Nineteen of these were eventually used in this factor analysis
exercise; the two deleted from the final analysis due to too much
missing information were "child-sibling relaticoship" and "previous
replacement experience". This list of nineteen variables ----
toge.her with their individual internal structures --4- can be found
in Appendix "K".

** The tetrachoric correlation coefficient was chosen for use over
others because it is the closest approximation of the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient for dichotomous data with underlying
normal distributions, and our data closely met these requirements.

*** "Child's intelligence" could not be secured for 80 of the 297 cases.
This gave a mean of 0.9933 and a standard e.dviation of 0.7306 -
range was 0 to 2, where 0 means unknown, 1 means average or better
and 2 means below average ---- for 297 cases.
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It therefore was decided that either "child's intelligence" was to be

deleted from the list or those 93 cases which had no data on any one of thr'

twenty-one variables were to be deleted. Since "child's intelligence"

could be an important variable in placement decision-making and therefore

should be included on the list aa far as possible, the latter alternative

was chosen. The data on these nineteen variables for 204 cases were then

distributionally transformed to reduce the amount of variance in the data

-- see Appendix "K" for the result ---- and no missing values were

Included in the calculation of the correlation matrix. This deletion of

the 93 cases had proven to be productive, and a nineteen-variable tetrachoric

correlation matrix was calculated successfully ---- see Appendix "L". It

might be useful to describe briefly this matrix, so that the audience may

discover interesting relationships should they want to study the matrix

itself.

In a sense, a correlation matrix resemblos a mileage table; but

instead of the numbers of miles between the cities, figures representing

the strength of linear relationship between the variables are found. These

figures are called coefficients of correlation and have values ranging

from -1 to +1 through 0, in our case. The closer to 0 the coefficient is,

the less the relationship; the closer to 1, the greater the relationship.

A negative sign indicates that the variables are inversely related. Thus,

in Appendix "L" the correlation coefficient calculated for "age" (variable

1) and "police record" (variable 13) is 0.68, and this is a stronger

relationship, than that calculated for "child-guardian contact" (variable 15)

and "guardian-agency relationship" (variable 17)) which is 0.40. Now,

consider two correlation coefficients: that between "police record"

(variable 13) and "guardian's economic condition" (variable 16), which is
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-0.4,, and that between "nature of separation" (variable 14) and "child-

guardian contact" (variable 15), which is 0.40. These two correlation

coefficients have the same strength, but their meanings are reverse. In

the former case, it means that the worse the guardian's economic condition

is, the less is the boy's chance of having a police record, and vice versa.

In the latter case, it means that if it is voluntary seperation, there

tends to be a contact maintained between the child and his guardian. The

correlation coefficient between "physical/health condition" (variable 6)

and "nature of separation" (variable 14) is 0, and this means that there

is no relationship at all between these two variables.

To interpret the correlation coefficient, we first square it and

multiply by 100. This gives the coefficient of determination or the

percent variation in common for the data on the two variables. In one of

the examples above regarding the positive relationship between "age" and

"police record", i.e., a correlation coefficient of 0.68, we may say that

if we know the data on one of the two variables for the 204 cases, we can

predict 46.24% (0.68 x 0.68 x 100) of the data on the other variable. As

one may recall, it is on this basis that we said that "child- worker

relationship" could best be predicted from "child-peer relationship"----

see Chapter IV.

In our present factor analytic study, the common factor analysis

model was used and the squared multiple correlation coefficients were

employed as communality estimates. The unrotated factor matrix was

extracted from the correlation matrix, using the principal axes technique

and employing the Hotelling iteration procedure. Four unrotated factors

were extracted, which were then rotated orthogonally to a simple structure

using the varies technique. Because we wanted to see if these four
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orthogonally (independent) rotated factors "described" the reality well,

an oblique rotation using the promax technique was performed on the four

extracted factors. Later correlation of these four oblique factors

revealed that these four factors were almost unrelated to each other and

represented four independent dimensions. The results wire as follows:

Results (Orthogo.ial Rotation)----

The principal objective of this part I the analysis is to identify

those criteria from our data crucial to the placement of children. To

achieve this objective would necessitate the use of R factor analysis

because this analytic method can delineate the underlying structure of a

set of data, though we should not think narrowly that factor analysis is

simply a data-reduction technique. The results of the analysis were

interesting and presented in full in Appendices u1.1" and "Na. To enabylthe

audience understand these two tables, a brief description of the various

terms used would be desirable before we proceed to discuss the four

factors,

Appendix "M" presents the four orthogonally rotated factors, named

II, III and IV, which are the four substantively meaningful independent

patterns of relationship among the nineteen variables. Corresponding to

each variable and each factor is a figura, reduced to two places after the

decimal, called the loading which measures the degree of involvement of

the variable in the factor. Factor loadings may be interpreted like

correlation coefficients (see SecIdon A above). The h2 stands for the

communality of each variable, and this tells the proportion of a variable's

total variation that is involved in the patterns. In Appendix WI

variable 7 "behavioural condition" has 96% of its total variation involved
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in the patterns for example; in the other extreme, variable 4 "intelligence"

has only 16% of its total variation involved in the patterns. h2 is

obtained by summing the squared factor loadings of a variable. Because

h2h measures the percent of a variable's variation that is involved in the

patterns, it can also be looked at at; a measure of uniqueness. This is

accomplished by subtracting the percent of a variable's variation in common

with the patterns from 100. This measure of uniqueness then indicates the

proportion (percent) a variable is unrelated to the others ---- i.e., the

proportion the data on a variable that cannot be predicted from the data

on the other variables. For example, Appendix "M" tells us that while 91%

of the data on variable 13 "police record", as measured for the 204 cases,

can be predicted from a knowledge of the data of these cases on the four

patterns, 9% of the data on this variable is unrelated at all to the other

eighteen variables. The sum of the h2 values divided by the number of

variables times 100 gives the percentage of total variance among all the

variables involved in the patterns; in our case, it is 49.1%.

The percentage of total variance among all the variables involved

in a specific factor (pattern) is arrived at by dividing the sum of

squared factor loadings by the number of variables timed 100. In our

case, the percentage of total variance accounted for by the nineteen

variables in factors I, II, III and IV are respectively 24.6%, 10.8%,

8.0% and 5.6%; together, they add up to 49.1%, of course. This means

that 49.1% of the data for the 204 cases on these nineteen variables can

be reproduced by knowing the scores of these 204 cases on the four factor-

patterns. In other words, the specific percentage of total variance

related to a particular factor pattern measures the pattern's strength.
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The percentage of common variance related to a specific factor

pattern measures how much of the variation accounted for by all the

patterns is involved in each pattern. This proportion is arrived at by

dividing the percentage of total variance in a specific pattern by the

percentage of (grand) total variance timed 100. This gives 50.1%, 22.00

16.3% and 11.4% respectively for factor patterns I, II, III and IV.

Needless to say, these four figures add up to 100%.

Having described the various terms in the factor matrix, we can

now discuss our findings. Let us look at Appendix "M" first which is the

orthogonally rotated factor matrix. In this matrix, loadings equal to or

greater than an absolute value of 0.30 are shown in parentheses. For easy

reference, they are reproduced in descending order of their loadings in

the following tables.

TABLE 8.1

FACTOR I ---- ORTHOGONAL ROTATION

Variable Loading

7. Behavioural condition .96

19. Child's overall problem rating .91

13. Police record .80

12. Child-peer relationship .69

11. Child-worker relationship .67
9. School-learning difficulties .61

10. Child-guardian relationship .55
16.' Guardian's economic condition - .47
8. Emotional condition 44

Table 8.1 describes Factor I, which is labelled child's social

ad1ustment pattern.* This factor is so named because those variables that

* There are three ways to label a factor ---- symbolic, descriptive and
causal. In this report, the descriptive one was chosen for use
because we felt it would best convey the message to the audience.
Descriptive labelling involves selecting a concept that will best
reflect the nature of the phenomenon involved.
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have the highest loadings on the factor are principally related to the

child's personal functioning. In this factor pattern, "behavioural

condition", "child's overall problem rating" and "police record" stand out

most distinctly in their degree of.involvement. His relationship patterns

appear to be quite heavily involved in the factor too. "Emotional con-

dition" and "guardian's economic condition" also have a rather substantial

degree of involvement in this factor. Therefore, this factor pattern

,111MION child's social adjustment pattern ---- is primarily made up of how

good or bad a child's behaviour is and how able or unable a child gets

along with people. This factor alone accounts for 50.1% of the common

variance.

Another thing that comes out from the loadings of the variables

on this factor is the signs attached to the various loadings. By virtue

of their inclusion in this factor, these nine variables are interrelated

among themselves. This means that good behavioural condition is related

to favgurable overall problem rating, no police record, good child-peer

relationship, good child worker relationship, no school-learning diffi-

culties, good child-guardian relationship, unfavourable economic condition

of the guardian, and good emotional condition. However, the reverse is

also true'. Most of these interrelationship patterns have been verified

in the former chapters.

Factor II is described in table 8.2. This factor is labelled

parentingutloility_ottern, and alone accounts for 22% of the common

variance. The single variance that has the heaviest loading on the factor

is "guardian-agency relationship" 0.87). All the other variables

* Signs (meanings) attached to the factor loadings can be reversed
during interpretation.
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TABLE 8.2

FACTOR II ---- ORTHOGONAL ROTATION

Variable,
Guaraan-agenoy relationship 0.87

18. Guardian's caring ability 0.48
15. Child-guardian. contact 0.48
3. Ethnicity 0.44

14. Nature of separation 0.43
10. Child-guardian relationship 0.42
16. Guardian's economic condition 0.35

have moderate leading°. The clustering of these seven variables means

that good guardian-agency relationship is related to good caring ability

of the guardian, maintenance of child-guardian contact, the child's being

Alite, voluntary separation, gold child-guardian relationship, and favour-

able economic condition of the guardian. Again, the reverse of this is

also true. This assessment of parenting ability by our workers in the

placement of children as a pattern is intriguing because of the inclusion

in the factor "guardian's economic condition" and the exclusion from the

factor "behavioural condition" which has a near-zero loading on the factor.

While we have found earlier that children with bad behavioural condition

tended to come primarily from economically adequate families (see Chapter

VII and the description above of Factor I), our present finding reveals

that our workers tend to associate "favourable economic condition" with

the positive attributes of the guardian without considering at the same

time the child's behavioural condition. Does it then mean that our

judgment of the guardian's caring ability tends to be overshadowed by the

guardian's economic well-being regardless of the child's presenting

problems; do we tend'to think that as long as the guardian is econordcally

sound, he can provide adequate care to his child regardless of the presence
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or absence of problems in the child OR do we tend to think that financially

poor guardians are incapable guardians regardless of what the child's

problems are? Factor II clearly suggests that we tend to think along such

a line, although we also know that "good behavioural condition" is related

to "unfmarahle economic condition of the guardian" (see the interpreta-

tion of Factor I above).

The third factor, named child's background characteristics, is

presented in table 8.3, This factor alone accounts for 16.3% of the common

variance in the entire pattern, and is so labelled because of the pre-

dominant involvement of background variables of a child in it. The heavy

involvement of "ethnicity" in Factor II (parenting Ability pattern) but

not in this third factor is intriguing. This could be due to the skewed

distribution of the 204 cases on this variable, and due to its high

degree of correlation with variable 17 ''guardian - agency relationship" (see

Appendices "K" and "L".) This five-variable factor shows that

pre-adolescent is related to no police record, being a ha, having below-

average intelligence, and having three or more siblings under 16 years old.

However, the reverse is also truE,. The rather heavy loading of "age" and

TABLE g.2

FACTOR III ---- ORTHOGONAL ROTATION

1. Age 0.79
13. Police record 0.51
2. Sex 0.39
4. Intelligence - 0.34

5. Number of siblings - 0.33

the relatively heavy loading of "police record" on this factor suggest

that these two variables correlate closely. The clustering of these
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variables tells us that our vorkers consider the data of a child on these

variables as a group in placing him.

Table £3.4 'describes the fourth and last factor extracted. Factor

IV is rather simple and accounts for 11.4% of the common variance in the

total pattern. The inclusion of "physical/health condition" in this

TABLE 8.4

FACTOR IV ---- ORTHOGONAL ROTATION

Variable Loading
12. Child-peer relationship 0.67
11. Child-worker relationship 0.52
6. Physical/health condition - 0.41

factor is probably due to the high degree this variable is correlated with

both "child-peer relationship" and "child - worker relationship", but not

with the other variables (see Appendix "L" for the correlation matrix).

Because of the seemingly random nature "physical /health condition"

correlates with the remaining variables, we may further conclude that

this variable does not tend to have too much weight in the decision-making

process of our workers, as what we have found earlier. Anyway, this

fourth factor, called child's sociability pattern, says that good, child -

peer relationship is related to good child worker relationship, and poor

physical/health condition. Of course, the reverse is also true.

All the above factors or patterns identified are unrelated to each

other (orthogonal). This is so because the factor rotation model used

assumes that the whole factor structure is moved around the origin as a

rigid frame, with the factors at right angles to each other, to fit the

configuration of clusters of interrelated variables. To see if the factors

so rotated actually describe the reality (i.e., that the clusters or
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patterns or factors are in fact unrelated to each other), an oblique rota-

tion to simple structure, using the promax technique, was carried out.

Unlike orthogonal rotation, oblique rotation to simple structure means that

the factors are rotated individually to fit each distinct cluster without

"placing" the factors at right angles to each other. In this case, the

relationship between the resulting factors then reflects the relationship

between the clusters. In other words, in our case, we want to see if the

four above factors so rotated orthogonally are in fact representative of

the patterns of thought of our workers in the placement of children, i.e.,

if these four placement criteria are in fact considered at different points

in time. With this in mind, it is necessary, firstly, that the orthogonal

factor matrix and the oblique factor matrix be compared to see if the

variables have comparable loadings on the corresponding factors in the two

matrirles, and secondly, that oblique factors be intercorrelated to enable

us identify the extent of unrelatedness (or relatedness) between the

factors.

C. Results (Oblique Rotation) - - --

Appendix "N" describes the oblique factor matrix employing the

promax technique. All the factor loadings equal to or greater than an

absolute value of 0.30 are shown in parentheses, and these form the

subject matter for our following discussion. Table 8.5 lists those

variables in descending order of their factor loadings on Factor I.

There are ten variables which have loadings equal to or greater

than + 0.30 on Factor I. Because of the predominant involvement of

variables related to child's personal functioning in this factor, like the

first orthogonal factor, we call this child's social adlustment pattern.
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TABLE 8.11

FACTOR I ---- OBLIQUE ROTATION

Variable Loading
7. Behavioural condition 0.97

19. Child's overall problem rating 0.87
13. Police record 0.81
12. Child-peer relationship 0.81
11. Child-worker relationship 0.76
9. School-learning difficulties 0.59

10. Child-guardian relationship 0.55
16. Guardian's economic condition - 0.44
8. Emotional condition 0.40
1. Age 0.34

is very similar to the first orthogonal factor
This first oblique factor

A
in terms of having the same set of variables

(except "age" which has a "meaningful" loading only on the oblique factor)

in the same order and direction of involvement in both factors. The

clustering of these variables means that our workers tend to consider

these variables as a group in placing a child. To interpret the meaning

attached to this factor, we can say that, in a negative way this time,

bad behavioural condition is related to unfavourable overall problem

rating, nalizi_n police record, bad child-peer relationship, bad child-

worker relationship, having school-learning difficulties, bad child-

guardian relationship, favourable economic condition of the guardian,

bad emotional condition, and being an adolescent. Of course, the

opposite of the above interpretation is also true.

Oblique Factor II is presented in table 8.6. This factor is

labelled, as the second orthogonal factor, parenting ability pattern

because of the overwhelming involvement in this factor pattern of

variables related to the child-caring pattern of the guardian. The set

of variables involved in the second orthogonal factor is also involved

in this oblique factor. Besides, the order (except the positions of the
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TABLE 8.6

FACTOR II ---- OBLIQUE ROTATION

Variable Iaadipg
17. Guardian-agency relationship - 0.88
18. Guardian's caring ability - 0.51
15. Child - guardian contact - 0.47
3. Ethnicity - 0.42

14. Nature of separation - 0.40
16. Guardian's economic condition - 0.140

10. Child-guardian relationship - 0.39

two least involved variables "guardian's economic condition" and "child-
,

guardian relationship") and direction of involvement of these variables

in both factors are the same. These variables are thus those which our

workers consider in assessing the parenting ability of the guardian. To

interpret the meaning of this factor, in a negative way again, we can say

that bad guardian-agency relationship is related to bad caring ability of

the guardian, lack of child-guardian contact, the child's being non-Wbita,

involuntary separation, unfavourable economic condition of the guardian,

and bad child-guardian relationship. An opposite interpretation of the

above is also correct. Again, the inclusion of "guardian's economic

condition" in this factor is intriguing, and the interpretation of this

phenomenon advanced in the corresponding orthogonal factor can be

employed here.

Table 8.7 describes oblique Factor III, which is labelled

TABLE 8.7

EIMLIII===011.1g1LEOTATION

1. Age 0.81
13. Police record 0.49
2. Sex 0.39

4. Intelligence - 0.33
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ld'abkodchanoteristios because of the predominant involvement

in this factor of variables which describe a child's background. The

"non-involvement" of "ethnicity" in this factor is interesting and could

be due to the peculiar data-characteristic of this variable, as explained

before. Interpreted in a negative way, we can say that this factor

reveals that being an adolescent is related to having police record, being

a girl, and possessing average or above intelligence. However, the reverse

is also true. It looks like that these four background variables are

considered as a group by our workers in placing a child. Note that this

set of variables is almost identical (except the "non-involvement" of

"number of siblings" in this oblique factor), in terms of order and

direction of involvement in the factor, to the set involved in the' third

orthogonal factor.

The fourth and last oblique factor is described in table 8,8.

This factor is labelled child's sociability pattern because two of the

three variables loaded "meaningfully" on it are related to a child's social

TABLE 8.8

FACTOR IV ---- OBLIQUE ROTATION

Variable Loading_
12. Child-peer relationship - 0.57
11. Child-worker relationship - 0.43
6. Physical/health condition 0.43

relationship. Thisset of variables is identical to that involved in

orthogonal Factor IV in terms of both order and direction of involvement.

The negative meaning this factor possesses is this bad child-peer

relationship is related to bad child-worker relationship, and good

physical/health condition. Again, if we want to interpret the above in
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the opposite way, we can because signs attached to the factor loadings

are reversable. The inclusion of "physical/health condition" in this

factor should not be expected, and this could be due to the peculiar

data-characteristic of this variable, as we have explained in Section B

above.

When we compare the two factor matrices (see Appendices "M" and

"N"), we realize that the only major difference is the low involvement of

the variable "number of siblings" in any of the four oblique factors.

This is due to the difference between the two models in 'identifying the

best fit"; the difference in loadings is also due to this. Because of

the similarity between the two factor matrices, one would anticipate that

the oblique factors approximate the orthogonal factors, i.e., there would

be minimal intercorrelation among the four oblique factors because these

fact,)rs seem to be at right angle to each other. Table 8.9 reproduces the

factor correlation mz,trix in Appendix "N", for quick reference purposes.

From the correlation coefficients (cosines) computed, we can see that

none of the four factors is actually correlated highly with the others,

TABLE 8.9

FACTOR CORRELATION MATRIX

I II III
II -0.02
III -0.06 0.04
IV 0.11 -0.08 0.25

as almost all of the coefficients have negligible values (± 1.00 means

perfect correlation, and 0.00 means no correlation). For example, the

correlation coefficien'.. for Factors I and II (i.e., child's social

adjustment pattern and parenting ability pattern) is -0.02, which means
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these two factor patterns t,re practically uncorrelated with (orthogonal to)

each other. The only more noticeable correlation coefficient is 0.25,

calculated for Factors III and IV (i.e., child's background characteris-

tics and child's sociability pattern). However, on the whole, we can

conclude that these four oblique factors are very close to being

orthogonal (i.e., they are uncorrelated with each other). This suggests

that these four patterns of thought (criteria) are believed to be followed

independently at different points in time by our workers in placing a child

five years old or over. These factors (criteria) therefore form a frame-

work for the placement of children, and this finding helps us partly close

the gap of knowledge about how placement decisions are made, for we now

at least know that child's social adjustment pattern, parenting ability

pattern, child's background characteristics, and child's sociability

pattern are distinct factors (criteria) to be considered in the placement

of a child. Rather than relying on hunches, the seemingly fluid situation

has been partily quantified to enable us scrutinize. However, if we want

to know if this framework is consistently followed by our workers in

placement children, say, in different or contrasting settings, parallel

factor analyses would be needed.

Summary - - --

We have used R factor analysis to identify a placement framework

employed by our workers. The data used in this part of the analysis were

twenty-one variables related to the child and his family and which the

Department Supervisor of Homefinding and Placement thought were most

important to consider in the placement of children. Data were extracted

from files and records, and coding was tested to be highly consistent.

Owing to the presence of missing values in some variables and subjects,
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we only used the data on nineteen variables collected for 204 subjects.

Four factors were then extracted from the nineteen-variable

correlation matrix. These four factors were then rotated orthogonally.

These four rotated factors accounted for 49.1% of total variance, and were

respectively named child's social adAustmept pattern. parenting abilit

pattern, child's background characteristics, and child's sociabili

pattern. Almost all the relationships among the variables, which had heavy

loadings on the respective factor pattern, have been verified before and

our factor analysis results further supported our earlier findings. These

four factors were later tested to be practically uncorrelated with each

other after an oblique rotation was carried out. Our findings therefore

suggested that these four factors (criteria) identified were believed to

be followed by our workers at different points in time in their placement

of a child, and that we may say these four factors formed a placement

framework our workers employed.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

In the preceding chapters, we have confronted the audience with a

massiv(1 array of data which were woven together in a variety of ways to for^',.

movot`

our study findings. We have also summarized briefly at the end of each

chapter (beginning with Chapter III) the most salient findings that had

come out from that part of the analysis. In this concluding chapter, we do

not intend to summarize the findings again because it would be redundant;

instead, a global assessment of this research study will be attempted, and

practice implications emerged from our findings will be discussed. The

organization of this Chapter will be as follows: first, a general evalua-

tion of the feasibility of the research design employed in meeting the

research objectives, and second, a discussion of practice implications,

based on our findings.

A. The Study gr.

The general design used in this study was exploratory-

descriptive. Being a strong believer in the value of formulating

hypotheses in any systematic conduct of inquiry (29,57), two hypotheses

and their related assumptions were advanced, based not on any theory but

on the experience of some of the workers. The hypotheses might be crude,

neveretheless, they did represent the functioning of one aspect of the

Placement Department. One of our goals in this study was not to prove or

disprove these hypotheses*, but to refine them in such a way that they

could be turned into working assumptions for use by our workers. In

other words, we wanted to depict the placement picture the best we could,

* Indeed, if we see research only within, and not beyond, the realm of
hypothesis-testing, our view is too narrow. In my opinion, research
should operate within the context of discovery and the context of justi-
fication, and hypotheses are important tools to help us explore the
domain (phenomenon) in a systematic way. As such, hypothesis-testing
should represent one of the means, and never the goal, in the conduct of
inquiry. For a similar point of view, see Jun Nunnallyis "The place of
statistics in psychology" (Educationalimd Psychological Measurement,
20, 1960, pp. 641-650.)
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given some basic information in the form of hypotheses on the placement

situation. However, certain other aspects of the placement situation

were less known, like placement framework and reasons for long stay in

the reception-assessment resource; in these situations, no hypotheses at

all could possibly be formulated, and we could only rely on certain

statistical/mathematical models to reveal the phenomena given that the

data we had were sufficient and reliable. Of course, research findings

from other studies have helped quite a bit in terms of making the

researcher aware of the strengths and weaknesses of existing research

Aethods used in the investigation of a given phenomenon. It was based on

a thorough review of the literature, in addition to contacting the Agency +s

personnel, attending meetings and reading files and records, that the

five research objectives in Chapter I were singled out and that the study

method described in Chapter II was chosen for use in this study. Thus,

using this exploratory-descriptive design, some unknowns were explored

and some knowns were further reviewed. Now, let us discuss the various

aspects of the methodology.

It was noted on page 27 that it was impossible to secure informa-

tion on a child's problem-characteristics at two points in time ---- at

admission into and at discharge from the reception-assessment resource.

As an alternative, all the problems of persisting and salient nature

related to the child and his family were noted regardless of the temporal

sequence of occurrence (see footnote on page 27 for rationale). As it

turned out, this method appeared quite satisfactory because it could take

care of the problem of temporal sequence of occurrence of a child's

problem- symptoms; in other words, instead of saying that a child's certain

problem occurred before, at or after his admission into the reception-
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assessment resource, we could say that he had this certain problem.

Undoul-J,odly, this would tend to raise the level of problem-severity, but
(,=

by reclassifying the problem on the basis of severity we had suppressed

this effect successfully. Because of this practice, the adjectival clause

"which are known on admission" in Hypothesis I has to be` left out and
\

Hypothesis I became "Children in the R.C. have more seriouerprOblems

(physical/health, behavioural and emotional) than children in the A.G.H."

In general, both hypotheses were supported by our data, and detailed

analyses revealed that these two hypotheses were not refined enough (or

were too broad) in describing the actual functioning of the Placement

Department: for the analyses and findings, please see Chapter IV. Our

data tended to say that where a child was to be placed for assessment upon

admission depended on, to a great extent, two things: age of the child

and maybe availability of space (i.e., situational factors), and the

presence or absence of police record and child's behavioural problems

(i.e., child's behavioural factor). His physical/health condition was

surprisingly found to have no bearing at all in the selection of a

)

reception-assessmentcesource for him. Other variables found important

only when the child as behaviourally good and had no police record were:

emotional condition?sibling admission, and child-peer relationship. It

therefore appeared that Hypothesis I can be refined to better describe the

placement situation. But it did serve well in guiding us throughout the

conduct of this study.

The guiding power of Hypothesis II was also considerable,despite

its rather crude form. Our analyses told us that there were actuplly\

two distinct phenomena involved in disposition and that we had to make it

clear which phenomenon we were talking about when we said certain
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variables were associated with disposition, If we were interested in

predi6ing whether or not a child would be returned home upon discharge

from the reception-assessment resource, then the caring ability of the

guardian appeared to be the single most influential variable, followed by

the variable "child-guardian relationship". If we were interested in

predicting the type of placement resource a child would get upon discharge

from the reception-assessment resource, then variables related to the

child's personal functioning (i.e., behavioural condition, emotional

condition, and child-peer relationship) appeared to be quite influential

(see Chapter VI). Likewise, if our Hypothesis is refined in a way that

can reflect our findings, it will enable us to depict the disposition

phenomenon better.

In the chapter on "Stay in the Reception-Assessment Resource",

the turn-over rate and the movement rate were computed based on the

formulae in Chapter II. These two rates were supplements to each other,

and were found to be quite useful for our purposes. Together with data

on the proportion of children who had stayed in the reception-assessment

resource for more than seven days and who were eventually assessed, these

two rates revealed the failure of some of the resources in meeting their

operational goal. If the concept "assessment" could be defined in a way

better than "psychological assessment", the turn-over rate would become

more complete in meaning and have a wider scope. However, in our study,

"psychological assessment" was the only logical indicator of "assessment"

(see pages 56 and 57 for explanation), and this remained a quite satis-

factory indicator to use because it could best represent the meaning of

the concept "assessment".
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Had studying changes over time not been one of the major

objectives in this project, a different population would have been

studied, a different sample drawn, and a Afferent data-collection method

selected. All these might have been much more easy and time-saving. How-

ever, owing to this expectation of studying changes over time, to

unavailability of a decent sample size, and to the lack of information on

cases prior to October 1969, the two samples were drawn, cross-checked

and compiled in a tedious way. The conventional data - collection method,

i.e., extraction of data from files, was forced to be chosen. These

methods had proven to be most time-consuming especially when only

microfische -files were available. Considerable time was also invested in

locating "missing files". To check the degree of reliability of the raw

data, about one-tenth of the total sample were recoded, and the

coefficients of reliability calculated were fortunately very high: this

therefore tended to compensate the drawbacks in our data-extraction method.

In order to enhance the quality of the data, especially qualita-

tive data some guidelines and instructions were prepared and a detailed

code-book written. All the concepts were operationalized the best we

could, problem-classifications attempted, and problem-condition indices

constructed. A classification of outside placement resourcba was also

prepared with the help of an experienced worker in the Institutional

Department. As far as the,problem-classification attempt was concerned,

there was no difficulty using the classifications, and later data

analyses tended to show that they were quite logical and reliable.*

* For example, Appendix "L" describes the relationships between indices
of physical/health, behavioural, and emotional condition and other
variables. Conceptually, these relationships were in the expected
direction.
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Of courno, a cluster or factor analysis of the items that made up the

classirIcation would be essential if we wanted to determine the property

of these items, their inherent ability to form scales, and their

individual weights in such scales formed. However, with regard to the

classification of outside placement resources, although there was no

problem using it, later data analyses showed that it did not appear to be

sensitive enough, especially the sub-classification of institutions for

the emotionally disturbed.

The grouping or regrouping of certain variables had proven very

useful in data onalysis. Essentially, this way of handling the raw data

helps to organize the data in a manageable form so as to minimize the

amount of confusion in data analysis without at the same time much loss of

information, especially if the data are at the ordinal or interval level.

On the whole, the variables used in this study were properly selected

with the exception of one second-order variable "total length of stay in

C.A., resource" which was inappropriately conceptualized. The review of

literature and the initial exploratory work undoubtedly had helped a

great deal in enabling the researcher to identify more correctly the

knowns and unknowns in the placement situation, and this in turn helped

him decide on the study method.

In data -- analysis, different analytic and data-presentation methods

were used, depending on the aim of that part of the analysis and on the

nature of the data. Throughout our data-analysis stage, the two hypotheses

were used to direct, not to limit, our thinking. Whenever the nature of

the analysis called for a modification of our data, they were recoded,

regrouped, transformed, etc. Following the principle of elaboration, our

hypotheses were "examined" from many angles, and the results or findings
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were valuable in the sense that we now have realized that the placement

of children was rather complicated yet orderly (see previous chapters).

The problem of long stay was also explored from different angles and using

different analytic methods, and the results made us,realize that duration

of care could be brought under administrative control. Factor analysis

had depicted our placement framework, and analysis of changes over-time in

the characteristics of our children had revealed that we should be planning

for the worse. The disposition pattern of our children from the reception-

assessment resource suggested that we tended to feel more comfortable in

handling children with emotional rather than behavioural problems. We

believe that the various methods we used in this part of the study had

been correct and productive, and had enabled us understand a good part of

the placement phenomenon.

B. Practice Implications - - --

Based on the results of our analysis, we would like to suggest

the following:

1. The functioning of the reception-assessment resource (or any type of

facility used by the Agency) should be assessed on the basis of its

ability to meet the objectives set forth for its operation. This

goal-oriented approach is an easier one to assume than, say, the

systems-model of analysis. This means that the operational goals of

a'facility have to be set up and made clear and explicit before its

commencement of operation. Periodic evaluation of the facility is

essential to ensure that it is functioning In the manner
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in ^nded.* In the evaluation of the reception-assessment resource,

thz3 assessment aspect of the programme should deserve appropriate

weights.

2. The evidence that some of the A.G.H.'s could not maintain a high rate

on the three measures used (i.e., turn-over rate, movement rate, and

proportion of children eventually assessed) suggested that they

failed short of the objectives set forth for their operation. Some

of these resources had apparently been used more for short-term

holding or long-term placement than for assessment purposes. The

operation of our reception-assessment resource should therefore be

re-defined because we believe that the problem of misuse of this

resource could be brought under administrative and predictive control.

This revision of the performance of our reception-assessment

resources would likely involve mobilization of resources and

re-allocation of caseload of the workers concerned. This could

prove an expensive undertaking, but then we have to ask ourselves

whether or not reception-assessment resources are necessary, and,

if yes, what we would like to see happen in these resources.

Our identification of deterrents to movement of children in the

reception - assessment resource further pointed out that administrative

variables were much more influential than child's variables in

predicting or explaining the length of time a child would likely be

* Subsumed under this term are "desirable change" as a result of the
programme, the "means" by which this change is to be brought about,
and the "signs" by which such change is to be recognized. See

Edward Suchman's Evaluative Research (New York: Russell Sage Founda-
tion, l967
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in care. Because we also tended to find out that long-term assess-

mc,:t (if it was our intention to keep children in the reception

assessment resource for a long time) did actually lead to less con-

fident results, it perhaps is time now for us to stress Snort -term

and intensive assessment, which would likely result in benefitting

more children over a shorter period of time (See Chapter 6).

4. Our data suggested that most children were assessed and placed within

five months presently. This length of time was much longer than

expected (i.e., between six weeks and three months, as iden+dfied by

soma of the workers: see page 28). It might be that our workers did

succeed in assessing and planning for a child within their stated

length of time, but awaiting a space in the desirable resource could

be the main problem though almost all our children eventually got

the placement resource considered the best for them. It therefore

would be'essential that we determine the extent to which waiting for

a space in the placement resource was a problem.* If waiting was

indeed a deterrent to movement of child, the following questions still

had to be answered: why was this not a big problem for some of the

reception-assessment resources; should the reception-assessment

resource be used to keep children awaiting placement; and what would

be the solution to this problem?

Our analysis showed that children with behavioural problems were

likely sent ',do outside institutions for placement although our awn

institutions tended to be able to absorb a high proportion of

emotionary disturbed children. With regard to programme modification,

* Information on this variable could not be obtained from the file.
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two approaches could be undertaken simultaneously. One would be to

sty,)4.igthen our awn treatment programmes in our institutions for

children with emotional problems and to expand our group home programme,

which appeared able to absorb children with some behavioural problems

and who were likely to be teenagers.* The other approach would be to

work toward preventing community admissions because our data revealed

that a good majority of the children with problems did not benefit

very much from the programmes of our Agency when they were in care.

To most of these children, our Agency was just a stepping stone in

their total placement process, i.e., perhaps due to limited resources

to help, we had to refer them to outside placement resources. If we

realized that we could not have big success helping these children

at one end of the system, we might as well try to do something at the

other end by preventing admissions. Community resources should be

mobilized to give these families the biggest assistance. By shifting

the functions and resources of the Agency, we could offer our services

and programmes to more people. The rationale for this is the belief

that the phrase "protecting children" should have a wider meaning and

take into Consideration at the same time the ability as well as

limitations of the child welfarl agency.

..
* To say that a certain resource has a higher proportion than others of

children possessing certain negative characteristics does not
necessarily mean that the resource is capable of handling these
children. The real ability of our institutions to cope with emotionally
disturbed children and of our group homes to handle children with
behavioural problems has not yet been empirically measured. It might
well be that placing "problem" children there is just a reaction to the
objective of having institutions and group homes rather than an
indication of success of these resources.
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CloEtely related to Implication 5 above was our finding that we were

getting more and more children with "problems". We have indicated in

Chapter VII that statistically insignificance does not automatically

mean that we can safely conclude that the changes or differences are

unimportant. In fact, the concept of statistical significance

conveys more explioit meaning if the gravity of the phenomenon under

investigation is judged at the same time. We have found that most of

our statistical tables revealed changes towards the worse over the

last four years although these changes were statistically insignifi-

cant at the 5% level. It should be noted here that we were more

interested in identifying a trend, if there was any, in this part of

the analysis, then in telling how statistically different the changes

were from a hypothesis-v.esting point of view. We have found that the

Agency was getting more and more children with some sorts of

behavioural and emotional problems (see Table 7.14), especially after

1968, although these changes were not significant statistically.*

This finding was revealing and pointed to the need of planning for the

worse. And relating to Implication 5 above, it means that it would be

wise to strengthen our facilities for "difficult" children should the

admission of these children be unavoidable, and to speed up our

preventive work in the community.

As noted earlier in Chapter VII, we should not wait for statistically
significant changes to emerge before we start to plan because the-
operation of the Agency would have been thrown out of balance. In
other words, the coping mechanisms of the Agency tend to work most
effectively if we can anticipate changes ahead of time.
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7. Our analyuee also revealed that the placement of children in this

Agency was carried out in a rather consistent manner in the sense that

the situation outlined in our two hypotheses, to a great extent,

represented the practice situation. However, we have found two things

subsequent to our analyses. Firstly, a rather limited set of informa.-

tion was utilized in our placement of children into the R.C./A.G.H.,

and .,econdly, there were actually two separate sets of information

involved in the disposition of a child, depending on whether or not

he was to be returned home to his guardian.* These findings implied

that, if we think that we would like to follow our present mode of

practice, plans should be made to make available such information at

appropriate time and as soon as possible to the people concerned in

the placement work. This would tend to help speed up the decision-

making process in placement. If, however, we think that such informa-

tion should be supplemented by others in order to better do the Job,

we should start to identify them, so that they would be made available

to the people concerned in explicit and quantifiable form.

8. Related to Implication 7 was the placement framework we have

identified. Principally, this framework of placement criteria

represents an "ideal type".

identified were recognized

This means that the informational factors

to be those made use of by our workers in

placing, children in any sit

fore further pointed'to the

atk.on. These informational factors there-
-,

actual functioning of the Department of

Homefinding and Placement, and further helped us identify which

* See discussions of these points relevant to the hypotheses in Section
A of this Chapter, and in Chapters IV and VI.
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variables would, likely be valuable to have in order to make placement

of children a smoother and more effective process. Our findings

suggested that variables related to a child's social ad3ustment

pattern, his guardian's parenting ability, his background characteris-

tics, and his social relationship pattern were important or valuable

to have.

Since the placement framework suggestcl useful variables to have,

every effort should be made to treat them as mandatory information in

case-recording and referral of a case. If possible, the data-bank

would have a wider scope if information,on these variables could be

incorporated. We know that basic information is not usually

sufficient for decision-making, as we have alluded to in Chapter 4;

this means that quantification of information on a child's personal

and family characteristics would be desirable because we then could

gain a more realistic and accurate view of the situation. This would

further facilitate periodic evaluation of the situation, and lead to

sounder decision-making. All this implies that both the family

worker and child-care worker should maintain close contact with each

other and supply accurate and,Amportant information to the people

Concerned in the placement of a child.

10. With regard to future research needs, it is apparent that there are

several possibilities for empirical research in child welfare,* based

* Actually, every aspect of the operation in the field of child welfare
is potentially researchable, as Ann Shyne and her associates have noted
recently child welfare "is a complex field of service and the unknowns
outstrip the knowns" ("Filling a gap in child welfare research: service
for children in their own homes", Child Welfare, Ll 9, November 1972,
pp. 562-573.)
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on our findings. One of the research tasks would be an examination

of the functioning of our preventive programmes. The indication of

effectiveness of such programmes should not be merely in figures but

in the ability of our services in promoting better family functioning.

Another researchable area would come from our existing placement pro-

grammes. We have indicated earlier that a sizable number of our

children with emotional problems were absorbed by our institutions,

and that Otly group homes appeared to be able to cope with some of our

children with behavioural problems; maybe it is time now for us to

look at the extent these and other resources (i.e., hostels,

specialized foster homes, etc.) could actually provide effective

services to our children. A third research task would be to assess

the quality of our services rendered to different types or groups of

clients. We have found, for example, that financially better-off

families were different from financially poor families on several

variables. How then are our services different in serving different

types of clients; what kinds of clients are we most successful with?

Once we have this kind of knowledge, our mode of service-delivery

could become more effective. Still another researchable task would be

to study the functioning of our former wards placed in and discharged

from different types of placement resources. From this kind of follow-

up study, we could obtain feedbacks as to what kinds of resources have

been more suitable for certain kinds of children and what contributes

to success in the programmes. These researchable areas are suggested

by our data.
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11. The utilization o research findings by social workers is usually a

big problem, as el?quently summarized by Fanshel (8,11-16). In

order to overcome this problem, a mechanism should be built into the

operation of an agency to facilitate the use of research findings by

practitioners. Of course, not all research findings and recommenda-

tions are feasible for ready adaptation, and, for this reason, this

built-in mechanism should be sufficiently knowledgeable about

research methods and should have adequate knowledge to judge the

validity and reliability of research findings. In our Agency we

recommend two things. One would be the formation of a Research

Advisory Committee made up of people from both inside and outside

the Agency; the purpose of this would be to ensure objective and

valid research efforts as well as to screen research findings for

practical implementation. The other thing would be co-ordination

of research efforts with other related research departments; this

would tend to alert us more readily to methodological problems in

research, and to better co-ordinate the various research efforts

devoted to a similar end.

C. Final Note

Understanding that no concluding chapter can adequately summarize

all the methods employed and findings obtained ---- in fact, it has

never been the intention of the author to do so in this single

chapter ---- it is sincerely urged that the audience read the entire

report to discover for themselves how the results were obtained and

the implications for practice proposed. They will also realize there
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are many collateral findings) which may prove valuable to their work,

scattered here and there throughout the report. It is hoped that these

various major and related findings will provide a base for discussion

with a view to further enhancing the effectiveness and efficiency of our

child protection system.
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APPENDIX A

1, waK RATING SCALES AND IN9Ipala

The purpose of having rating scales and indices for a
child*s physical/health, behavioural, and emotional problems
is two-fold: first, to get at the dimension of the problem;
second, to arrive uniformly at a !CO re for every child for
dat4-analysia,pu,6osee. I shall elaborate on this and on the
method of rating and reliability in the following paragraphs.

Almost every child in our assessment resource has certain
known or suopectod physical/health, beaavioural, and/or .

Ewotional problems. (Otherwise, he would not be there. Since
any probles or characteristics of a child can affect, among
other thing :,, a; the length of time needed to assess him,
b the aasesament process, e.g,. involvement of outside resource
persons, and c1 the placement decision, it is obvious that a
child's physical/health, behavioural, and emotional problems --
whose presence or absence is recognined as having some important
beariago on planning for the childa.-have to he recorded. But
the r.athod of extracOalg data in these three problem-areas has
to be simple vet effective.

Too sirple a method of data extraction (e.g., noting simply
absence or presence of a certain type of problem without looking
at the degree of oeverity of the type of problem) would result in
data loss., and would not reveal the dimansion of the problem or
the trae picture. This would not, in turn, bear any
sigaificant r:eaning in data -- analysis. On the contrary, too
elaborate a way of w:traoting data (e.g., noting the specific
problem and its degree of ceverity instead .of the problem
typo and its degree of aeverity) from case - records would cause
latex handling of data difficult. Besidea, I do not think that
we could get at the specifics from case recorda, To overcome
these difficultias, propose that we claasifv problems
subsured uraler a probleat-area into typos and note the degree of
severity of the various problem-tyoas with rating scales.
(The method of rating is to be discussed later.) By doing this,
it is hoped that we could get nt the dimensions of the three
problem - arcas I:0:: every child and render meanings to 'the data.

The second pul:nose of having rating scales is to achieve
data uniformit th:aaugh calculating a score in each of the three
paohlem-aacas foa every child. Instead of whimsically
aarlving at a score, it is calculated with a formula from the
data extrectod from the case-record. The dataaextraction method
itaelf is also a uniform one; by thin, I mean deemphasis of
the u: :s of judgments of the rater and the collection of facts

cont'd-
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is trcssad. (Sea the following section on method of rating.)'
Only ih :hi:3 way can the qucility of data be enhancad.

lihen we have a score for every subject calculatod in a
problem-areao those subjects who have sKmilar scores can be
gxouoed tooether. Me question of which subject goes to
which group is to be answered later whon we know the frequency
distribution o.e the scores.) In this way, groups of subjects
can be col: pared with each other. Althbugh it will not mean
that subjects with similar scores grouped together exhibit
identical pro7Aems, it will show that the oval di me nsion

of their problems, in terms of number of problems and aeverIty
of problo, is similar. (Aoain, oea the section on mottled of
rating. nis is an important point to bear in mind when we
interpret the meanino of a group.

Xn summing ups the idea of indexing (assigning a score
to each subject on a certain characteristic) is to enable
large amount of data to be handled in a manageable manner, to
make the issue look less confusinge but at the same time not
to lose the meaning of the data Besides, this neater way of
handling data maes it possible for meaningful data-analysis
to take place.

XX. V Y 2 ' H O D ow nTxrG AND MLYAT3IWY:.r.-:-. o v,.........4*
Data are to be extracted from the case-record. One of

the drawbacks of this date-extraction rethod is that therater..
has to live with whatever he can get out from the recordingv
which is incelete Fortunately, it is noted that
any siOificont pro:oles the child has are always recorded
although minor or t0000xary problems are usually .:rot noted
in the file. i3eoiCes, the redical, psychologist's old
psychiatriEt's reports in the silo can supplement the recording,
and can serve as extra sources for data-collection purposes:
Therefore, hopnfolly, we shall not be Lverly pessimistic in
c::traoting izoortant (Iota from the case-record.

In extracting riata on a child"s phyoical/health,
bohavio,lral, and emotional prolllems from the case-record, two
1.1stro.nt2 a%7e rihe fist instruv,ont is a problem
closoificatioo ::Cho one for_ each of the three problem-..areas..
juot :ontionod,, and the second ono is a rating scale to be
uoed in conjunction with the nroblem cloosification scheme.
I shall elahooate on each of those two instruments in the
followino parilovaph3.

Cevolopino probleLt claosification rxhemet one
.'as onc0000red, illthou?h experts in the fk4d

closcotico co:%:: v12 with schemes, a
geocral conoensus is lacking ao to which one is the beat in

-- coned --
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ters ett: completenese. It scones to me that these various
claesir.ication attempts do not aim at universal application
but axe developed to meet with epecific research dem:ends.
What it means then is that it is difficult, if not impossible,
to adopt a ready-mado scheme and plug the data in for the
purposes of this placement study; however, ideas can be
borrowed from the various classificetion schemes.

After compering the different classification schemes
related to the three major: problem-areas of concern in this
placement study, it is decided that the C.A.S.M.T,
clessification or physical/health problems* (developed by
Mr. William Me('derwick) can be adopted with minor. modifications.
The olessificetlon of disturbences in social behaviour. (a
sub-classification scheMe of pevchopathological disorders in
childhood) developed by the G.A.P. (Group for the advancement
of Psych:.atry** can be adopted with seine rtodifications.
With regard to classification of emotional problems, the G A Pa
scheme again can be employed with some modifications.
the course of construction of our classification schemes, in
addition to coneulting the C.A.S.N.T. and the G.A.Pe Massifs
ication cVeccmly(:N, ideas are also borrowed, particularly from
the Drown, et. el., and the Gerard claesification schemes***
The end-produete are the three classification schemes attached,
one for each problem-area.

The rating scale is a five-eoint scale (attached) ranging
from "Pcblem .nRcnt" to "Very Serious ". A series of values
(w?ight. 0 to 4. z-1sc0.?;ned proeortionoIly to the differ-
caWe der,:y.ccri of severity or the prolem. Those values are used
for ih'71 pv.oz:e of arriving at a score for every subject in
each rwblo:-.a.l.ea, after the subject has been rated for each
of the problee-( :yeee subsumed under that probleM-area.

-1111,* A .FM..4 .,..... 0101=a ns**r4rgm.....JIV.nawooweebooaamn.......M././..goroeooryyrIer.p000bayervtyd.,

* t' Input ST)ccigicatonu of Child" page 2.
(October, 16.8).

***

Geoup for the 1,.dvance=ent of Peychiatry,
P!;1,:cho::,ahordcal in Childhood: Theoretical

an6 a 't=o1:3:10(1. Vol VI
RE:1:ort jone 1336.

The clesei2icetion attempt by hlrown, Pollock,. Potter
end Coheie tho C' by Gfc"( can be found on
pp.303-4, eed on pp. 303-C3 in the G.A.P. publication
citco oerlier.

cunt `d
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Xn rating, emhouis is pinced on the collection offaCt,
)3y this X Jiail mean two stei.;.o in data collection. Firste
see if a problem is noted in the file or not---if not) mark
°Problem -Osent" for that particular problem-typo. 13scond fo%'

a problem recorded in the Zile, note its degree-of weverity.
Xn case this information is not directly or indirectly
available, note the frequency og occurrence) the persistency
and nature (e.g ,.Ts. health Ir..ohlem inherited?) of the
proW.em) and also the amount of disturbance the child has
cwased to his surrounrlings or caring persons: only in this
cace'thea the Rater will use his judgments in rating. As a
guide for making jud,wents, the -g011owing criteria should
bn met:

''Slightly Serious' will moan that the problem
-type exists am that the eegree of severity of the
problem -type is either not mentioned* or said to be
leus than serious

°Serious" will msan that the problem-type is
rect].%.xent in nature, and that it is causing concerns
tle, well 13 complaints from various pr!ople. Xf it

is a behavioural problc i. it: mav be checked by
showing reproof or scolding. 1,:edication may be used

by the child for his problems.

°Quite S2 0.0l18.' will yean that the problem-type
is recurrent or r;)Y0 than recurreAt (e.g., child's
arm a:cputated) in nature., and that extra cering
effoxtu in term!, 02 Gintry tir.e and attention are
required, '.the ch E. u;ay constziotly on medication.
'ii it is a :.)-Ynavie:ALc.,1 w:;;:1;g1, r?hysical rectrictioa

S( ssion medical,be a way to e

psychiatric, :::dvice is r,

'Vert/ Serils" will )z1;.: .That the probleo-

type iS recurner.:t o:: rore that cicurrent in nature,

and tat i:.or the ch:,_11_ 4s a real burden on the
gui:rdia:;) rrofonal advice is; constantly relied
ay;.on, and ray ned therapy or treatment in
add!_tion to bein.,1 constantly on redication. The
child ray.h::,.ve to attend t*:cial school for his
pro:.: X2 it is a behAvioural problem, physical
restriction is the way to check it.

Wee We.isle*.....e.

'C'e have to :',ccelt the assulion thzIt problems wentioned
in the file are at ?.cast usrious in nature, or
eAse the,' would not be mentioned.

coat
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deta-extractionv the rater should avoid making
jedements and inferences unlees he is on solid ground.
In addition to this convention, three other rules have
to be folloyed plooely:ee

1) If more than one problem subsumed under the
same problem-type i mentioned, rate the one
which is or appanently is the most serious.
The rationale for this in that we want to
achieve data uniformity.

In extracting data on the child from the
Child Cate file/ we should consult the latest
recording on the child prior to his discharge
from the eeceptioa-asnosement resource. The
rationale for this is that we assume the last
piece of information to be most accurate. Of coursep
all documents in the file.have to he read.

Whenever certain information cannot be
obtained from the Child Care file,, the
Family file has to be read, and the same
conventions apply in data-extraction.

When a child has been rated, a score is computed for
him in each of the three problem-areas. The following
formula is used for this purpose:

neel

hie host %74- ,wi 3i (observed)w

itzo

where (eiem) means the sum of; wi stands for the
scale veiue (aeee...t1 of severitv of the problem) whighest
represents the highest ocale value ever achieved in any of
the ix:oble2-tYPeEt; x4 (observed) equals the number of cases
that have the same scale value,, and the possible range of
xi (observed) is o to a figure that represents the total

numbee of pzoblem-evees eubsumed under the same problem-
area. In other words (Z. wIc) gives the total score/
and whighest "e7IL w.x gives the true score: the purpose
of muleiolyieg the total score with the highest rating
ae14.eve:i is to imximiee the clarity of the dimension of
the problem, and to avoid any cancelling-out effect among
the weights (values) .

conCd
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One last thing about reliabilityt dna° one person
only will be doing the rating!, it is itvpsrative that

og the riAing has to be evaluated. The most
logical metho1 seems to be the .:ate-rel:ate reliability
chock. This means that the coder will rerate a random camp e
of the cases after all the CE1M3 have been coded (i.o.t
,.lon there is a minilival amount of learning effect), and
note any imonsistency in coding expressed in coefficients.
This rate-xerate method should reveal the quality of the
raw data

Auvust 20, 1971
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ArraomIx H

PregaPPv
Absolute Rolativa

COLUMN =tram AUD COD1 RC ACH TO AGU...~e0A.O.~.~.....

1 .4 3
1.1.....15"0

4

Case 1.D.

Ast6s cf Ant Rpsoures

Receiving Centre

2 C.D. Admission Group Homo

3 E.B. Admission Group Homo

4 N.B. AdMission Group Home I

5 N.B. Admission Group Hale U

6 W.B. Admission Group Haze

4**"...14.***III

6 i

0;:i1G:inntint: Branch

1 Metro Central

2 Scarborow,h,

3 North York

4 Etobicoko

9 Unknoun

wrgIvogy..vopora... r.
P^.---url A,!-Ise4on into Asseurst
iicoo=,ce

1 No pw.,ent or mrdian

2 Abandoned or Lost

3 Death of Parent

4 P;visical illness of pamnt

5 Eental illness of parent

6 Mental West, of parent

7 Desertion

8 Imprisonment

9 Brunkermose

10 Alcoholism

11 Drug Addiction

12 Soparation of parents
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Absolute RelativeRelative
COLtr,inWtADLn MD CODE RO OH RC ACI1

14 Physical abus between parents

15 inadequate incorlo

16 Mismanzgommt of income

17 Uneatisfeotory home conditions

18 Lack of accomodation

19 Bviction

20 Physical handicap of child

21 Mental rotardation of child

22 Dchaviour problcms (parcntchild
conflicts)

23 Emotional disturbance

24 Child of tulmarried rother

25 Extra-marital child

26 I11 troatte.mt of child

27 Rejection of child

fe8 Physical neglect

29 Sex offences (:including incest)

30 inadcqurto Supervision

31 Inability to control

32 Privato p3accmcnt (breakdo.ym of)

33 Other

34 Placomnt breakdown

99 Unknown

....000114.41.1. 11.4.0.0.01.6.1.1.



COT.MN W3 tA1318 AND CODS

8 UmencLoS

1 Emergency admission

2 Plonded adission

9 Unirnolo)

Prvill2D0Y.
Absolute Rctlativo
RC AGH RC 49x1

00.. ...... 411. 10/
9

O.

Lcgal Status when Discharged 'rem
AssessEent Resource.

. 4.../,+f,..1 0orawftmo*NWm.....40.0

0 N/A, child still .n assessment
resource

1 Non-xard

2 Tcnporary (Society) vard

3 Crolln We.rd

9 Unknown

10-11 Age of Child vhen 'bast Ldmitted into
Anscou'i: RenotIrce1 - - * .--, .....,.......1,
Ir. (5 to 15 yrs old)

WO.

. ..+4.1..../..,
otex f Child......_......._____

1 1' 31O

2 FcTalo

*,...400 OrwPy.,mr,

F.cp,rov.i-.4 of CbiAd

1 Caucasian

2 Nosro

3 We Th3icu

4 forth km. lailan/.2skir.lo

5 Asian

6 DifIck At.;iaa (?akistani, East India

7 Hind (anyway)

UnnJan/Unidenti;a2blo
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Absoluto Relative
VOTU.K., .,___V4RM.13 AND COIF A9if

14

3347

Xntellivnce a Child

1 Average or above (IQ. is 91 or above)

2 Slightly below average (I.Q. is
between 70 and 90)

3 Yoatally daeotive (La. below 70)

9 Unknownf t.Q. novor tooted

.1111*......

AotuaTA,__Score a Child
w

opendoth Mita/

999 Unknown/I.Q. Never tested.

18 Sibling limber (Including HA1R-Brothers

0 No Siblings under 16 years old

1 On

2 'No

3 Three

i. rour

5 rivo

6 Six or more

9 UnknoWno record
rot

19 Faysicaylleelth Condition

I Good (True score =

2 Fair (True score

3 Poor (Trim score =

4 Very Poor (True score

llote: True score to be comllutcd later
+N..*

20 21 pir,,oicqp::,n 1th Trtle; Score

Indopcmtent Entry

)

IMMO. ..10110.111.4..../.10.1.00.41101.0...

.14...11.1101...
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Ahcolule IZolative
COMM vAIITAm An cow, PC .ACH....Y0. AGH

lao

42 Favontst or Guardian's ConL%ct (o.g.,
tfix/rhanju, lciuv-or.LtirA

0 Hot applircblo, child NI no biological
paveMo or gucrdian/whorcebouts og paronta
or guarditvn unknom

1 Parentn/guardlan had contacted child

2 Parc:ran/guardian had liovor contacted child

--
43

4/)

IfarlLs1 S;,atua og Ch11.dia Pcronta

0 Child has no biological paronta

1 Nom :Leo,rricd

2 Yarriago in:tact (includins ecwon-law union

3 Scparated, logally or voluntarily
(including dcocrt:I.on)

4 Divorced

5 Widowed

6 Remarrlod (including cxma-law union)

9 Unknown/no record

Fc,:,nonlc Statua Child'a Vo:a11.7, (Gl.oned from

Solr.no of Inc o, of Fundo, D:;Ota,

_TA.;

0 Vot child hat; np parento

Coafortablo );;toady mployncnt, no or

2 !li,:koyato )minor debts)

3 Poor (Spomilc 0:1.plono or unenpl.oycd, on
wolfaro, 0.c'i-o,.o:iono.n4-,,:yont of incoo oz

fun'.1.0

9 Unkno.::A/no recoA
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COLUMN VART4131; P.ND COX RC ACH 110_,4.er . .-4 J.

5 Wor!'ing Rolationshi,, of Child's Parents or

0 Not apPlicable child has no biological
parents or guardian/whereabouts of mxonts
or gvarditel unhnovn

1 Positivo working relvtionship: characterized
by a senoe of trust progress co-oporation
oto

2 Indiffcoat world:1g relationship:
characturitxd by lack of a senso of trust,
progrons. ca.-oporation, etc.

9 Urkne-In...-.------ ........,..4.--:- - ........-- 0 ..411 44.0.44/...4.444.4. 4 6 ....WA 0.4
46 Child's in Caro Roforo/Prosontly

0 Not applicable no ;siblings

1 0A0 or trxres siblings in care

2 ro sibl1nr4o in care
:t 4-4 ~. "11..........,..* -.M.004.41.0.-........

r.',1vontco or Guardian's Ability to Caro for Child

- 1 ,.. .4 sr 0440w
or to Coro with Child'hjrobloms

0 Not applicable child has no biological.

paronts or guardian

1 blo to with ow.° help

2 Doubtful

3 Unable to

9 Un'molm V Say lieTs.40e- ÷.4.4~.4
48 Choico of Arroornont Adrnitsion

0 Not applicablo for children tithe Rocoiving
Centro

I MIAs:lion group hone is the best for 'Lilo
child

2 Choice of the ;:,..:t.tioaion group hero is forced

duo to las1' of craco in bho Rocoiving Centro

Choler) of assonment resource io fovcod duo to
lack of o,laeo in the tron';11:1nt institution

9 Choice of Asctot;:lent Re:Jou-roe tillnown4 ,- / - 41.-

41-

...mg w.p.m.*. .4.4
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,1!.. Aug._ 3 3.F"%r"

StA.-.t 2 low.;

2 5ta.,,,,Jd th= 2 ::.trn:0,113 (60 dvd)

9

J Jo. Or dined J.* d MI .11/1. MOO. mi.... S , Our..

(;): .?.csource

T

.......- god - aro dd woo. S..

to F',,Yeol)

cmj, or boys' 010 vhere
Xe3 ) ths is e. social u.Drk imit, maolde

) assewx.ent by prgehiatrist pojetniogint
2 'A) ) r4diosi op.scialotvor other prao3siona1o)../.......) --
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eon for Lonz (aore then 2 =litho) in Assosanent
.cter.,0.z.co ssiinr- .------..---
0

9

.11,..

0:0..V. otrqr.,,d for 3..ucia two 1:intnt3

io.ryn LCO.V...10 Cild. 11E1,d

poel',-.17o or to the pcole in the
n33C3=.:11ft; rccourec. and repitxc.,lom of the child

woul4

Chilet loT.;.sr boowse it was believcd
could j:rcn 3 3.:in.fi3 of ol:por*Lutics

offnnyl 6C :v7r1 Zmn amps:-
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COWN ,IUD COI).....1 . .We......... ..........1
55.56 Dlcosi;jo.1 fyS' Child fron Aseilm%mt Rucourno

. /.....*

(

0 0n hollo/%-th.tivo's hon

OUR RESOMOES

1 Regu1.4r Pastor Homo (Including Provisional HMO

2 Subsielzu4 Footor Rome

3 Snacialincd Yontar Nme

h Rvgul;.1.1. Crow., Hone

Hoetol

6 Cvn

7 Lelo-)ti.on vt b 'pion

OT.IT;;Iisi's,', INSTITUTION FOR v!Isreirram winnatl.

Fruouonor

Absolute RolLti'

Re AGH RUie,

in Large institution (1 ohildrer or more)
with built.ln stmoturad thorxv

11 'Argo 1.nstit11 tion withou,t

tVUOtAll 'E,r1 tho-sy

12 &Ian 3.mt.tu'61on (12 obildron or 1,iss) vith
built-in struotur.ld thornny

13 ..instiecution yAt'n:lut:puiat-in

t;!;:rany

ttructurcd

14 Tr;?atv.nt c,:ntms of ths Ont, Dept of Health

...1111.....4*

CUTS.t.t",'":3 7N7.TITUTY.O:l l'Ort Cii.traVA rAil.A7::',`URLI., VR(1311'218: -

20 a,'1; .2;.1.tia s 'oructtr( d

2J 1:.,r,;3

thorary
22 S. all 4.11: vith

:ftwuctIlrod
91 1 : 1 O g i p n t on DI!t built-in

y
2h r. . ng i° Msarvi on Eo.,,e

FC:a 11Z,TX:,:n1) CHLDTA:J,

ti on tArucuvori

51 :61-v).16%

(cont.'d)
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32 Small institution WAII built-in
structured therapy

33 S:Pall inetituttonyWout built-in
structured thoraw

40 Child :mill in assessment resource

41 Other, 1 . . 4L 1

Choice of P_Drcctont, Resource...,, ww
0 ot applicable, child went home

1 Cot placount resource considered first
choice

2 Did not Get placement resource considered
first choice

3 Child still in assessment resource

t

lorequonOr

Absolute Relative
)1C fICH EC ACIII

9 Choice of Placement resource unknovn

58

1.411/11001.11.11414.11.04. 4111111.11 WWI

..*A .....1V ,...,* 4,10.1.1.1*0000M.y

Replacc,:ent of Child since Discharge from
hsserent Resource

0 Vot applicable, child want, home

1 V° replacement

2 OKO or more roplaccmcnts

3 Child still in assessment resource0-.*,-
59 Foasc'n for Last 'Reluctant Replaceent of Child Dille°

0 Vot applicable, obild t3nt hone

1 No roplacment

2 Duo to inljAnty of placc:nent resource to cope
or meet with child's special pro'ol=3 or needs

Duo to clu,tn!,:es. within the placement resource

(e.e., health of foater mthor, foster
r,aron'c.3 OA holidu)

Duo to mc!-:;;sery trznsik,r of child (e.g.,
availaility of placement r:.sourcc long

bc:Gter r000kIrce duo
to chan3o of child's n,:=eels)

5 Child s'L:111 in assessx(nt resource

0 Un!mown
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Absolute hart: vo
COWN VA11110111; AND CON

el.... ft 1 W.4..1. *a& It° AGIA RC
60 f.mt 'ilecorclvd /.(allyss Plan for Child still in iv

PO A3.01 AI'l'Y5t 31.1-1272- --

0 Not applicable) child vont home idioeharged

1 Child to be returned hone shortly

2 Child to be returned hone but data
uncertain

3 Child not. to be returned home

6163

9 11ei unlmown, 4 ~ SNOWY...*
Total Tr.-ngth of Ti in Days Child in C,A.S.
Pht1101/ree Qap.t7.pff Date cif 1.1e try _31rt. 0 0,0.0 00 00 ; a. .....0,001?: 0...0000000.: c .0-00 000.100

Independent Entry

al./0 00-40001R. 6.1
64 P.{22:1,222...?K'Oka.M;i113-0.11.1-1-q.1.-- ............

1 Good (True score t. )

2 Fair (True score .1 )

3 Poor (True score ,,,, )

4 Very Poor (true ccoru = )

No t2: 11.,Ingo to be coroAtted later

A.11011111141011.11.

0.0 roa0 010 0, 0 0 0.1010.04,011 0.000.1.000010100000011110.0.00.

010400. MM. OM ..1 00101.60. .60 * * r.11..00.1.4W
65-67 Of1:!dis tivert.,:0 Pmblen Trre Score0,4 4 . :-

1.n.:lepenctc;nt Entry

1,1,4 t -,Au %.e.... .^. /,. Wft.0.+ *. . *.r....1
uu T 7al Stc%:xs on Mrinalon

1 Now Ward

2 Tericorary Ward

3 Crown Ward

t.- 11 /0 00.,000/0
Cfract...on of As:If;s::-..1cnt (Psychologica

of Whao Child in Assess7.-.ont

nk,:correc,or Lone k=ediately Prior to

. - . . . W 0...
1 Yes

2 No

......... .//.Imy...../
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YorP.,

VART&DL1 AtD C

Admicson/
1 1968

2 1969

3 1970

4 1971

Childln Ovorp1.3 Problem Severity Scalo

EP Dohay. Foot.

1 High High High
2 HAgh High Low
3 High Low High
4 High Low Low
5 Low LOW Low
6 Low Low High

7 Low nigh Low
8 Low High High

Vnn-..... JP. *.e.

Frot=qY,wp
Absotutu 14Aativ
no Ac c., DC AC.

D43 in Assesezent R05011TC/) (Clit4Off Date Could

b-01=Y11 'il, 2521).

1 Shwt (Days -,-,

.:...

)

2 1:odei,o;Ge (Days =. )

3 Lo (Deys 1.--.1 )

4 Very Long (Days .= )

note: Rause co be cc.7.puted le.er

//y,.M.Mow egs*
73

0

:.1re in C.A.S. Porio..reco

1 Short (Days,,, )
2 Yodorate (Dio
3 long
4 Vevy Ions (Days

roe: Ran!3e to he computed later

* 4111.*....,.. .11........ /11....1411.411.1111411111...........140

74 1.e.o'rou-,1 oc Child on Artliceiolla.-+

1 5 'co 8 Jean old
9 to :u yoaTs old
12 to 25 years old

4.1.1. 1......m0. 0.040061M-ab. *Imme rvIl 0.0OW.. -,...1.1.
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laWABUXTY OF RAW DATA

pota,1611

It is important in the conduct of research that the

quality of the collected data be assessed, whenever possible.

The logic behind this ,is the belief that no matter hoW complete

the coding instruction is and how careful and well-trained the

coders are, mistakes in coding are inevitable due to various

human and environmental factors. This is especially true when

judgmental data are collected. In order to enable the audience

to determine the credibility of the findings, in addition to

knowing the design, the quality of the raw data has to be

indicetel.

Nan)! approaches and methods of estimation have been

proposed. In this kstudy, the rata - rerato reliability approach

was aclopted, since only one coder was used to collect the data.

This eimply eleas that after all the cases had been coded, i.e.,

when the learning effect was minimal, 10% of the cases randomly

r;eleci:ed were re-coded. (Eowevor, owing to unavailability of

three of the cases at thin stage" only 2/ cases or 9% of the

total sample yeze re-coded). Using the results from the two

codin stegeq, coefficients of stability were calculated..

For the nomina and ordinal data, the coefficient

of agreement Ck) proposed by Cohen (1) was used to determine

the ee.c.ent of con3istency or stability in coding. The

e ObaawerMSWW.namw. /11.,11.0110

1. eohen, 'A coefZicioni: (3): agreement for nominal

scale :) i:.duila'ciol.!al and P,veholociicill

XX, 1, p.*?. 3 7-46.
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Po 7 Pc

- pc

Where pc = the proportion of units in which the judges

agreed/ pc the proportion of units for which agreement is

expected by chance. The corAficient It- is therefore the

proportion of agreement among the judges after chance

agreement is re: oved from consideration: it represents the

extent of true agreement. Using the short-cut formula

fc -
k

tT fc

the k-values for all'the nominal and ordinal variables were

computed, and they ranyed from 0.62 to 1.00 (2), with a mean

k value of app::oximately 0.90. As it was expected, the k-

values kor those variables for which judgmental data were

colIceted (e.g., Guardian's working relationship, guardiares

caring ability, etc.) were on the whole smaller than those

for variables where factual data were involved (e.g.,

ethnicity, sex, etc.). This means that it was More difficult

to v:chieve a high degree of conaistency in collecting

judgantal than factual data. ffowever, when we look at the

discrepancies, a consistent pattern is visible.' In most

caseF4, neighbouring clasco, not polar classes (for those

vario:Aes with more than twit classes), were coded, This is

an.... .00 ft , M .0. -
r.tile kvalv.e 1.00 inoans perfect agreement and is the
upper of %.
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Most evident in coding the variable "Guardian's caring ability',

and the variable "Guardian'e economic condition".

Six discrepancies were detected a's follows in coding

'weldian's caring ability"/

First Coding Second Coding
3 2

2 3

2 3

1 2

3 2

2 1

Where 1 = Able to, with some help, 2 = Doubtful, and 3 = Unable to.

The four discrepancies in coding "Guardian's economic condition"

were as follows Fireii Coding. Second Coding
2 1

3 2

3 2

3 2

Where I = Comi:eetable, 2 = Adequate, and 3 = Poor. As it can be

seen, althoucjh mistakes i' coding were made, the judgment cannot be

said 'co oe unYarranted. However, the coeilicient of agreement k

measures pergect agreement only and not near- perfect agreement. As

such, it seex,e that a reliability measure has yet to be developed to

take care of the latter in order to ofZer a wider meaning to the

interprrietion of '1!,greeNent". Judging the nature of data in the

study and the rather high mean k-value (k = 0.90), one can safely

say that the coding was done in a highly consistent yay, and that

the de:Iree o-47 reliability of the nominal and ordinal data was
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significantly high (3).

With regard to the estimation of the reliability of

metric-level data, the Pearson product-loment correlation coefficient

was calculated for the three "principal" variables - namely, physical/

health problem score, behavioural problem score, and emotional

problem score (4) . The results of scoring the 27 cases on these

three variablnat stag() one and stage two were as follows:

Pin Boh. Emot.

No problem noted in both stages 18 3 11

Discrepancy * 5 14 10

No discrepancy 4 10

Total: 27 27 27

* Where the absolute difference between the
scores in equal to or greater than 1.

Xn addition to the )?earson r, the wenn and standard deviation of the

difZerenr.ms in scoring for each of these three variables were alo

coited 5), 4.r ogn*
3. J.P. Guilgord not that "in practice, we e;:pect reliability

coeMcionts to 1;.e. in the uppez brackets oS: r vzques, usually
.-j to .S3", (-AIndantal S....atistiS in Pscroholocw and
Edvcation, Co.,, 165 P,104.)

4. Of the nine :.:atic-level varia31es re-coded, four bad no error in
coding, and two hed ona error oz.:ch. ks elq;ected, the varie)IQ::
which had a nmber of errors in c::ding were the three probl.,:..1-a7:si:.!

sirwo the sc,,res wore arriv,sd at largely fpadgmentlly.

Xn thnse t1)-,.ee statistics, the n's in the three fort.; 0..
were all e:!ual to 27, and not to 27 oinuu the "no-problem-notn'
cacs, r2:1! rationale or this bElsed on the observation tht
in :o17,e cases, while "no ;,-,:ob'!.cm" was floted in one Litage (a

of 0), in the other stacp), certiAin ;zindl oS: problenn were noted
(a co :lo o2 1 or greater). Y.n othr word u, ever.' cue had a

or bain4,3 ::ated diS:.i7eently over timo regar,Ilcso of the
actnal asent:e pre:.lence ok prepler4 and a case codsd "no
pro!llom no tee," cot not necossarilv indicate that thcre wan in
fact an asence pre31:e.s.
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cliff,

Cr cliff.

r 12

. 2 Pi2 -

Iva Deh mot;:.

La A 1.19 58 = 2.15 Li = 2.37
27 27 e_27

3.24 2.96 4.24

0.4466 0.9078 o.EON,

At first glance at the mean-values might suggest that in

coding emotional problorzse more mistakes wero made, and that it

was more accurate in the coding of behavioural problems, and

even more co in the coding of physical/health problems. However

this is not totally true :hen we take into consideration two

factors; the number of "no-problem-noted" cases!, and the degree

of dispersion of the diffc:::ences in scoring. The fact that 18

out off: 27 cases did rot have physical/health problems noted, and

that the xaage of discrepancies in scoring the 5 cases was 1 to 14

with a rode of 4 suggest wo should not be overly hap py with the

achieved. The small Pear :on r-vnluo computed for the

coding of rhysiea7Jhealth problems partly helped to explain this

(6). Thal:el:ore, is this case, the mc,an-valuo calculated cannot

be as nn indicator o?: consistency in coding, ,and the

PearvoD x-value is probably a bettor indicator.

With rcgnrd to the coding of behavioural problems. the

Pcaxr,on x-value calculated scams to be a reliable one because

th;I:re wc.s a gre:It deal of variation in the claim *ft only 3 out

27 car,os no !Jco::e at a).1; the rnn-:e. waq

6. 01: course, anoThan ::eason which helped tO produce n small
r-value is that we had little variation in the data
16 out of 27 CZLJOS had no score at all.
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1 to 12 with a mode of 2. Likewise, the Pearson ,.revalue calculated

for the coding of emotional:problems can be said to be reliable

because of the variation in the data -- 11 out of 27 canes had

no score, at all; the range ofd discrepancies war; 2 to 10 with a

mode of 4. Accepting that the Pearson r.-values closely represent

the extent of reliability in coding the three problem-areas, we

can say that, on the average,, coding the three problem-areas

was done in a highly consistent way because of the high uean r«

value achieved -- Z-- transformation of the three Pearson r-- values

gave an average r-velue of 0.90 (7).

Xn conclusion, we can say that the high "coefficients

of stability" calculated (0.90 throughout) fox the three J.evels

of data suggest that coding was done in a highly consistent

manner,; end that we should have at least high confidence in

inteepeeeing the findings since the raw data were nificantly

reliable. However, it has to be borne in mind that the above

actuelly nhowed intra-coder reliability and not inter-coder

reliebiliey. Yet is enticipeted that if two or more coders or

judges ueee used. the coefficients of stability would be emaller

than the ones coeDuted. This is because each coder might Use hie

own feeeewoek, which might be diffs:ent from the "general" one,

regerd.1.?ee ce.j. how deteiled the coding instruction might be and

hoe cche ehe cceeee weee eeained. Xn our case tnen. w rayam

7. p. Oleee, fiene V. and aulien C. Sta nley,
;;;,_zcion and Pr:vchologv, Hew Jersey:

..

Prentice-eleie,., 1.6.1c., 1970, pp. 2G5 -260 and 30J-310.
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that the high "coeflacients of stability" achieved was due to the

fact that one framework only was used throughout.

The problem of extracting data from files or records is

a well-known one in research methodology. When judgmental data

aro collected, high reliability is usually difficult to attain:

oaf: findings seem to confirm this once again. (See page 2 in this

Appendix.) However, on the whole, we should be fairly happy with

the nature of the raw data because of the highly satisfactory manner

those data wore extracted from the files, despite the fact that

extaction of certain kinds of data was carried out in a more

consistent way than that of certain other kinds of data.
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xrPnApxx "10

Drcuomum vAtany,ns WXTE REC0DE0 Cs*'
U TIMACRORIC eirdrkpiXja/M

IplY4%e ...S* .1*10 0*Y.

Variable Nara
ing
Value

1.

",.....e 00.....1

Age No

2. Sex No

3, Ethnicity No

4. Intelligence r4

5. Nuober of siblings
under 16 yrs old

No

6. Physical/health
condaion

NO

7. L,.:havioural cond3.;.:Ion No

e. Emoticaal coiion Eo

9. School-lcarniylg

10..

ralations'nip

(N t16 M4)
.....01.400...41100.. 1"010f yd.*

Pecodod Claciqe.3

1 = 5 - 10 yrs old
2 =11 - 15 yrs old

1 » Boy
2 » Girl

1 I:, White

2 = Non-white

1 = Average or above
2 = Below evere.ge

1 » No or less than
three sib/ings

2 = Three or more
siblings

1 = .

2 = Poor

1 » Good
2 » Poor

1 » Good
2 » Poor

1 No d5.fliou1ica
2 » Sors difficulties

1 Good
2 » Poor

AA." -

Mean S,1

1.55 0.!

1.37 0.4

1.12 0.3

1.36 0.4

1.44 0.51

1.27 0..4e

1.62 0.45

1.64 o.4e

1.5 0.50

1.67 0.4-i

(To be eolVci.maed on following page)
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.....4
Hass-
ing
Value,

110

wa./W amr..twookmasamie..........poomMi

Recoded Clas3e.s Mean

1.53

. IIgy V14.21.04 /. a i

Vkiniabl:a Varro

11. Child-worker.
relationship

1 = Good
2 = Poor

I. N.M

0.50

12' Child 'peer
relationship

no = Good
7 = Poor

1.56 0.50

13, Police record No 1= No 1.28 0.45
2 = Yes

14. Nature: of searation No 1 = Voluntary 1.24 0.43
2 = Involuntary

15. Child-guardian
contact

VI) 1 e-1 Yos

2-- No
1.10 0.38

16. Guw:dian's economic
condition

1i0 = Good
2 = Poor

1.62 0.49

17. Guarn-agsncy
rolationship

14st 1 = Good
2 = Poor

1.55 0.50

18, Gnnialln..13 caring
abiIit

I = Good
2 = Poor

1.§ 0.50

19, Child's ovel:ail
problem racing

No 1 = Good
2 = Poor

1.61 0.49

.soft. .*.-f .. ..1.40,1myoOmf ,.... .....
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'Al'ONDY%

FACTfYi:

reArt.121

) I4.

Mc.1TOR

VAMAVICTE I IX xxx XV :12

. ft . eq..... . 0-11.

1. Acie 24 13 (79; 19 73

2, Sex -25 01 (39; -01 22

3. EthlUcity 19 (44) 06 -03 23

4. Intelligenca 13 , 12 (-36 -09 16
5. Number.of siblings .13 23 (-33 i8 22

6. Physical/health crmdition 04 -06 -15 (-41; 22

7, Behavioural condition
. (96) -00 16 11 96

8, Em.:+tional wIndition (44) 09 -17 -03 23

9. Schook-lea-ening difficulties (61 -04 -12 03 39
10. Child-L,gnardian relationship (551 (42! 14 04 50

11. Chi:!:.d-wnrker relationship (67) -12 -11 (52' 74
12, Child-prJer relationship (69: -19 -09 (67) 95
13. Po3;ice rcicrl'ed (80: 11 '(51) -03 91

14. Nqure tiepatat3on -19 (43) 02 -17 26
15, Child-guardian c:Intact -09 (40 -01 02 24

16. Guardian s economic condition (-471 (351 -26 18 44

17, Guardian-agency'::elationship 05 (87) -16 02 9
18. Gnardian's caring ability 19 (48) -14 15 31

19. Child's overall problem rating (91 06 -14 01 86

Parflontage o:e total variance 24.6 10.8 8.0 5.6 49.1

Percentage of core- on vatiance 50,1 22,0 16.3 11.4

a anA- A-

i;O:Le 11 L.:0;11:LS ocaii;t:u6.

Note 2, Vzor loildin3s and communalities rech Rrora 6-digit

figues,
VoU! ToF0:2ingn greili:er than an absolute value of 0.30 shown

in pwesn'chiisoFJ.

!clte 41 The f'0.1:! oxtractd aro lbeled as f011owo
X Child's social vdjus'42wni-. T,,atix1rn

i.3aEc,ntirsj i?at'c.orn.

ChKdIs ch3:facteri.t:tics

)V ft, Child's :iociability ;mttcxn



6.11ITMIX "N"

OAmagLEAucas (Eugmx Tnamoual

rag9212

PACTal
VARIABLE I 11

1. Ago (34 ) -03
2. Sox -21 04
3. Ethaleity 18 (-42)
4. In 08 16
5. Ihu,bor of clLblinge -12 .29
6. Ilvalcal/heAth condition .-06 09
7. rohavioaral cmditi'm 97) 02
8. EgotionP1 condition -10
9. Sehool-Marning difficulties 59 02

10. Child-zy.n'dionrolationship 55) (-39)
11. Childwe.zer rolation3hip 76) 05
12. Child-p:clr rviaticiAip 81) 11
13. Pone.) rocord 81) .02
14. Naturo of cororation .-23 (-4o)
15. Child-uardian contact -09 (47)
16. Guardinnto ccoro.iic condition (-44) -.40)

17. 0u.ardian-agonoy rentionship 03 -88)
18. Guardian's ca.ang ability 20 -51)
19. Child's ov-orall rzoblom rating (87) -07

IIX IV

N 4446
15 04

(-33)

-24 -it
.22 (43)
14
-17

.02
09

.44 06
21 01
.06 -,-43)

-04 -57)
(49) 07
08 15
08 ..03

-14 20
00 00
-03 -11
15 11

Note 1: Dcwiroal pointa mitted.
Note 2: Fa4or loadings reduced fro7n 6-digit figures.
Note 3: LK:dingo greater than an WoL'olute vslese of 0.50

an rimnAose.:$.
Noto 4: '11w fo,Ar factore arcs Labo*A(.4 ao follows -

I Child':; adluc:rxnt pattern
II = Parenting abtlity pattern

= Ir.;O:ground eharnotorietics
IY raorn

Note 5: The f(Wtowing ohms tho corre4ations among th000
four oblique fsAora -

IX
IIX

XY

I

-0.02
-0.06
0.11

rI

0.04
-0.08

III

0.25
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